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REPORT.

The Geological Survey of New Jersey has been ¢ont'_nued the past

_,ear. The largest part of the work and of the expense has been

given to pushing forward the Topographic Survey, and good progress

,has been made. The Geodetic Survey of the State has also been con-

_tinued, and the largest part of that work is now done. There has

_lso been considerable time given to work ill which the results of for-

mer work in the survey have been practically applied. Those relating

to water-supply, to artesian wells and to mining will be given at

.greater length farther on in this report. And the uses and benefits

-of the survey_ which is carried on at the expense of the State, and to

develop its natural resourses, are making themselves more widely

known every year.

The different departments into which the work divides itself will

now be taken up separately.
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I.

GEODETICSURVEY.
t

This survey is made as a part of the United States Coast and Geo.-

detie Survey, and at the expense of the United States Government.

It is done under the direction of our Geologi_l Survey, by authority

of the act of Congress which directs the Coast and Geodetic Survey

to aid States which are carrying on geological and topographleal sur-
veys. The accompanying small State map has marked on it the

points which have been accurately determined in latitude and longi-
tude in this survey. Those marked with a small triangle are prlmary

stations which have been occupied, and from which angles have been

measured to numerous other points. Tile uumbers on points refer to
their names which are given in the following list. Those marked by

a dot are tertiary stations. No numbers are attached to them. They
have been ob_r_.ed upon from file primary stations, but have not been

occupied and used as stations for measuring angles. .4. list of those

which have been observed upon from the High Torne and High

Mountain, during the past summer, are given below.
The points which have been selected for primary stations in the

southern part of the State, but have not yet been occupied for meas-

uring angles, are each designated by a small circle and a number, and

they are s_t down in the list with the other primary stations.
An inspection of the map will show that nearly the whole of the

State is dotted over with the marks of these points of triangulation.
The latitude and longitude of each of these stations are determined

with such accuracy that they are not in error for more than a very

few inches. This work needs to precede the topographical survey,

as the latter has to be mapped so that all its parts shall be correctly
adjusted about these points which are the fixed and accurate marks of"

reference. On some of our maps of recent date, where points of lati-

tude and longitude had not been accurately settled, the maps were in
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error in the proper location and relation of their parts as much as a
mile and in some cases more.

LIST OF PRIMARY STATIONS DETERMINED.

No. on Map. Name. No.on Map. Name,

1. High Point. 21. Disboro.
2. Culver's Gap. 22. Willow Grove, Pa.
3. Hambt, rgh. 23. Stoney Hill.
4. Bear Fort. 24. Mouat Holly.
5. Tome. N.Y. 25. Gowdy's House.
6. Buttermilk Hill, N.Y. 26. Yard, Pa.
7. Bald Hill. 27. Pine Hill.

8. High Mountain. 28. Apple-Pie Hill.
9. Mount Olive. 29. Ridgeway.

10. Montana. 30. Barnegat Light House.
ll. Weasel. 31. Betbel, Pa.
12. Springfield. 32. Lippincott.
13. Big Rock, Pa. 83. Meeting-house Hill, Pa.
14. Haycock, Pa. 34. Buck, Del.
15. Pickels, 35. Burdon.
16. Goat Hill. 36. Deakyne, Del.
17. Mount Rose. 37. Pine Mount.

18. Mount Horeb. 38. Deepwater, Del.
19. Beacon Hill. 39. 3oscelyn.
20. _ewtown, Pa.

LIST OF STATIONS SELECrEDj BUT NOT YET DETERMINED.

NO,on Map. Nwne. NO,on Map. Name.

40. Small's Ridge. 44. Weymouth.
41. Hammonton. 45. Egg Harbor.
42. Spring Hill. 46. Newfield.
43. Williamstown. 47. Estellville.

TERTIARY STATIOB_8.

The following is a list of the tertiary stations observed upon during
the past summer :

FROMHmH raOUNTAIN.

Brooklyn Bridge. Powder Mills.
Fairfield. Cald vrell Church.
Boonton Church. Haekensack.

Parsippany. Passionist Fathers Monastery.
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Englewood. Suffern.
Coytesville. P_lisades.

Morristowm Saddle River (not observed
Bergen Fields (Schraalenberg upon from any other Sta-

S. Church). tion).
AnotherchurchspireinHack- Wortendyke (not observed

ensack (notobservedupon upon from any other Sta-
from any other Station). tion).

Bald Mountain. Paramus.

Caldwell Flag. Schra_lenberg (N, Church).
Sheep Hill. Greenwood Lake.

Watuong. A church spire (not observed
Ramseys. upon from any other Sta-
Wyckoff. tion).
Allendale.

FROMHIGH TORNE.

Bald Mountain. Suffern.

Greenwood Lake. Bergen Fields.
Schraalenberg. Faramus.
Englewood. Beacll Mountain.
Wyckoff. Palisades.

Allendale. R_mseys.
P. F. Monastery. Hackensack.
Coytesville. Southfield.

Brooklyn Bridge.
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1I.

TOPOGRAPHICALSURVEY.

o

The State Topogmphieal Survey has been vigorously pushed for-

ward during the year by Mr. Vermeule and his assistants. At tile
close of the last year, it was reported that 1,740 square miles had

beeu surveyed, of whieb 480 miles were done in the season of 1882.

During the present year the surveys ]lave extended over 1,116 square

miles, and the total area surveyed is 2,856 square miles. Tile whole

area of the State we have estimated at 7,576 square miles, so that very

nearly two-fifths of the area of the State is now surveyed. This,
however, gives an incorrect idea of the proportionate amount of work

done. The surveys over the roughest and most difficult ground in
tbe State are done. And it is safe to say that more than one-half of

the labor of tile Topographical Survey has been done.

Of the ground surveyed, 1,260 square miles had been mapped, and

847 miles engraved and printed in one map, at the end of 1882.

During the past year, 633 square miles have been mapped, making a
total area now mapped of 1,893 square miles, and 844 square miles

have been engraved and ready for printing. The whole area now

engraved is 1,691 square miles.

In preparing the maps for publication, it has been concluded to
have them all on a scale of one inch to a mile, which is 1 to 63360, and

to have them all of the same size, and as large as they can be conve-
niently printed on a single sheet of paper. After a number of trials

to ascertain what would best fit the irregular shape of the State, and

the geological belts which cross it obliquely, having regard also to the
location of important centers of population and business, the plau

shown on the accompanying small map of the State was adopted.

The entire State requires 17 sheets to cover it. Each sheet is 24 x 34

inches in size. At first view it will be thought that they overlap each
other and require au extra amount of engraving. The overlapping
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is not more than enough to give room for titles to the mapsj and the

engraving is not increased, as the printing is not done from the

engraved stones directly, but from transfers which can be joined
together in any way that may he required.

The numbering ¢£ the maps is generally from the north towards

the south, and they are arranged so that those covering the same geo-

logical formation can be easily grouped together, thus :
Nos. l, 2, 3 and 4 cover all the Archaean and Pa]eozoie rocks..

Nos. 2, 3 and 4 cover all the Arehaean rooks and all the iron ore
district of the State.

Nos. 5, _;, 7 and 8 cover the red sandstone formations.

Nos. 8 amt 9, with I0, 11 and 12, cover the clay and marl districts
of the State.

Nos. 9, 13, 16 and 17 cover the entire Atlantle shore.

The she_,ts can be taken separately or the whole together. The
maps arc all drawn on the same system of projection so that any two

adjoining ones esn be cut, fitted accurately to each other, and made

into a single map, or they can be folded across and put in an atlas of
17x24 inches. These, with a nmp of the whole State, on a scale of

five miles to au inch, and which will go on the same sized sheet, will

make a complete atlas of New Jersey.
The contour lines are drawn on these nmps so as to show every rise

of 20 feet elevation in the hilly portions of the State, and every 10

feet in the more level portions. They furnish the data from which

important puhlic undertakings for drainage, for water-supply, for the
location of roads, railroads, selection of routes of travel, sites for build-

ings, &e., may bc intelligently studied out. Already they have found
important uses in forwarding public improvements, and they will

become indispensable for every citizen interested in public affairs.

NOTE.--As the first maps of the series will be distributed this
winter, while those following may be issued at intervals of several
months, persons re_eiving the first may find it convenient to preserve

them in such a way that others can be bound in with them in the same
atlas.

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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Ill.

TERTIARYANDCRETACEOUSFORMATIONSOF

SOUTHERNNEWJERSEY.

In preceding reports, the geological structure of these formations
has been given. They are all ill pretty uniform and regular strata,

which, instead of lying level, are inclined towards the southeast, with

a dip of from 50 to 20 feet to the mile. As the dip of the strata

farthest southcast was the most gentle, and we had no other measure-

ments to guide, we were led to consider that there was a diminu-

tion of the dip in the advance in that direction. And while the beds

of green sand marl are easily distinguished from each other by their
characteristic fossils, and some of the fossils of the upper or third

marl bed were of tertiary forms, while all the others were cretaceous

forms, still it was not easy to draw a well-defined line between these

two great formations. There was no exposure where they were plainly

unconformable but the passage from one formation to the other appeared

gradual and without break. In the last report on the geological sur-
vey, attention was called to the important t_act that some of the strata

were very sandy, and would most probably yield good water for

domestic use if they were pierced by bored wells ; and, assuming that

the red sand bed overlying the lower marl bed should yield water, the

depth was calculated at which water could most likely be obtained at

various places along the ssa-shore and on the beaches. The calcula-
tion was made by allowing the dip or descent of the strata to be 20

feet to the milc_ and these depths were put in the report and marked

upon the map accompanying it.
The observations of the past season indicate that the cretaceous and

tertiary beds are not conformable, but that the tertiary beds, including

the upper layer of the Upper Marl bed, are much gentler in their
inclination than the cretaceous beds below them. Also, that what has

L 4
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heretofore been designated as the ash marl, or middle layer of the

Upper Marl bed, is really much thicker where it is bored through at

some miles from its outcrop, than it is at the latter lille; and that it
constitutes the division between the two great formations; though,

from the absence of fossils, it is not possible to say at present which

one of the formations it belongs to.
The boring of two artesian wells, the first at Ocean Grove and the

second at Asbury Park, have furnished important and satisfactory
data for determining the dip of the strata with greater precision than

it had been possible to get before this, as will be shown farther

on in the description.

The marl beds, with their peculiar grains of green sand, are easily

distinguished i¥om tbe other strata passed through, but the colors of
the various strata are entirely different from what they are at their

outcrops on the surface ; what are salmon-colored or yellow, by
oxidation, near tile surface, are all black, or nearly so, in the same

strata as brought up in the well-borings. But tbe singular and

peculiarly marked Terebratula ]ararlani, which is only found in the
Middle Marl bed, cannot be mistaken even when broken up by tim

boring tools, and in the same way the Belemnitella muoronzda, or

"thunderbolt," which is only found in the Lower Marl bed, charac-
terizes equally well that part of the cretaceous formation. Besides,

the well-marked grayish carbonate of lime found in fine powder, or

earth, in tlle Lower Marl bed, marks it as perfectly at the depth of"

380 feet below tile sca-level as it does at other places 50 or 60 miles

away and 150 feet, or more, above that level. And the sand marl
which lies at the bottom of the Lower Marl, is of the same character

Nowz.--The geological section opposite, from Metuchen to Shark
River inlet, drawn on a scale of four miles to an inch horizontal, and.

1,000 feet to an inch vertical, shows the three marl beds by solid black

lines, and the beds of sand wbieh separate them from one another, by

dotted sections. The artesian well at Ocean Grove is represented at

its proper place referred to the line of strike.
The Jamesburg well, described in the report of 1881, also is shown.

in its proper geological positiou. It begins in the strata almost imme-

diately under those in which the Ocean Grove well terminates, and

continues down through most of the cretaceous strata, and must have.

ended very near the underlying rock.

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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that it is at the surface where the bed outcrops. With these particu-

lars given for the identification of the several strata, the description
of the successful boring of the Ocean Grove well may now follow.

ARTESIAN WELL AT OCEAN GROVE_MONMOUTHCOUNTY,

This well is located at Ocean Grove, a well-known sea-side resort

in Monmouth county. It is a flowing well, yielding a daily supply

of 60,000 or 70,000 gallons of sparkling, pure and wholesome water.

It is tbe first deep well which has been bored into the water-bearing
cretaceous strata of New Jersey, and its success gives assurance that

all our sea-side resorts can obtain a like supply of water of unexcep-

tional quality by opening wells into these strata.
This well was bored for the Ocean Grove Association by _[r. It. C.

Saffnrd, of Brooklyn, N.Y. The well, for about 50 feet down, was

lined with a six-lnch iron tube, but from that on down to the depth
of 382 feet it was bored without tubing. The material in which the

well is bored is all earthy, and not rock, with a possible exception of

two layers, each a few inches iu thickness, which the workmen thought

hard enough to be called stone. The boring was opened by raising
and dropping a heavy iron rod with a chisel or drill-pointed end.

When operating, the working up and down of this implement was
carried on till the material was cut up and loosened for a foot or two

down 9 when the rod would be withdrawn and a sand-pump put dowu

in its stead, which was worked in the same way until it was filled with

the loose matcrial_ when it was drawn up and emptied, and the drill put

down again and more of the material loosened, to be taken out by the
sand-pump, and so on till the water-bearing stratum was reached.

As the several strata were met_ dii_hrences in the materials raised

were very plainly marked, but from the way in which the boring was
carried down without tubing, it was impossible to hinder some of the

earth from the higher strata from being mixed with that in the part

which was being worked, and so the changes could not be as sbarply

defined in quality or depth as they could have been in a tubed well.
But from the records kept by the men who bored it, the following

statement_ of the materials passed tbrough, is prepared :

18 feet--Sand and gravelly earth.
30 Black clay, for 12 feet.
69 " and grains of green sand, 10 feet; black clay, 34 feet.
82 Lighter colored clay and grains of green sand.

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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92 feet--Light colored clay, 4 feet, and pure greensand grains.
]02 " " 2 feet, and fine-grained stone, light colored
110 " Clay, light colored, and plastic.
132 " ash colored, and flaky.
146 " " with fragments of light colored stone.
155 " Light ash colored clay.
177 Darker ash colored clay.
185 Black clay, coarse and free from mica.
195 " " micaceons.
210 " " fine.
229 "

241 " " ; coarse and rough.
268 Sand, compact and greenish.
280 " Brokefl shells, fragments of Terebratukt Harhmi.
"100 Grains of greensand and few shells.
303 Dark greenish clay, compact.
322 sandy.
337 "
360 Greensand and calcareous earth.

382 grains, open sand and Bele_nitella mucronala.
397 " Petrified stratum, 1 foot thick.
404 " Clay, for the last fi feet.
420 " Open sand, for last 16 feet.

But little water was met until a depth of 382 feet was reached,

when the water rose to a height of 18 or 20 feet above the surfime.

At this depth a four-inch tube was put in the well and properly set,

so ,as to hinder any loss by leakage around the tube, and also to shut out

any surface water that might otherwise find its way down the ontside
of the tube.

When the tube was fixed in its place the drill was again pnt down,
the sand aud earth was stirred for 38 feet further, and several cubic

yards of sand were taken out. The water, in this way, was nmeh

increased iu quantity, aud it rose to a height of 28 feet above the
8[lr_ce,

The water which flows from the well has a temperature of 60 ° Fahr.,

is ('lear and colorless, and contains 8.5 cubic inches of carbonic acid per

gallon. An analysis of the water, made by Prof. F. A. Wilber_ shows

it to contain 8.19 grains of solid matter in one gallon (58,333 grains),

of which the fbllowlng are the componeut parts :

2
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ANALYSIS.

Sodium ......................................................... 0.274 grains.
Potassium ...................................................... 0.510
Cat('itml ........................................................ 1.520
5Liglle_inm .................................................... 0.286
Silica ........................................................... 0.682
Alumim_. nl_d Oxide of Iron ........................... 0.402
('hh*rine ........................................................ 0.449

SLl]phuric Acid (SOs) ...................................... 1.540
Oxy_;en in ('aIcium Sulph ................................ 0.-'205

Carb .................................. 0.404
" " Magnesimn Carb ........................ : ..... 0.186

" P.ta_._,im:[_ Sulph ............................. 0.104
Carl,_mi,: Acid (C02) in Calc. Carb .................... '1.115

" " Msg. Carb ..................... 0.512

Total Solids found....i .............................. 8.189 "

These constituents are probably combined

S,,dium ('hlorldr. ........................................... 0.706 grains.
t',,tn,,ium Sulphate .......................................... 1.138
,_uli,hate (if Lime ............................................ 1.728 "
I:aft.mate of Lime ......................................... 2.530

M:lgnesia .................................. 0.976
('hh,rlde of Magnesium ................................... 0.029 "
_ilit'a .......................................................... 0.682

Alulnlm_ and Sesqui-oxide of Iron ..................... 0.402

Total Solids .......................................... 8.191 "

The amount of solid matter in the water is so small that it" is

properly cla,_sed as soft water, and tbe quantity of iron in it is so little

that it does not produce any discoloration.

As would nnturally be expected, there is no organic matter in it,

and it is entirely free from contamination by surface imlmrities.

The depths at which the various geological strata were met in

boring this well, give proof of the regu]arity of the geologleal struc-

ture of the southern part of New Jersey. They show the occurrence

of the several beds of mar], with their intermediate beds of other nmte-

rials, in the same order tlmt they occur at their outcrop, which is some

10 or 15 miles farther to the northwest. They also yield the stone

eharaeterlstie fi_sils--thus, the .BeIemniteUa muo'onata is found in

the Lower Marl bed here as well as in the surface marl pits, and tlm

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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Terebralula Ilarluui, so peculiar and well marked a shell found in the

Middle Marl lred, is also found in its proper place in tile marl in this
well.

The greater distance between the outcrop of tile Lower Marl bed

and its occurrence in the well has given an opportunity to determine
the dip of tile strata with more accm.acy than we }lave been able to

determine it heretolbre. The longest outcrop in tbe direction of tile

dip which we had heretofore got was from M_iddletown to Red :Bank,
a distance of 4.1,miles, and this gave the dill of 37/bet per mile. We

now have the whole distance from Middletown to tile well, which is

14._ miles, and tile marl at (lie lbrmcr place is 1_0 feet above tide-

water, and at the latter place it is 370 feet helow tile tide. This givcs

a descent of 540 feet ill 14_ miles, which is 36.6 tbet (lesccn_ per milc.
And in the same way tile Middle Marl bed is 305 feet above tide-

water at Big or Crawford's Hill, and at the well, which is 16 miles

from it, the same marl bed is 280 feet below tide-water. This gives
an average dill of 37 feet per mile.

The upper layer of the Upper Marl bed was not marked, in boring
the well, with sufiqeient aceurac'y to determine its exact depth beneath
the surface, hut all our observations hitherto have led us to tile con-

clusion that it dips about 25 feet per mile towards the southeast.

And from lack of iaibrmation to (tie contrary we have inferred that

tile several beds of marl were parallel to each other, and that their dip

(lirninished in going towards tile southeast. The well boring has
shown that tile middle layer of the Upper Marl bed is much thicker

at that place than it is at its outcrop, and that tile ullper and mid(lie
layers of the Upper Marl bed arc not conformable to the lower layer
of that bed or to the other marl beds. The Lower and Middle Marl

heds belong to tile Cretaceous Age, while the upper layer of the Upper
i Marl bed is of tile Eocene Age. And tile two beds are unconil)rma-

bl% as has been tbund to be the ease generally in other countries.

In our report for 1882 we gave the depth at which water-bearing

strata inight be expected to occur, at variens distances to tile southeast, ,_
fi'om the outcrop of tile marl beds, and recommended the sinking Iartesian wells. Tile result of this boring is to show that the water-

bearing stratum which supplies Ocean Grove is a bed of open sand,
which we have formerly described as 5'and Marl and which is imme-
diately under the Lower Marl bed. It is about 20 feet lower than
we hoped to find the water.

• O
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As the Lower Marl bed dips 37 feet per rail% while our calcula-

tions were for a dip of only 25 feet per rail% which is the dip of the

Upper Marl bed, the well is deeper than we calculated for_ and shouhl

the dip of the Middle and Lower Marl beds continue the same as they .
have thus far proved to be_ and the same water-bearing stratmn has

to he reached, thel_ wells will be deeper than was calculated for last
",'ear. But the character of the strata of sand and marl found in the

1)oring is so well markedj and so completely like that at tim surfaee, that

they give strong encouragement of their conthmanee to distances still
farther away from their outcrop, and a reasonable expectation that

thcy will yield water for the supply of all the towns and villages

along the sca-side.

ART'ESIA.N _ WELL AT I_SBURY PARK,

Since the completion of the well at Ocean Grove, l_[r. Uriah White,

of Asbury Park, has sunk an artesian well at that place, and, at the
date of" this report, it is just down, and is sending up a fine flow of

pure water. The well is located on _Ir. White's lot, about 300 feet

from tin. depot, and 3,276 feet northeast, frmn the Oeean Grove well.
This distance, however, is oblique to the line of dip, and by making

proper allowance for this oblique measurement it is found that it is

mdy 2,:_16 feet farther up on the sloping stratum than the former
well is. .ks the dip of the stratum is ncar 37 feet per mile, the well

at Ashury Park should not be as deep as that at Ocean Grove by 16

feet ; and, further, as the ground at the httter is four feet higher than
at tile tbrmer_ it follows the measurements taken from the surfi_ce at

Ashury Park well should be 20 feet less than those at the Ocean

Beach well.
The well at Asbury Park is lined with an eight-ilmh wrought iron

tdpe t,, the depth of 372 feet, and is bored 21 feet in the earth beyond
the t uhlng.

The _ame quality of materials was passed as in the first well. The

layer ()f .-hells containing Terebratula I[urlani was reached at the

depth of 27_ fbet, aud continued seven feet with a considerahle body
of gr(_.n_and marl under it. At 365 feet sand was met with frag-

ments of B,.l,,malh.lla mueronata_ JZxo[lyra coslcda_ C_'yphea eonvexa

and Oslrea faleala.

" At 378 feet the sand was very solid, and continued with three feel;

l NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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of very bard material and then about 10 feet of very loose sand almost
llke beach sand.

This second well gives a confirmation of the continuity of the

water-bearing stratum, and it is hoped will lead to the boring of

many more along the shore. The value of a SUl)ply of t)ure water
such as these wells afford cau hardly be over-estimated, and its sani-

tary benefits will lend another attraction to numerous health resorts

along our sea-shore. The water is absolutely free from contamination
with organic matters, it is soft enough for laundry pro-poses, and trial

proves that the mimlte quantity of iron in it cannot be seen in tim

clothes washed in it, any more than it can in the pnre and limpid
water which flows from the wells.
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IV.

THE REDSANDSTONEANDTRAP-ROCKS.

The report of last year contained a good deal of matter upou these
r,)eks, and the sul_iect might, perhaps, be left to some future and con-

eluding report. But there are so many perplexing questions connected

wifll the geulugleal origin and condition of these rocks_ that it becomes

pr,,fitabh, to us to infurm intelligent observers of tile condition of tile
work, and to a_k their co-operatlon in collecting and digesting the

fiwt_ which may help to bring a correct solution of the difficult ques-

During the year, Prof. W. 5I. Davis, of Cambridge, M_k_, has

puhlisln.d a paper " On tbe Relations of the Triassic Traps and Sand-

si4_m._ of" the Eastern United States," in which be has given a list

of 67 _ rlters v,'ho have prepared papers on the subject, and has given
a resume of the conclusions reached by many of them. He has also

given hi_ views as to tbe time of the origin of tile trap-rocks, consid-
erin_ /hat while some of the mountain ridges of trail are manifestly

intrusive, and have forced their way up between the layers of red

sandstone, that others were overflows ; that is_ that they were poured

oat upon the sure'ace of the red sandstone while it was in process of

deposition, aml that after tlfis overflow of trap other hffers of sand-

stune were deposited upon the cooled surfitce of the trap. Hie consid-

ers the Bergen Itill and Palisade range of trap to be clearly intrusive,
hut is doubtful in regard to the first and second ranges of the Wat-

ehung mountain, and is inclined to consider them overflows. He
thinks that in intrusive traps the sandstone aml shale rocks are

changed, '_baked," as it were, by the beat of the melted trail , while
in uvcrfl.ows the upper surface of the trap, from cooling in the open

air and without pressure, is light and full of amydaloidal cavitles_ and

where any sandstone or shule overlies it these overlying rocks show

no siglls of having been heated or in any way changed.
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Our own observations lead us to the conclusion that tile trappean

rocks, whether in the form of dikes or of mountain ridges, are all of a
later age thau tile red sandstone and shales in which tile)" occur, and that

the)" were intruded after these sedimentary rocks had bcen elevated to
their present inclined position.

Tile trap-roeks_ when found in the long mountain ridges, have the
appearance of great sheets or layers of trap interposed between tile

beds of sandstone. They are not, however, exactly true to the beds
of sandstone, but in some instances they vary from tile lines of bed-

dlng, splitting tile layers a little bigher or a little lower, as the casei

may be, and this is the strongest and plainest evidence of their intru-

sive origin. When the Triassic rock, in contact with the trap, is a

pure sandstone, it does not show any marked change in color or

appearance from its nearness to the melted rock. The Halcdou quarry,
of which a view is here given, has the trap in contact with the sand-

stone, and yet the sandstone is unchanged. The rock in the quarries
at Paterson also is not materially changed. At Little Falls the

suudstmm is seen close under the trap, and even ill the shaly 1)eds is

unaltered. And at many points in the First and Second ridges of
the Watcbung monntains the sandstone can be fbund apparently
unchanged, and nsar the trap. But when the Triassic rock is a shale

it shows decided changes by the action of the heated trap. That near
Davison's h[ill, on Lawreuce's brook, six miles southwest of iNew

Brunswick, has changed to a hard, black, smooth-grained and flinty
slate. That near Griggstown copper miue has changed in color to a

dull gr_W with a slight crimson tint, and in structure it is somewhat

harder, and numerous spherical nodules of abont the size of peas are
developed in it; these nodules when broken across having the appear-

ance of fine crystals of hornblende, radiating from the center. At

Lambertville, on the Delaware, a portion of the shale has been changed

in color so much as to show only the faintest tinge of its original red
color, and in snbstance it is nmch harder and has developed in it
numerous nodules of epidote, which arc radiated in structure and from

an inch to two inches in diameter, iNear the same place I but ill a dif-

ferent stratum, the shale lms become of a light slate color, and crystals
of black tourmaline in grmtt numbers have been formed in it. These

crystals art very short, being generally not more than a sixteenth of

an inch in length, though they are from an eighth to a half inch ill
_iameter, and with perfect terminal tltces. At Wcehawken, near the
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Erie coal depot, where the trap bas burst up through tbe layers of
shale, the latter bas been changed to a bard, I_aintlyreddish rock of
fine grain, aml one very little cbaogcd by atmost)heric influences.
Bowhh,rs whlcb bave been torn fi'om it are mixed in with tbe trap
bowhlers from the hill, and are scattered over some of the vacant lots
back ' ,." "'.of .lerst_ ( ltv. On the western 'face of the Palisade range, on
the road from Alpine to Closter, tbe red sbale has become hard and
flinty without undergoing very much cbange in color, perhaps a little
darker than its usual color when in its ordinary soft state. There is
also an exposure of altered rock at the station Homestead on tbe
Northern Railroad of New Jersey. The shale on alnmst the wlmle

of tbc nortbwcst slope of Sourland mountain is changed in color and
hardness, so as to bo recognized as i_durated shale. Ou tim northeast-
ern slope of the First Watchung mountain, and about two miles
southeast of tim village of Pluckamin, tbe altered rock is also to be
seeu. It is also seen at the old Field copper mine, near the.northwest
fi,ot of the same mountain. There is another locality still farther
northeast, on the northwest slope of the same mountain, about a mile
northeast from the gorge through the mountain back of Plainfield.
The altered rock here has taken on a somewhat diflhrent apt)earanee.
There are some thin beds in it here which are calcareous, and the
changed rock has pnt on something like the appearance of a marble
approacbing a scrpentine---a singular and very variable rock.

In the old copper mines at Belleville the shale is indurattxt and the
sandstone much whitened by the large tabular masses of trap which
have been intruded between the layers of Triassic rock.

The occurrence of amydaloidal or celhdar trap is not decisive. It,
is evidence that there has not been much pressure upon the rock to

solidify it, but in some cases it is also plain tbat sueb rocks are very
near the original surt_.cewhere the trap had risen entirely through the

NOTE.--Tbc view at Halcdon quarry sbows the bedded sandstone
in the fi_reground, and at the bottom and above it the wall of trap-
rock rising to the surface of the ground. On the right-hand side,
and in line with the derrick, the sandstone is split up into thbb rec-
tangular plates by vertiral joints at right angles to the plane of hcd-
ding. A thult of about four feet traverses the rock in this direction,
but is nnt so well exhibited here as on the extreme left and beyond
limit of our view.
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sandstone to tile open air, and it may have been so in the other eases.

In the First of the Watchung mountains, while there is nmeh cellu-

lar trap near the top of tile mountain, there are highly altered or
baked shales on the northwest slope, near the base of tbe mount, of

which three cases have been already cited. Tile singular curved form
of almost all the trap-ridges, with their convex sides towards tbe

southeast, is such as would be expected from a vertical force pressing
against an inclined stratum of rock. It is remarkable tbat in the

New England Triassic, wbere the strata dip towards the southeast,

that there tile curved tbrm of tile trap-ridges, wtficb is quite as marked
.as in ours, is so as to present their convex sides towards tbc northwest.

But many more facts are desirable before any theory will be absolutely
proved.

The Triassic rocks have not been subjected to the powerfid disturb-
ing agencies wbicb bare bent or iblded the strata of the older rocks.

Tbey are found fractnred in many places, and a few fuults of limited
extent have beeu detected. Tile rock is so uniform in color and

structure, and wherever exposed it is so rapidly disintegrated that
faults in b; are not easily detected, or easily traced when they are

detected. Tbey would fhrnish the simplest explanation of some of the
peculiarities of the formation if they could be traced out, and much

labor has been expended in the search Ibr them, but with only mod-

erate success. The accompauyiug view in a quarl T at Haledon shows

a thult of five or six feet, and the remarkable breaking up of the
thick beds of' sandstone by numerous vertical fractures or intermediate

joints. Another fault in the red sandstone at the end of Garrett Rock,

near Paterson, is very plain, and has been described by Mr. Davis, of
Cambridge, this ye_ir. A fault in the sandstone at the Belleville quarries
was figured in our report last year, and one in N. ¥. & Greenwood

Lake I_ailroad cut, at Arlington, was described in the report of 1_82.

In tile shallow rock cuts on tile Easton and Amboy Railroad, near
Sidney Church, in ]-Iunterdon county, there are considerable disturb-

ances in the strata and more curved layers tban we have seen exposed
anywhere else in the State.

The hypotbesis was suggested in last year's report, that after the

"deposition on a very uneven bottom, tim underlying rock has been
disturbed by a number of axes of elevation, or else of great faults,

which have crossed the formation obliquely, but in a direction much

nearer north and south than the general trend of the formation.'"
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Tile occurrence of the long outcrop of Silurian limestone ill the

middle of the Triassic rocks at New Hope, opposite to Lambertville,
nil the Delaware, was cited as favoring this view ; and tile occurrence

of the coarse, light-colored sandstones in a portion of Huntcrdon

e(mnty, and ill range with the limestone, was further cite(l, with tile

fiwt lhat these sandstones arc almost identical with those bordering

the llmestune in Pennsylvania, and those borderiug the gneiss rocks
m_ar Tn'nton. A considerable tract of country in the valley of the

Rarltan has tile sandstone dipping easterly, also as if conformable to

some axis nearly norlh and south. Prof. J. D. Dana, in the Americoa

J,_tr_*al of Nelelwe, in remarking upon this hypothesis, considers it to

need mort' fa,'ts before it can be received ,as settled truth. And they
are mld_mhtedly needed before it can be accepted as correct.

Mr. Nelson lt. Darton, a chemist and geologist, from :New York

t'ity, has I)_.eudevoting much labor to some of the questions celmeeted
with Ille trap and sandstone, especially that of tile Palisade range.

llis paper_ in the New York Academy of Science, as well as his

[t:tter_ to the Survey, are very instructive and suggestive.
As new exposnres of the rocks are made in railroad cuts_ mining

_.xph*rati.n*, or other works, we are looking for other evidence of

limits, :rod from them of answers to the questions which now trouble

These p.lnts are given even in this incomplete and unsatisfactory

fi_rm, with the hope of awakening interest and inquiry among those

Iiviug (,n tile debatable ground_ and getting a larger number of per-

s.us oh*erving and recording facts. It is in this way that we may
reasonably hope to more quickly secure needed information.
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V.

ARCHAEANROCKSAND IRON ORE.

GEOGRAPHICAL EXTENT A_N_D SURFACE FEATURE,S*

The Archaean rocks outcrop in the mountainous region of ttle

northern part of New Jersey. The same mountain range is known
ill New "York as the Highlands; and it is crossed by the Hudson river

between 1;'ishkill and Peekskil], and by the Delaware between Marble

monntain and Johnson's Ferry. For c(mvenlcuce, the name of High-

lands is here retaincd for the _N'ewJersey portion of the chain. ]t

runs southwest into ]Pennsylvania, and there goes by the name of the
Sooth mountain. Its breadth on the New 5.'ork line is 22 miles; on

the Delaware, 10 miles; and its length about 60 miles. The area of
the whole belt, with the included be(Is of limestolm, slatc and sand-

stone of' newer formations, is about 900 square miles; that of the

Arehacan rocks proper is estimated at 770 lniles. The range consists

of many ridges which are in part scparatcd by deep valleys and in

part coalesce, forming plateaus or table lands of slnall extent. Some

of the included valleys are quite as deep ,as the red saudstonc plain on
the sonth and the Kittatinny valley oil the north mad west. The

ridges stand ill a sort of cu 6chclon position, one sinking down and

another rising up and sueeeeding it. And these ridges trend more

nearly north and south than the course of the range as a whole. The

valleys which separate them, when followed, are found to open ont

into the country on the northwest and to thc southeast. The valley
of the Ramapo river in New York; that of the Wanaque creck in

1)assaie county; German valley; the valley of West Milford and
Greenwood lake ; the Vernon valley ; the valley of the Wallkill ; the

Musconetcong; the Pohatcong and the :Pequest wdleys are all illns-

trutions of these peculiar features. Of the ridges in this range, the

most prominent are the Ramapo mountain, Trowbridge and Watnong
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mmmtalas on the southeast border ; Wawayanda and Hamburg moun-

tains, Sdlcx,le.v's mmmtain and Musconeteong mountain ill the central
part: and Pochuck mountain, Pimple hills, Jenny Jump'mountain,
Sc.tt's mmmtain and Marble mountai.n on tile northwest side. There

art. many otht,rs of q,,lual elevation, but not so long nor so prominent

in the st,enery ,*f the region and which lack names excepting such as
are of t,x.eedingly h_cal nature.

A characteristic tl.ature is the absence of what might be termed

Alplm, structure .r seener3". There are no prominent peaks or cones.

TIw rldg_.s are even-topped tbr long distances, and the average eleva-
tl,m is anifbrnl over wide areas. Looking at the crests alone and

imagining the valleys and depressions filled, the surface would

aplWoxlmate to, a ldane gently inclined toward the southeast and

t,,ward tile sonthwe-t. The de_eent or dip to the south_lst would be

greater than that to the sonthwest. The mean altitude of the ridges
,m the s.uthcast b_wder, of the crest line of the Ramapo belt, is, iu
round numb*,r_, l,lll0 tbet at the northeast and 800 feet at the south-

west, a slope toward the southwest at a rate of about 12 feet per mile.

Looking at th,, northwest crest line of the Musconetcong belt and west,

of the center of the Highlands, the altitude ranges from 1,400 feet in
the Wawayanda mountain, at the northeast, to 900 feet in tile Mns-

eonetcong mountain, ncar tile Delaware river, equivalent to a descent

of 10 fi,et per mile. The differences between the heights of this crest,
line and that of the southeast border would give various rates of

descent, from 20 to 35 feet per mile. The crest line in tile northwest,

passing through Po_'hm'k mountain, Pimple hills, Jenny Jump moun-

tain, Ragged ridge and Marble mountain, does not show a uniform
descent to the southwest, as the elevations of Pochuck, Pimple hills

and Jemly ,lump are each on an average from 1,000 to 1,100 feet.

Ragged ridge declines to 800 feet and Marble mountaln to about 700

feet. It may be noted that these figures of descent to the southeast,
b_rder from the mwthwest-eentral parts of the Highlands are little
less than the rate fnr the Cretaceous and Eocene beds in the southeast

aml southern parts of the State. Reference to tile forthcoming topo-

graphical sheets, Sos. 3 and 4 of the new atlas of the State, will show
how remarkahly even-topped these ridges of the Highlands are, and

enable the rerader to construct for himself the plateau indicated here

by these crest lines. The steeper southeast slopes are also apparent,
ou studying the topographical maps. This feature is more fully
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referred to in tile discussion on geological structure. The existence
of lllate_aus or table lands also is demonstrated by the contour lines of

tile topograplllcal survey. The more prominent and larger of these

high levels are, the country south of Dover and cast of German Val-

ley, Schooley's mountain range, Scott's mountain and the countl T

from Lake Hopatcong, extending northeast tbro_lgh Sussex and Pas-
saic counties to the State llne.. They ai'e not to be understood as

level, but as diversified by the ridges which rise from 100 to 300 feet

above the dcetlest depressions, the latter being 400 to 600 feet above

the adjacent valleys and plah_ country. Once upon them the so-called

momltains disappear and sink into hills, whereas, when viewed from
the valleys, the plateau or table land Eses up as a mountain. And

hence tbe origiu of many of the names by which file various ridges are

known. Near the valleys the apparently lofty ridges are designated

as mountains ; in the ridges, away from the valleys and outside plain

eutmtry, names are often wanting for even the highest crests, us they
are called bills.

• The hig'hest point in the Highlands of INTewJersey is near the Wil-
liams mine and two and a half miles due south of Vernon, Sussex

county. Jts height above the ocean is 1,496 feet. Another point of

about the same elevation--or a few inches only, lower--is near Sand

pond, and two miles southeast of McAtbe valley. Both points are ill

the Wawayanda-LHamburg range. The greatest depression iu the

range is where the Delaware river crosses it, from Marble monutain,
north of Philllpsburg, to Holland station. The ordinary level in file
river at Marllle mountain is 167 feet. The Central Railroad of New

Jersey _nd the \Varreu Railroad cross it in a gap of 637 feet. The
Morris Canal summit and the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western

Railroad is 916 feet. The highest point on the llne of the New York_

Susquehauna and Western Railroad is.1,032 feet. The New York,
Lake Erie and Western Railroad crosses the Highlands a Jew miles

north of the _'cw 5erscy boundary, aud its summit is 514 i_et. And,

lastly, it should be stated that the Hudson is a tidal channel cut

through the whole range.
A elmractcristic feature of the topography in the northeast portion

of the New Jersey Highlands is the inequalities in tile slopes of the

subordlna_e ridges descending to the norflmast and file southwest.

The former arc long and gentle, while the latter are short and steep.

This peculiarity !u the surface is exhibited by diagrammatic sections
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nf typical hills real reghm_ slmwn in a figure on a succeeding page of

this report. Tile study of the maps will enable the reader to find
many examples in additilm to those there illustrated.

The surtiw_, of tlw tlighlands is partly explained b)i its structure
and partly by the fa(,t of the glaeial drift, which covers more or less

of the rbl_cs and fill. re:my of the depre_ions and valleys deeply.
The s,mthern limit of the "great continental terminal moraine was de-

s(.ribt_l in tlw annual report.- fiw 1877-1881. In the latter report,

note_ d_cr[blng the sart'a_e accumulations of th_s drift were given.

I n general, it may he ._ald that, m)rth of the ternfinal moraine, the out-
eropphlg ledges of r(a'k are in nearly all cases har(l_ firm and rounded

or poIM,.d by g/aq.la/act_()n. The aggregate area of exposed rock sur-

fitt'e is large, as .utcr.lb are numerous in all parts. [In the hollows and
lower part_ of the dMrh't the drift and the alluvial aecmmdations of

earths and .andy clays, wa._hed from the hills, and peaty growths con-
ceal tlw ro_'k_. Thi, part of the tlighlands is remarkable for its

nunn,r.u- ]ak(,s and ponds, all of which owe their origin to drift or
to glacial agem'y. The country south of'the terminal lnorallm has no

lake_ in it ; and tile pumls are snmll and nearly all of them are arti-

fi,.ial re_ervolrs nf water. The HigMands south of this nmraine

limit are distinguished by the disintegrated and weathered condition
of flw gnei,.ic .utcrops. There are exceptiolml local!ties where the

r_l'ks art, haM, but not altogether unaltered. Generally, the weathc_'-

;.g .r alteration can be observed to a considerable depth. In some
of the mim,s the r_wk is friable, and can be broken up by a pick at a

depth of over 100 teet hencath the surface. Alterations to depths of

ten to thirty fi'et are common. The surface earth is not the mixed

,h.bri_ of distant ]edge_ and formations_ but the material fl'om tllo
rock thus dMnte_rrated and fallen to pieces. In places, local washes

or drainagt, of slopes In.ks apparently mixed the materials to some
extent. As a ('onsequence of this weathered condition of the rocks

m.ar the _-urlhl'e, the country sooth of the glacial drift llne is marked

by its adaptati.n to purposes of tillag% and the area in farms and

omh.r cultivation is nmeh greater, proportiolmtely to the whole sur-
thee, than it is n(wth of the terminal moraine, where the numerous

ledges and the bowlde_ of the surface nmke neat tillage ahnost impos-

sible witlmnt nmeh labor and expense in their removal. Another

marked distincthm is in the more regular and uniform slopes in the

driftless parts of the Highlands. The slopes are dip-slopes, or the

4
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natural slopes resulting from drainage which has been determined by
the structure. In the glacial drift-covered areas the slopes may be

very irregular, and tlle drainage has been modified greatly by this
drift.

Ill the I-Iighlands there are some outcrops of rocks newer than the

gneisses, granites and other crystalline rocks, which attain elevations

and make ridges equal to those which may be properly classed as
parts of the Highland range. In some of the valleys, the slate

ridges are prominent features of tile surface. Bat tlle most proalinent

are the ]_earfort or l_ough mountain,, Kanouse mountain, Copperas

mountain and Green Pond mountain. These ridges constitute a belt
which extends from the New York line southwest to Succasunna

Plains. They are very rocky, and have steep slopes; aad they are
of about tile same height.as the gneiss on each side of them. They

are recognized in the landscape as wanting tile softer and more

rounded lines of the gneissic ridges, and are also distinguished by

their more scanty tree covering and absence of any signs of tillage or
farming lands. They do not properly belong to tlle Highlands of

the Archaean age, as their strata lie mlcomformably apon the tilted

gnelsses; and the latter were thus upraised and ib]ded long betbre
these sandstones_ siliceous conglomerates and arenaeeous shales were

deposited. Later changes of level and glacial actiou have been com-

mon to both of them and the older strata on which they repose..
For complete illustration of the various features of the sarface con-

fi_uration_ reference must be made to the topographical maps of the

Survey, which now cover all of the I-[ighlands.

ROCKS.

The rocks which make up the Archacan Highlands of New Jersey

are metamorphic or crystalline. They inclade granite, syenite,

gneiss in its several varieties, crystalline limestone and magnetite.
Besides these more commoa rocks, there are other species of limited

extent and rare occurrence, l_Iica-schlst, hydromlca-schlst or slate,

hornblende-schist'and serpentine are among the species more rarely

seen. Two varieties of gneiss constitute a large part of the whole
area of outcrop. They are the feldspathic, and the hornblendic or

syenite-gneiss. The rocks are generally plaiuly crystalline hi struc-

tare, varyiag from coarse to fine, according to the size of the corn-
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pmn, nt mim,mls. Aphanitie, or microscopic structure, in which the

minerals cannot be determlucd without the aid of the microscope, is

r:u'e. The ndnerals are often arranged in parallel lines or thin layers,

aml the mass sometimes has a laminated structure due to this arrange-
ment. In some cases it is the clue to the stratification where the bed-

dlag planes are indistinct or wanting thrmlgh masses of considerable
thi(.knes_. The t_ldspathie gneiss is marked hy the fchlspar, its

m,*st alnmdant or prc_lomlnating mineral. Orthoclase, or the lmtash

fi.ldspar, is the common mineral species, with oligoelasc and albite as

a(.('essoD" species. And according to the nature of this constituent,
The rock varies in appearance, texture and firmness. The great

degree of disintegration and decay in places is owing to the oligoclase

in the nm_ss. The quartz is in the form of flattened grains up to half

:tit inch in length ; of white or bluish white shade, and translucent to

-paque. Mica is rarely altogether wanting, though often in small
quantity. It is often found in very thin layers or laminm_ and makes

the stone split remlily in the plane of these micaceous layers. Gener-

ally it is in scattering thin scales, and altogether subordinate to the

tlqdspar-quartz mass. It approaches the species of granulite, but
d_Jcs not qnitc answer to it, as _he mica is present in more titan traces.
This variety of gneiss weathers in its outcrop, and produces a gray,

grayish white and qnartzose or sandy soil of a somewhat open and

porpns nature, which is characterized by its forest growth of chestnut
timber.

TIw h,)rnbIeudie gnei_: or syenite-gneiss, is not so common _ the

ft,hlspathie variety. In it the hornblende appears as the principal

mim.ral _'cmstituent, and gives character to the rock. Feldspar is

aNt_ present, lint the quartz and micas are subordinate in qmmtity.

There are many gradations; and a common type rock is that wherein

the hornhleude and a dark-colored mica predominate, while the feld-

spar is ia st_lttering crystalline grains and quartz almost altogether
w;mting. This variety grades by the accession of hornblende into a

h.rublemle-s(_hist or ]mrnblendc roclq m_d by the mica coming in to

r_,l)lat.e the h.rnblende into lnica-schist. These hornblendic varieties
.f gneis, are generally clark colored and finer crystalline than the

tl,htspathie gneiss. They also weather, an(l, by their decmnposltion_

pr.duce the dark-red to brown soils so often observed in the High-

hinds. It is not so sandy and open, hut more clayey and closer tkan

the tk.ldspathlc soils. Its forest covering is more of a mixed charac-
ter. Oaks flourish with the chestnut, or the latter is not common.
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Granite and syenite form dykes in places as well as veins which
traverse the bedded gneisses. Trappean rocks also occur at a few

localities in narrow dikes, but their lithological properties have not
been studied.

White crystalline limestone forms outcrops over long belts in the
northwest part of the Highland range, particularly.in the Vernon

valley, and thence southwest to Sparta. It is found at isolated points
in the southeast or Ramapo belt also, and there it is associated with

serpentine. The limestone of the northwest or Pequest belt is seen

at several localities stratified with the gneisses conformably. In

structure, this rock varies greatly from fine grained, or amorphous, to

coarse crystalline. In color, also, it ranges from white to flesh-red,

pink, variegated and black, or very dark color. Its chemical composi-
tion is. that of pure carbonate of lime, but varying to dolomite or
magnesian.

The division of these Arehaean rock outcrops into belts or groups,

according to their specific characters, has been attempted, but thus

far without cmnplete success. Following the analogy of the nearer
formations, it ought to be possible to define the limits of well-marked

varieties and describe their outcrop. The division following the
feldspathic and hornblendie varieties appears possible, as their out-

crops are so easily recognized by the rock, soil, structure aml even

flora. Many lines have been followed in hope of detecting stone
order in the sueeeesiou or alternation of these more common varieties

of rock. The results of these observations in the field may be gener-
alized as follows :

1. The feldspathic gneiss, in thick beds generally, predominates in

southeastern and central parts of the Highland range.

2. The hornblendle or syenite-gneiss is conspicuous in the north-

west belt of the formation, particularly in the central cores and hig)ler
parts of its ridges.

3. The gray_ fehlspathle variety appcars more prominently upon
the flanks and at the base of these ridges.

4. The hornblendic and the inicaeeous gneisses are often found

accompanying the magnetic iron ore beds, and m_)re commonly on the

southeast or hanging-wall side of the re:e, the foot-wall rock being of
gray gneiss quite as often as of the darker-colored, hornblendie and
micaeeous gneisses.

The former provisional division of the Highlands into the four
3
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belts, running from northeast to southwest, is retained on account of

convenience tbr reference. They are known as the Ramapo, at the

southeast; then tile Passaic next, to tile northwest; then the Mus-

conetcong, and, Ia._tly, the Pequest. Their boundaries have been

described in previous reports of the Survey.
A complete lithologieal examination of the rocks already collected

and additional "field studies, aided by tile new topographical maps,
will_ no doubt lead to some better and natural division and confirm.

some of the positions here indicated.

MAGNETITE_ MAGNETIC IRON ORE.

l'_[agnetlc iron ore occurs in beds conformably to the gneissin rocks,.
and, therefi*re 9 it is placed in a description of the rocks of the Arch-

aean formation of our Highlands. It may be made up of magnetite

alone, but when fimnd to any extent as a bed. of workable size, it con-
sists of magnetite mixed with feldspars, quartz, hornblende, augite,

micas, garnet, cah,ite, pyrite_ apatite, or more rarely with other min-

erals. Some one nr more of the ahove-mentioned minerals are always

present and more or less affect its richness and quality. Mh.qaetile

may be said t_*be distinguished by its being attracted by the magnet,
black streak, black powder when crushed, and its octahedral form of

erystalllzati_m. Its specific gravity ranges from 4.9 to 5.2, and hard-

ness is nearly equal to that of ordinary feldspar. Its composition is

72.4 per rent. of metallic iron and 27.6 per cent. of oxygen. Hence the
richest ore cannot yield more than this percentage of metal. The ore

often has a granular structure owing to the blending of its crystalline

eomponents_ and, as these vary in size, it is said to be coarse granular-

or fine-grained to massive. Mag,etite occurs also as a constituent

mineral of the gneissie and syenitie rocks in many localities in the

Highlands. In fact, it is found in all the varieties of our crystalline

rocks, though not so generally diffused as to give character to the
species. It is to be regarded as an acceesory, and not as an essential
constituent. It does, however, in some cases replace some one of the

ordinary or common constituents. When this replacement by mag-
netite is sufficient to raise the'percentage of metallic irnn to the limit

where its extraction becomes possible at a profit, the rock may be con-

sidered as an ore. As this limit is not sharply defined, but is shifting

from time to time, according to the deumnds of tile market, cost of"
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extraction and other industrial factors, the same bed may be viewed

as a rock or as an ore at different periods. From the geological stand-
point all are rocks. It has happened again and again that rocks con-

tainhlg less than one-half of the volume of magnetite have been
worked as ores. And in some instances highly thrruginoas minerals

"with the magnetite have also contributed to enrich the mass and so

increase the iron as to allow of its being worked as an ore. The line
of demarcation between ore and rock, is, therefore, not fixed. Prac-

tlcally, only the strata wherein magnetite is the predominant mineral
should be ranked as ores of iron ; those in which it is subordhmtc in

quantity, or an accessory constituent, must be placed in the llst of

rocks as distinguished from ores in an economical point of view.

In following the magnetic iron ore beds, the replacement of mag-
netite by the common gneissle minerals, quartz, feldspar, hornblende

or mica, is often observed. In frequency of occurrence the replace-
mcnt by some of the hornblendic varicties of rock is first, the fe]ds-

pathie gnelsses rarely appearing in this way. This replacement may

be by degrees, and the ore grade into rock or it may be a sharp change

from one to the otber. And in rare occurrences the rock thas coming

in place of the ore contains no apparent traces of magnetite. In prac-
tlcal operations of mining, the ore is sometimes said to be "cut out by

rock." Careful examhmtions of sucb localities have frequently proved

a replacement, the stratification being continnous and undisturbed.
Generally the ore is fotmd to become lean gradually and at last to be

no longer workable. The beds continue carl'ying a coasiderable per-

centage of magnetite with their other constituents. This gradation

from ore to rock is traceable not only in the same bed, or on the line
of strike, bnt also from bed to bed, and in ninny cases the walls con-

thin more or less magnetite. In fact, the beds which are left as walls

may at another time be removed and smelted for the iron they contain.

In thr the greater number of mines, however, there arc clear, well-

defined rock walls which limit the ore and the mining operations. So,

too, the ore beds more often thin ont hi l)inches and do not grade into
rock when followed for great distances.

As already described, the magnetic iron ore beds partake with the

associated gncissic strata of all the essential and accidental featnres or
elements belonging to stratiiied rocks. They possess dip, strike and

pitch and are folded, faulted and pinched ,as other rocks about them.
Lamination, clearage and jointing ave also observed, though much
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more rarely, ttence, when viewed in connection with the associated

stratified rocks the conclusion is unavoidable that they were deposited

a_ ,ediments and are of the same age with them.

At a glance it might be supposed that the om beds differed from

the rocks about them, in their much more limited outcrops and extent.

So fhr as the total thickness of the gneissic strata are concerned the

_.,,mparative size of the ore beds becomes ahnost insignificant. Bnt it
slmald he remembered that in this series of crystalline rocks there

are many varieties which ditl_r greatly from one another and the

unbroken or contilmous succession of strata having the same cmnposi-

tl,m can nowhere he observed for n long distance or over wide areas

nf ouWrnps. Again, nearly all of our larger mines continue to work
upon the _me apparently inexhaustible vein or ore beds. At Hiber-

nia, ibr example, the total length opened is over a mile long. The
h_ng lines fi'om Irondalc to Mount Hope may yet be proved to be

part_ of on(. formerly continuous sheet of ore, greatly disturbed by
t_nlts and pinches. The Chester mines also appear to be upml a

well-defined and characteristic range, or, perhaps_ narrow belt of ore
and ,_re-behrlng beds interstratified with the ore. Hnrdtown shows a

sholbt already followed nearly a half a mile. Rock strata having nni-
ti_rm characters and of equal extent cannot be said to be much more
('(_mmon.

The stratified or bedded structure is not, however_ in many loeali-

ties so apparent and in some mines it is not easily recognized.

Instead of the ordinary features of stratifieation_ irregularity is con-
splennus and the ore bodies are of so irregular shapes as to be eonsid-

ert_] by some observers and miners as veins or huge dikes of ore,

entirely distinct from the enclosing rock masses. They sometimes

approach in shape the form of ore bodies, which in the West arc

known as chSnneys. But the old notion that all ores come up from
the depths of the earth and tbrough fissures and between rent strata

of rock, has.obtained so firm a hold of practical miners that they are
regarded v-s veS_s and not as be(Is. In these cases the original bedded

structure has been ahnost obliterated by the subsequent changes it has
undergone. In deihrence to popular usage the term vein is retaine(|

in many places in the descriptions of mines and of ore localities, but

it is to be understood as denoting a bed of ore, and not_ strictly speak-
ing_ a vein.

Magnetite occurs in unstratified rocks also. It is a constituent of
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huge granitic and syenitic rock outcrops and dikes; and, in a few

localities, it has been found to be in quantity sufficient to make min-

ing profitable. T!my have been described in previous reports ill COn-

nection with notes of mines and ore localities, and reference may be
had to them. Magnetite may, therefore, be regarded as one of tlle

ordinary constituents of both stratified and massive rocks of the High-
lands. When it predominates ill the composition of the mass to tile
exclusion of other minerals almost entirely, it becomes an ore. And

it may occur in tile form of a dike or massive rock, or in be(Is, inter-

stratified with the gueissic rocks. It is an integral member of the

Archaean rock series, whose history covers that of tlle magnetic iron
ores as well as those of its associated rock species. And hence the

great importance of studying not only the composition but also the
structure of tile whole /brmation in order to discover tile laws of

occurrence as they relate to iron ore and gneissic strata alike.

GEOLOGICAL STRUOTURE.

The Arehaean rocks embraced within the limits of the ]:Iighlands,
whose limits have been given in a preceding section, are, with the

exception of comparatively small outcrops of massive granite and
syenite, and lesser trappean dikes, all stratified.

For convenience of description, the various forms and positions of

the strata, or what may be termed the elements of stratification, viz.,
dip, strike, pitch, folds, faults and pinches, are discussed under these

special heads. The dip and strike are considered essential fcotures ;

the pitch is common to this district; but the folds, faults and pinches
are regarded as aecidental, and not characteristic of the formation as a
unit.

DtP.---Stratified or bedded rocks, including ores which are in beds,

are rarely mcl; with in a horizontal position. The original surfaces
upon which their material was laid down were probably more or less

sloping. And the subsequent uplifting and folding have, in nearly

all cases, tilted them at various angles with the horizon. Two
elements enter into the dip--first, the direction in which the bed is

inclined, or the line of greatest inclination; and, second, the angle, of

the inclination or amount of tile dip. The angle made by the'plane

of bedding with the horizon equals tile amount. In our mining
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districts the dip is often spoken of as the " underlay of the bed."
When tbe strata are in a vertical position, or dip at an angle of 90°,
the direction is wanting.

In the Arehaean rocks of our _NewJersey Yiighlands the strata are
wm_rally upturned at high angles, and, in many places, are seen
stmldlng on edge. The prevailing direction of the dip is in tbe
s_utheast quarter or quadrant. Over wide areas, and on long section
lines crossing the strata, this general direction may be observed with
scarcely a single exception. The mnount of the dip is also quite
const:mt at high or steep angles, ranging from 45° to 80°. The
numer{ms outcrops, often of considerable extent, give opportunities
f_)r ,)hs_.rving the dip of tile beds at the surface. Tile many railroad
(*uttlngs also agbrd long and beaatiful sections where the position of
the r,_.ks is exposed to view. And lastly, the comparatively large
number _)f iron mines and exploring pits and shafts in search of ore
give excellent opportunities to study the structure at varying deptbs
bCmcaththe surface. Notwitbstanding the many points where observa-
timls upon the (lip may be made, there are wide gaps and large areas
in all part* of the Highlands where tbey are not possible. North of
tile terminal moraine line the glacial drift conceals, in many places
underneath thick deposits of earth, gravel and bowlders, tbe rock
surib.ecor original outcrop. In others, the accumulations of a more
recent age, in tile form of stratified sands, clays, shells, marl and
peat, hide the strata. Lakes and ponds in drift basins cover no incon-
siderable portion of the total area. South of the terminal moraine,
and, to a slight extent north of it also, tbe outcropping ledges have,
in w'ry many localities, become so disintegrated that tbeir stratifica-
thin is no longer apparent. The earth and soil covering resulting
from the disintegration of the rocks at the surfi_ee also conceals tim
strata over very wide areas. And lastly, owing to the massive
character of" the rock, the bedding lines often are not visible, and the
dip is made out by the structure of the rock in its mineral arrange-
m,_nt. This mode of determination is not always certain in its
results, altbongh so often it gives the only possible clew to the
pc_sitionof the strata. Of course, it must be evident that wbere tbe
beds are somewhat irregular or uaeven, tim dip is ascertainable ouly
tbrough many observations and getting their average. The obscrva-
ti(,ns made in our Highlands in the course of the field work during
several seasons have been tabulated geographically, following the
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-order of the belts into which it is divided. Beginning at the south-

.east, in the Ramapo belt, the observations are arranged from northeast

to southwest; then the Passaic, 5Iusconeteong and Peqnest belts follow
in order, and with their respective localities arranged in the same way. "
The localities are tbulld ill the first column, then the direction, and

last, tile amount or angle of the dip. Where the strata are vertical

the strike is indicated. The bearings, as here given, are magnetic;
.and the initial letters for tile quadrants are approximately 45 ° between
tile cardinal points thus indicated, e. g., S. E. is S. 45 ° E., 1_. W. is

iN. 45 ° W. The abbreviatiou st. is used for steep, aud it signifies
angles exceeding 45 °, and, in most cases, from 60° upwards. In a

few instances, two angles and sometimes two directions are given

where there is such variation in a very limited space.

TABLE OF DIPS.

Ramapo Bolt.

LOCALITY. DIRECTION. AMOUI_T.

Ramapo mountain, top.........................................................S.50o-55° E 80°

" westernslope........................................ _. 50°_0 ° E. 89°

• reedomdale furnace site, ledges at. ..................................... g. 55o_0 ° E. 50 °

N. Y. & Greenwood Lake R. R. cut, Wynokte Valley ............ S.E. Steep.

,Rhelnsmlth mine ................................................................. N.W. 60°

Debow limestone quarry ..................................................... S.E. Steep.

Beam lot, northeast of Btoomingdale ................................... - E.S.E. 60°

Ryerson's quarry, Bloomingdale ......................................... S. 45° E. 500-60 °

.Old forgo dam. " . ......................................... S. 35 ° E. Steep.

N. Y., Susquehanna & Western R. R. cut. near Bloomingdale, s.3go E. 70°

N.Y., Susquehanna & Western R. R.cut,_ mite eastof_ E.S.E. 65°

Bloomingdale ...............................................................

•One mile northeast of Pompton church ........................ _....... N.W. _0 °
Ridge uortheast of Pompton station ................................... N, 55° W. 80 _

J_ear above locality ....................................... . ...................... Strike N.E. Vertical.

a second pointofobservation................S.E. 80 °

Near Slater's dam, Pompton ................................................. S 55° E. 600-65 °

N, Y., Susquehanna & V*'ester n R. R. cut, near Pompton ...... S. 65° E. 50°

Near last-named station ........................................................ S. 40° E. 600-70 °

We._t of Pompton, on N.Y.,S. & W.R.R. llne ..................... S. 35°-40° E. 65°

De Bow mine, near Pompton ............................................. S. E .......
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TABLE OF DIPS--Continued.

Ramapo Belt--Continued.

l

LOCALITY" 1 DIREC"r]°N" A_IO_NT.

i

Brown place, near Pompton PIMns ...................................... I S.E. 70°i

Kayhart mine ..................................................................... [ N.W. 65°

Vz_eland " . ................................................................... [ S.F. 70°

{! N.E. Steep.Turkey Mountain limestone quarry .................................. N. 50° %%'. Steep.

Near White Hail, corner of road to Turkey mountain ......... E.S.E. 800-85 °

North of Montvine ............................................................... S.E. Steep.

Asylum quarry, Morris Plains .............................................. S. 45° E. 35°

Morrls Plains. west border ................................................... N.W. 40°, nea 80°vertlcal.ly

Headley place, northeast of Morrlstewn ............................... N.W. Steep.

Morristewn. road to Brookside ............................................. E.S. E .......

Mendham. on Morristown road ............................................ S. Steep.

C_nnet mine .................................. ...................................... S. %¥.

Passaic Belt.

Rtngwood, He_vitt mine. ........... :.......................................... S.E. _0°

New or Wood mine. ............................................ S.E. 88°

New Miller ............................................. S.E. 60°

Peter_ " .............................................S.E. 40°

Blue ............................................. Strike N.E. Vertical.

Hard ............................................S. E, 60°

Board mine ........................................................................... S.E. 30°

Near D. Ct._ca's limestone quarry, west Milford township ..... E.S.E. 40°

EKM of Gould's quarry, near Macopth ................................. E.S.E. 15°

Teltingtou mthc ................................................................ S.E. 40°

Y. Y.. susquehanna & Western R. R. cut,'l I/_ miles west of
Smith mills ..................................................................... S.E. Steep.

i/HI1, 4 mile southeast of CharloBeburg ............................ E.S.E. 60°

Quarry, southeast of Charlotteburg ....................................... E. S, E. 55°

Stony Brook mountain, Pequannock township .................... S, 56° E. 70 °

West of Stony Brook church ................................................. N.W. Steep.

Brown's shaft, west of Boonten and Bloomingdale road ..... S.E. 70 °

Rockaway Valley mthe_. ..................................................... S.E. 500-60 °

Righter Mine ....................................................................... N.W. Almost vertical

Plke'_ Peak mine. ................................................................ S. &_oE_ f0 o
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• TABLE OF DIPS--Cohtinued.

Passaic Belt--Continued.

LOCALITY. DIRECTION. AMOUNT.

Taylor mth_ ......................................................................... Strike F_N.E .......

East slope of Lyonsvtlte ridg_ .............................................. E.S. F_ Moderate.

At Lyonsvllle. ...................................................................... S.E. Steep.

West of Lyonsvllte, 8. H....................................................... 8.55¢ E. Moderate.

Split.ok Pond mine ............................................................ S. F_ Very steep.

or Cobb mine ......................................................... S.E. 70o-78 o

furnace_, ledges in dam ...................................... W.N.W. 60°-70 °

Beach Glen mine, northeast opening ................................... N.w. Very steep.

southwest .................................. N.w. Steep.

...................................S,E. Steep.

Hibernia (willis) mine, surface ............................................ S.E. 81o

" 80 feet down .................................... S.E. 73o

(Upper Wood) mine .............................................. N.W. Steep.

" deepest stepe_ ........................ S.E. Near]yvertteaL

(Glendon) ............................................................ S.E. 86o"

brook, in adil tunnel ............................................ 8. IL 6ff_

Beach mine, Hibernia ......................................................... S.E. 86o

White Meadow mines ........................................................... S, E. 75°

Mine holes, 1_ miles north of Rockaway ............................ S, 60° E. 60o

SwedeJ mine ....................................................................... S.E. 50 °

D., L. & W. R. R. cut, south of Roekaway ............................. S. 45° E. 65°

Dover quarry, east of town ................................................ S. 42° E. 50°

D., L. & W. R. R. CO.'S quarry .................................. S. 450 E. 55o

Central R. R. cut, (High Bridge BrL) ......................... S.E. 55°

Charlotteburg iron mine ...................................................... S. E .......

Kltehell tract, east of Copperas mountain ............................ S.E. Z8o-,15o

We_ of Timber brook and near Copperas mountain ............ S. 45° E. 40°

Green Pond mines ................................................................ S. 55° E, 35o_15o

" southwest end ........................................ E.S.E.

Ea_ of Davenport mine ....................................................... E.S.E. Nearly vertical.

East foot of Copperas mountain ............................................ E.S.E. 55°-45°

Near Green Pond brook, west of Denmark ........................... S. 70° E. Steep.

........................... 8.65oE. 42o

Pruden's saw mill,southofGreen Pond ...............................S.50o E. _ 70°

Hickory Hill deposll_. ......................................................... S, E, 65°
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T.A.BLE OF DIPS--Continued.

Passaic Belt--Continued.

LOCALITY. DIRECTION. AMOUNT,

Mounl Hope ........................................................................ _. E. 550-70 °

Teabo vein ........................................................ S. E, 70°

Sthrgt_ mine .................................................... S, E, 75o-85 °

Elizabeth vein ................................................. S.E. 72°

AIhn mine .......................................................................... 8. E. 650

Hit.hatch mine .................................................................... S.E. 60°

Baker " ..................................................................... S.E. 80°

Dolan " .................................................................... S.E. 45 °

Mount Pleasant mine ............................................................ S.E. 57 °

R. F.. cut, High Bridge Bra., Port Oram ................................ S. 56o-60 ° E. 45°

King Hill, north end ......................................................... S. 600 E. 55 °

Johnstm Hill mine ............................................................. S.E. 40 °

Randall ll[ll, northwestside................................................ S, 8,5° E_ 450-50°

" crest .............................................................. S, 45° E, 800

" * " mlno .............................................................. S.E. 50°

Irondah', Hubbard mlne ...................................................... S, E. 800-35°

Sterling ...................................................... S.E. 45°

Corwln ...................................................... S. E, 45°

Baker mint,, on hill .............................................................. 8, E. 80c

KlI_g mine ............................................................................ S.E. 54 °

Canlield mira. ..................................................................... S.E. 50 °

" westernmost openings .................................... S.E. 350-40 °

Can field's pho_phatie iron ore mines .................................... S.E. 600-70 °

Dickersonmlne (Bigmine)...................................................S.E. 550-60°

" side vein .................................................... S. E, Steep.

• near surface ................................. N.E. Moderate.

Bryant mine ....................................................................... S.E. 60°

Bymm " ......................................................................... S.E. 50°

Worth of Dalrymple mine .................................................... S, 35° E. 60°

Dalrymple mine. .................................................................. S.E. Almost vortical.

DcHart ................................................................... S. E, 80°

David Horf_)n mine- ............................................................ g.E. 80°

George or Logan mine .........................................................S.E. Steep.

Barnes " ......................................................... S.E. 60°

• Daniel Horton " ........................................................ g, E. 50°
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T2_BLE OF DiPS--Continued.

Passaic Belt--Continued.

LOCALITy. D_RECTION, AMOUNT.

Combs mine ............ _............................................................ S.E. 45 °

Chester, near Seward Hill ............................................... : .... S. E.......

Cooper mihe ....................................................................... S.E. 45°

Swayze " ........................................................................ S. F, 45°

Woodhull mine (upper _topcs_ ............................................ s. E, 70°

" lower part .................................................. S.E. 50°

Hardin farm openings ........................................................ S.E. Steep,

Hedges mine ....................................................................... S. F_ 50°--65°

Peach Orchard mine ........................................................... S.E. Steep.

R. R. cut,_ mile northeaztof Chesterfurnace....................S.45° E. 65°

Guliek, southeast openlng_ ................................................. S.E. 60°

Haeklebarney mines, tunnel vein ....................................... S.E. 55°

Coal House cut, ............................................ S.E. 70°

mines, northeast of river .............................. S.E. 55°

Langdon's mlne .................................................................. S, E. Moderate.

Hog Back ridge,northeastof Callfan..................................., S.E. Steep.

Solitude mine .................................................................... S, E. 75°

R. R. cut, east of High Bridge .............................................. N. 75° E. 600-70 °

" west of .............................................. S. 60° E. 70°

Solitude mine ....................................................................... S.E. 75°

High Bridge mines .............................................................. S.E. _5°

One mile southwest of Lebanon ........................................... Strike N. W.......

A. Sharp place, _outhwest of Lebanon .................................. E.N. E.......

Large's mines, ................................. Strike N. E .......

" south of last station ....................................... _trike N. N. W .......

" southeast of last station ................................ Strike N. E .......

Museonetcong Belt.

,Centennial or Squiers mine ................................................ s.E. " 80°

Ten Eyck mine .................................................................... N.W. Nearly vertical.

Near Puliscorner................................................................. S.80° E. 80°

Green mine ........................................................................... S.E. 650-72 °

Wawayanda mine ................................................................. S.E. 15°-56°

-Clinton tract openlng_ ......................................................... S. 65° E. 8,5°
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TABLE OF DiPS--Continued.

Musconetcong Belfr--_tinueg.

LOCALITy* DIBECTION* AMOUNT.

Can [stear mines .................................................................... : S.E. Steep,

Budd and IIunt tract_ .......................................................... S, E. 65°

Williams' mine, northeast shaR. ........................................... S.E. Sleep,

" southwest " ............................................ N.W. Steep.

Layton mine ......................................................................... E. 8. E. Steep.

South of Vernon--Snufftown road ........................................ S. 70° E. 70°

summit of Snuff_wn road ...................... S. 7_ E. Steep.

_ranklin, Syke# quarry ........................................................ N. 50° W, 85°

N, y., S. & W. R. R. cut, 1._mite northeast of Ogdensburgh.. S.E, 600--65_

northeast of last station ................. 5, 55° F_ 65Q_7_¢"

still further to northeast .................. S. 60° E. 70°

near'Muuson's gap ......................... S. 60° E, Steep.

Dortheast of Mu_n's sap .............. E S, F_ ......

deepcut .......................................... Easterly, Steep.

ledges, 1 mile west of Snuffiown ..... E. 8, E .......

near Stockholm .............................. N. 50 ° E. 60°
¢

Stockholm. near Temple'a .................................................... N. 70 ° W, Moderat_

R. R. cut, near Stockholm and north of Dunker pond brOok. S. 65° E, 60°

near saw.mill dam, Stockholm .............................. E. S, F_ 60°

southeast of Stockholm .......................................... E.S.E. 60°

Wlndham forge pond ............................................. E. $_.E. _b°

West of Russia ..................................................................... S. E. 50¢_ o

_ortheMt of Upper Lol]gwoocl, 1_4 miles ............................. I_. 20° W. 80°

Longwood mountain .......................................................... S, 50°-60 ° E. 80°, vertical.

TWO miles west of Longwood valley ................................... S.E. 50o-60 °

bouthwesl of Lower Longwood ........................................... S, 55 ° E, Nearly vertlea_

Ogde_sburgh mad, west of Ogden mines ............................ S. 70° F_ 60 °

Rock, near road, ............................ S.E. 40 °

Osden miu_ ............................................................ S, E, Steep,

Sherman mlne ...................................................................... S, _0 °

Siektos' . ..................................................................... S, E .......

Gafney .................................................................. S, F_

Northeast of Sickles' mine ................................................. E.Y.E. 45°

Ford mine ............................................................................ S. 45° E, 80°

Weldon mine ....................................................................... S.E. 40°-45 c*

Lower Weldon mine .............................................................S.E. 50°
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TABLE OF DiPS--Continued.

Musconotcong Belt,--Contlnued.

LOCALITY. DIRECTIO,_. AMOUNT.

Near store at Woodport ......................................................... S.E. Steep.

_)gden mine R. R., near Hurd mine. ..................................... N, W. 85°

Hurd mine ......................................................................... S.E. 85 °

Near Lake Hopateong. ......................................................... S. 45° E. Steep.

Hopateong station R. R. cuts ................................................ S, 45° E. Nearly vertical.

Noland's mine, near Hopatcong Lake ................................... S.E. 70°

Lake View mine. .................................................................. S.E. bioderate.

Davenport mine, we_t of Berkshire valley ........................... N.W.

Ogden mine R. R. cut, west of Berkshire valley ................... N. 25u W. 70 °

Sussex R. R., mouth of Cranberry reservoir. ........................... E. 200-30 °

_'h ito Rock cut,Suavex R. R ................................................E.N.E. 20°

Herrick's_ or Allen quarry, near Sussex R. R ........................ N. 60° E. 40 °

King and Forman lease ....................................................... N. 65° E. 45 °

Between Allis' and King and Forman tract. ........................ N, 65° E. 20°

A Ills' mino ............................................................................ N. 65° E. 60 °

Smith, or Cascade mine (old workings) ................................. S. 85° E. 60°

nortilwest holes .............................. N. 80° E. 35°-4 _*°

Audover and Stanhope road summit ................................... E.N.E. Steep.

WHght mine .........................................................................S,E. 50°

Mude mine ........................................................................ , E. N_ E.S. E, 15°-30°

Butt mine .......................................................................... S.E. Steep.

Drakevilte ........................................................................... Strike N.E. Vertical.

Mount Olive mines .............................................................. S.E. 350-45°

Hilt's mine ............................................................................ S, E. 75°

OsbOrn " ........................................................................... S.E. 45°

. Drake's " ...........................................................................S.E, 45°

Stevens' " .........................................................................S.E. 45°

Rarick farm, north of Naughrightville .............................. S.E. 75°

Sharp diggings .................................. S, E. 80°

Hopler place ...................................................................... S.S.E. Steep.

Near Naughright mine ......................................................... S. 30° E. Nearly vertical.

Stream, northwest of NaughrightvUte .................................. S.E. Steep,

Naughright mine ..............................................................E.N. E, 350-40 °

south drift. ................................................. E.S. E, 40°

Brow of mountain, near Nack's milla ................................. S.E. Steep.
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TABLE OF DiPS--Continued.

Musconetcoug Belt--Contlnued.

LOCALITY. DIRECTION. AMUI'NT.

Fritts' fl_rm openings, N. E. Whitehall .................................. E.S. E, Steep.

C. R. R. cut, west of Willoughby run, ea_t end ...................... S.E. 60°

west end .................... S.E. 50°

100 yards west of above locality ........................ E.S.E. 70°

west end of above R. R. cut ............................. E.S.E. 40°

_, mile east of Glen Gardner .............................. S. 60° E. 50°

R. R. quarry, near Glen Gardner. .......................................... 8. E. 60°

;h,n (_ardn,'r R, IL cut ......................................................... E.S.E. 86o

it. R cut, west vf Glen Gardner. ............................................ 8,E. 60°

Cromer mine, t'a_t of llaeketLstown ................................... { S.E. Steep.N.W. Nearly vertical.

Rubert_on _hafi, west slope, Schooley's mountain ................. E.S.E. Steep.

Fisher, or I_eattyevt_)wn mine ............................................... N.W. Steep. vertical

Shmtenburgh mine .............................................................. S.E. 350"400

Harm farm ........................................................................ S.S.E. SO°

Ph, a_an t Grieve (Mar_h & Trufant) ........................................ E.S.E. 30°

(L, V. R. Co.'s pita) ........................................ E.S.E. Steep,

Pidem'k m [no ..................................................................... S.S.E, 500-60 °

D., L. _ W R. R, cut. east of Changewater ............................ S.E. Steep.

cuts, south of ............................. E.S.E. Gentle.

1st ent. west of Hampton Junction .............. E.S.E. 600_80_

R. R cut, t'_t of and at Hampton Junction .......................... S.E. 65°

we_t end ............ S.E. _5°

C. R, R. cut. '_ mile northeast of Asbury .............................. S. 600 E. Steep.

Rodenb_mg h mine. west slope ............................................... N.W. Steep.

A,_bury ml_e ..................................................................... S. 60 ° E. 60°

Churrh. or Van Sycll le'8 mine ............................................... S. 70°

L.V.P.. R cut. Pattenburgh .................................................. S. E .......

Musetmt teong tunnel, east end ............................................. N.N.E. 600-76°

in middle ......................................... N.N.E. Steep.

west end ........................................... N. 70 ° E. 40°

S.E. _b°
West end mine_J .................................................................. S.E. 450-80 °

Duckwortb mino .............................................................. S. 15°-200 E .......

R. R. cut. eouth of Rlegelsvillo ............................................. S. 800 E. $8°
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TABLE OF DIPS--Continued.

Musconetcong Belt_Continued.

LOCALITY. DIREC'rIoN. AMOI?NT.

R. R. CUt, south of above locality .......................................... S. 25° E. 40°

Musconetcong ML, southwest end, opp. Johnson's ferry ....... S.E. 45°

Near canal, we_t of Water]oo, Sussex county ....................... N. E .......

Brook field, or Waterloo mine ................................................ E. 33°

south drifm .............................. S. 75° E. Moderate.

Execlalor mine .................................................................... S.E. Steep.

Bryant mine, east of Warreuville .......................................... S.E. Moderate.

Barter .......................................... S. E, Nearly vertical.

Young farm, north of Hackettstewn .................................... S.E. Nearly vertical.

Trace .................................... S.E. Nearly vertical.

Mitchell farm, Buck's Hill ................................................... S.E. Steep.

Searle farm, weat of Hackettstown ....................................... E.S.E. Steep.

Smith, or Egbert Church mine ............................................. S. 75° E. Steep.

Port Murray .......................................................................... N.N.E. Steep.

Creager mine, Port Murray ................................................... Easterly .......

R. R. cut, east of Washington ................................................. S. 45° E. 50°

Smith farm, south end of Pohatcong range, north of"
Bloom_bury .................................................................... g.E. Moderate.

Pohatcong mountain, near Delaware river ....................... S. 30° E. Steep.

north slope, near Bel. Del. R. R .......... S. 45° E. 55°

south end of mountain ...................... E.S. E .......

south slope and east of R. R ............ • S' 60° F_ Moderate.S. 80° E. 45 °

at Delaware river .............................. S. 75° E. 45 °

Stewart's gap ....................................................................... S. 15o E. Steep.

Van Nest Gap tunnel, east end ............................................. S.E. 75 °

west end cut ....................................... S. 55° E. 65 °

Mountain, southeast of Oxford furnace_ ............................... N. 80° E. 70 °

Southeast slope of mountain, near Chapin & Tomms,_on
tunnel ............................................................................ } lq. 70° F_ Steep.

Chapin & Tom maYaon tunnel .............................................. N.N.B. 70°

Bra_eamtle road, _ mile south of Oxford ............................ N. 10OE. 50°

Oxford furnace, new mine. ................................................... N. 550-70 °
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TABLE OF DIPS---Continued.

Pequest Belt.

LOCALITY. DIRECTION, AMOUNT.

O_en_' Island. drowned lands .............................................. S. 45° E, 70°

Cry_tallI Umestene, near North Vernon ............................. E.S.E. Steep.

east of Hardystenville ....................... S. 70 ° E .......

...................... S. 60O E. 60°

Crystalline Iimestone ridge, near Hamburgh mountain 1 E. S. E
and east of Mine Hill ...................................................... )- ......

Crystalline Hmestone, east side of Poehuek mountain ......... E.S. E .......

MeAfee valley .................................... S. 30° E. 65o

N, ,rth Vernon ................................................................... S. 30 ° E. Steep.

Pt chuck mountain, west slope ............................................. S.E. 55°

near Green's mine ................................ S.E. Steep.

Poch m'k mine. ................................................................. { S. _0aE.S"E. 50°30o

TunneI to Poehuck mine .................................................... N.W. Steep,

Pochuek mountain, southwest end Hamburgh road ............ F_ S.E. Steep.

Franklin furnace, quarry ...................................................... S.E. 55°

in Ogdensburgh road ............................... S.E. 40°

furnace vein ............................................ S.E. 60°

front, zinc ore bed......: ............................ S.E. 55°_5 °

Buekwhealfleid mine .............................. Strike N.E. Vertical.

Wildcat road, west of Franklin furnace ............................... S. 70° E. 65°

East of Klmble's pond ........................................................ S.E. 30O-,_5°

•_orth _nd of Pimple Hills range ........................................ S. 35 ° E. 65°-70°

West of Pimple Hills ............................................................ E.S.E. 50°

Stirllng Hill zinc mine .......................................................... S.E. 45°

House _ corner ...................................................................... S. 80O E. 20°

One*half mile south of above lOCality ................................. S. 55° E. 40O

East of sussex lead mine ...................................................... S.E. 12°

Pinkney's comer ................................................................. S, 25° E. 40°

East of Strubbte's, or Long pond ........................................... S. 20°-30 ° E. 60°-70°

Southeast _hore of ............................................. S.E. 4_

Atilt to Tar Hill mine .......................................................... W.N.W. Steep.

Sulphur Hill " ........................................................... S.S.E. 60°

South openings .......................................... Steepto East andRosevilie mine .... N.N.W. Vertical.North .......................................... Strike N. N.E.

Andover mine. .................................................................. S.E. 60°

Near whlta limestone, Andover ........................................... S. 70° E. Moderate.
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TABLE OF DIPS--Continued.

Pequest Belt---C_ntinued.

LOCALITY, DIRECTION. A_IOU_T.

O'HImenover*s, Byram, white limestone .............................. N. 70a E. Steep.

Cranberry reservoir ............................... N. W ......

White H_.ll, _r r_ te S_nhope_ ........................................ E.S.E. 80°

MeKean, or Bin1 mine .......................................................... S.E. 75°

Maring place, southwest of W_rrenville ............................... N.W. Nearly vertical.

Hibler farm, or Livesey's shaft, Warrenville ......................... S.E. steep.

Southwest of Barton mine .................................................... W.N. W.......

Howell farm, northeast Jenny Jump mounlain .................... E.S.E. 70°

Near last locality .................................................................. Easterly.

Foot hills, northeast end of Jenny Jump mountain .............. Strike N. N.E. Vertical•

East slope, north end of " " .............. N. 60° W. Steep.

North end, or foot of ............. S.E. Steep.

" H_gh Rocks," Jenny Jump mountain ................................. S. E, 50°

Jenny Jump mountain, north end ....................................... S. 75o E. 60°

Near Sh0w mtne_ Jenny Jump mountain ............................. N. 70° E. 45°

foot hills ...................................................N. 20° E. 20°-_°

a Second locality ........................ N, 10 ° E. 25°

On Great Meadows, ea_t of above .......................................... N. '25° W. 55°

Davis mine, oil Jen*ny Jump mountaht .............................. S.E. Steep.

Pot_er farm, east of Jenny Jump mountain ........................... W.N.W. Moderate.

Stlnson mine, ........................... S, 25 ° E. 60°

lnsehow lot ......................................................................... N. W .......

Crystalline limestone, e_st of ]etlny Jump mountain ........... • S.35° E. 75°

Northeast of Rose Crystal marble quarry .............................. N.W. Steep.

l_ose Crystel marble quarry .................................................. N. 75° W. 80°

Hope and Danville road, mountein ...................................... Westerly. Nearly vertical.

Klsbpaugh mine .................................................................. S.E. 28°-34 °

................................................................. S. 55° E. 40°

. f S. F,. 250-30 °Holt fsrm / N.W. Gentle.

Henry tunnel ....................................................................... S. If. Steep.

Pequot mine ....................................................................... S. 70a E. 60°-70 °

Pequest rock cut, east end .................................................... S. 70a E. 650-70 °

west end..... .............................................. S.E. 65°

4
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TABLE OF DIPS--Continued.

Pequest Belt--Co.dnucd.

LOCALITY. DIRECTION. A_If)U_T*

F.a.st of But_ville, s_4mile and north of Pequest river .......... S 25° E. 7,,°

east abe)re station ................................... S, 15°-400 E. I 70°

Three quartets of a mile south of Bridgevllle,road to Ox ford. N. 45° W. 700

Crystalline limestone, Oxford ............................................... S. 70a E, Steep.

...............................................N,60 ° E. Steep.

South of Oxford....................................................................N. 100 E. [ 70°

Raub mine ..........................................................................StrikeE.N. E.L ......

S.E. Steep.
Littlemine ......................................................................N.W. Nearly vertical.

Redell " . ....................................................................... S.E. Steep,

Shoemaker mine ................................................................. S. E, Steep.

N, N.W. 60°
Barton mine, westernshaft................................................N. Nearly vcrtleal.

Sehuler " .........$. ............................................................... S.E. Steep.

Near Roxburgh ..................................................................... S. 50 ° E Steep.

Near Harmony ..................................................................... S. 40° E. Steep.

Marble mountain, near Delaware river. ................................ N. 3t;J° W, (_o

marble quarry ......................................... N, 30° W. b,3°

north of " ......................................... N. 40° W. [_ °

near mine on top of mountain ............... N.N.W. Moderate.

South point of ridge, north of Marble mountain .................. N. 20° W. Nearly vertical.

North of lastnamed locality................................................N. 40° W. Gentle.
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A study of the table discovers a few areas where the direction of

the dip is not in accord with the general rule as stated above. There

is a belt between Stanb, ope and the Cranberry Reservoir, traversed by
the Sussex Railroad, where the pr_vaillng dip is toward the cast-
northeast. The inclination varies from 20° to 60 ° in amount. At

Oxford Furnace_ the outcrops and the course of the ore, as opened in

the mines, show a north-northeast direction. Other remarkable excep-
tions, but confined to much smaller areas, are at the Conner mine,

Water street, Morris county, where the dip was said to be southwest ;

the _[usconetcong tunnel of the Easton and Ambey l_ailroad, where
northeasterly dips were observed ; Large's openings, south of Lehanon,

in Hunterdon county, and the foot hills at north end of Jenny Jump

mountain. The northwest dips or direction may be considered as

overturned or reversed from the southeast, as there is no change in
the strike in that case. And, as a rule, the dips in that quadrant are

steeper than those to the southeast. The south(_ast, the vertical and

the northwest dips can all be referred to the same uplifting ned tilthlg

force, varying in intensity from the normal southeast to the over-

turned and northwest dipping strata. The consideration of these
variations in direction or exceptions" is noticed in the head of the
strike.

A comparison of.the amount of the dip leads to the following gen-

eralization : 1. The average dill in the Ramapo belt is 65 ° ; iu the
Passaic belt, 58 ° ; in the Maseonetcong belt, 55°_ and in the Pequest

belt, 54°. The diminishing steepness of the inclination, going north_

west, is noteworthy. Looking at the localities in the several belts,
the dips on the eastern side of the Passaic belt are steep, from 50°

to 80 ° ; while on the west border of the same belt and near the newer

rock outcrops of West Milford township and of Kanoase, Copperas

and Green Pond mountain ranges, the strata dip at moderate angles_

from 30 ° to 45 ° to the southeast. In the 5[asconeteong belt and in

the northern part of it, the strata stand highly inclhled to the cast-

southeast, from 60 ° to 85 °, and with some reversed or northwest dips.
On the Schooley's mountain range of this belt, there is quite wide

range in the angle, and, although there are steep dills on its southeast |
border and more gentle ones to the west, the exceptions are snfficlenl; Ito render any generalization prematnre and nneertalu. On the moun-

tain range west of I-lackettstown and northeast of Washington and
Oxford Furnace, in Warren county, the average dip is not so steep,

but is almost uniformly toward the southeast qnarier.
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The Musconetcong and Pohatcong mountain ranges show gentler

dip_, from 40 ° to 55 ° and to southeast. The Pequest belt ofi_brsmore

vaHaSon. And there is a remarkable sectlolhalong the Delaware_ in

Marble mountain, where the bells all incline at angl_s of 30 ° to 40 °
toward the northwest. On tim northwest border or slope of the

broad Scott's mountain, and also on Jenny Jump mountain, tim strata
are m_we highly ire'lined and towm'd the soutbasst. An area of eom-

paratlvtdy gently dipping strata in this belt is found between :Frank-

lin Furnace aml Andover, in Sussex county. The average angle of

dip on thls bc*rder of the Archaeau rocks is between 20 ° and 40°_
uaifi_rmly to the southeast.

In the above-mentioned table there are many observations from the

irt_a mltles. As a rule, the dip at greater depths in them is found to

vary mu_'h a_'cording _ the points of observation are taken where

the wall_ pim.h (_r where they swell out_ enclosing large shoots of ore.

Tal<ing the mean deseent, or underlay (of the miners), there is less
variation in _lle mines than in the rock outcrops on the surface.

).gai% expt.rit.nce and observation of practical men shows that this
<h,st.t.llt [*r dip is generally less at increasing depths. And vertical or

(*vcn northwt.st dips, as at Hibernia in the Upper Wood mine, for

example, are tlbund to change to southeast. The vein is said "to
right itse]|," i. c., to assulne its natural or nor(hal dip. Sometimes

the dip is observed to change several times in descending, as in the

,":,hieHill vein at Mcmnt ]tope. Bnt as a rule tim northwest dips at
tlw tmtcrops are fimnd to change in tbllowing the ore down.

STuH.:I.:.--The strike may be defined _ "the intersection of the

ire'lined bed _vitb a horizontal plane." It is at right angles to the
llne or direction of the dip. It is often spoken of as the course or

rallge of the rock or ore. From wbat has been stated above

dL*_(.rlblng the dip, it follows that in our Archaean rocks the pre-

vailing direvtion or strike is northeast and southwest, varying,

lmwt.ver, in many cases from north around to east. 5[any observa-

tions upon the strike are given in the table of dips (pp. 39-50). The
exceptiuns to this general course or directiou also bave been referred

to on page 51. An examination of the dips and of the obserwt-
tiuns on the strike shows a gradual easting in going across tim State
from the New Y_)rk line to the Delaware. And at the southwest the

strike is more to the east-northeast, whereas in the northern' part of
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our Highlands it is nearly due northeast. This feature, ,as it was

expressed ill the structure of lhe country, was represented by a

diagram in tile Geology of New .]-ersey, 1868, p. 51. The treud of

some of the ridges and valleys and mountalu boMers, as measured

on the large topogmpMcal maps of the Survey, are hero inserted.*

1. Southeast border of tile Ramapo mounl_in and border of the

gnelssie rock outcrop ................................................. N. 38° E.

2. Southeast border of the gneissic rocks from Morrlstowa

southwest ............................................................... N. 38° E.

3. Rockaway wllley ............................................................ N. 35 ° E.

4. Valley of the Rockaway and of Hibernia brook .................. N. 36 ° E.

5. Ramapo mountain, centr_tl or medial line ......................... _N". 38 ° E.

6. Ranmpo mountain, northwest line of sulnmits .................... N. 30¢ E.

7. West Milford valley and Grcel_wood lake .......................... N. 31° E.

8. Longwood valley and Succasunn._ pblins ........................... N. 39° E.

9. Eastern border of gneiss outcrop, west of Bearfort Mt ......... N. 28 ° E.

10. West border of gneiss, Pinkneyville to An(lover, Sussex Co... N. 40° E.
ll. Range of cres_ from New York line to Maeopin, West

l_Iilford ................................................................... N. 26° E.

12. Range of crests east of German wtlley, Morris Co ............... N. 39° E.

13. Schooley's mountain range, medbtl line ............................. N. 45 ° E.

14. Musconetcong valley, along southeast border, Hackettstown

to Hamptml ............................................................ N. 43° E.

15. _[useouetcong mountain, southwest, near Delaware river .... N. 55 ° E.

16. Mountain west of Musconetcong valley, south to Washing-
ton ......................................................................... N. 46° E.

17. Pob_tteong mountain ..................................................... N. 50° E.

18. Pohatcong valley ............................ '............................... N. 48° E.

19. Mountain west of Pohateong valley, east border ................. N. 52° E.
20. Frome's hill and Scott's mountain crests ............................ N. 46 ° E.

21. Northwest crest line of Jenny Jump ................................. N. 50° E.

02. West border, or foot of Jenny Jump ........ : ........................... N. 47 ° E.

23. West border of foot of Scott's mountain ............................. N. 46 ° E.

24. Marble mountain ........................................................... N. 51° E.

The lines of strike do not, however, always coincide with these

crest lines or the trend of the valleys. The topographical maps show

Bearing_ referred to true meri,lian.
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rldg_,s and valb'y_ whi(.h are marked exceptions to tlle gencrnl rule,

aud rim q*bliquely to the trend of the formation. Thus, the Wyno-

kle Valley trends north 13° east. Northwest of Bloomingdale and
n._rth .t" the Pcquannock, the northerly trend of the ridges is a con-

spiom.a- ft,atnrc of the surface. On :Pochuek lnountain als% there are

u,,r_h :utd s,mth crcsts which stand oblique to the general course of

t[., m-untaln mass. Others less prominent may be seen by referring
t,* tin' nlalls.

PIT, m--The beds of iron ore, or veins as they are generally termed,

in our mining districts, when followed a considerable distance on

tht.h" .utcrtT* , or horizontally, are found to wedge out and the mass

do-el,ntis. This de.scent of the bodies of ore has given rise to the term

" piwb." And the angle which the vein or shoot of ore makes with the
h,_rlx_,n, in the direction of the strike, is the amount of the pitch. It

i_, a- it wcre, the dip or descent of the bed in the line of strike; and

tin. deft, itiou of "an inclined or dipping strike" has been given, thongh
m)t stri_.tly correct. This phenomenon is not observed in the ore

.nly, as the rocky beds show it also, but owing to the greater excava-

ti[lus i, milllng as cmnpared with the openings in rock alone, it is more
t'a_ily observed in the former. And it is still more prolninent when

the ore occurs in the lens-shaped bodies termed "shoots." If there

arc several of them following one another, each shows the same pitch.
"Where the strike is northeast_ the pitch must be either to the north-

ea._t or southwest. As a law of occurrence, the northeast pitch pre-

vails. It is so common tlmt in practice the miner works his vein on

thi_ a._sumptinn, excepting in the few localities where the strike is

nm'th or north-northwest. The mines in these latter areas are yet too
fi'w to give any general law. A few southwest pitches are to be seen

on consulting the table here inserted. In it the locality is given first,

then the direction, and last the amount or angle of descent.
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TABLE OF PITCH.

i

LOCALITY" I DIRECTION" AMOUNT,

HOlm mines,Ringwond .......................................................N.E. 65°

Cannon mine, .....................................................:, N. E. 45°

Old Blue 4, .......................................................N.E. 60°

Nule ........................................................ N. E, 45°

Keeler ........................................................ N.E. 40 °

Bush ........................................................N.E. 80°

Wynokle " Wynokla ....................................................... N.E. 58°

Roekaway Valley mine, Rockaway Valley ......................... N.E. Steep.

Taylor Vg/n, Mount HoI_ ..................................................... N.E. 2._c

Richard mine ....................................................................... N. E .......

Sweed's " N.E. 120

Green Pond mines ............................................................... N. 33o E. 30o

Stifling mine, Iroudale ....................................................... N.E. 18°

Dickerson " ...................................................................... N.E. 45°

.Bryant ...................................................................... N.E. 25°

Klng ......................................................................N.E. 520

,George or Logan mine ........................................................N.E. 45°

Lawrence mine .................................................................... S.W. ."....

ConI]et " ............... :..................................................... S. E .......

Sampson " Chester ......................................................... N.E. 22°

Hedges ......................................................... N.E. 600

Ilacklebarney mines ............................................................ N.E. 420

Lower Weldon mine ............................................................ N.E. 20°-320

Yeeldon mine- .................................... _................................ N.E. 260-37 °

Ford and Sehofleldmines....................................................N.E. _°-40°

Hurd mine ....................................................................... N.E. 22°-25 °

Gore .......................................................................... N.E. _°-40°

l_augh right mille ................................................................. N.E. 30°

Laugdon " S.W. 220

High Bridge " .................................................................. N.E. 60°

Furnace mine, Franklin ..................................................... N. E .......

Sulphur Hill mine, Andover .............................................. N.E. 80°

_Zishpaugh .............................................................. B.W. 120

,Pequest mine, near Oxford ................................................... N.E. 70°

Stirling Hill (zinc) mine ...................................................... B.E. 62°

Forest of Dean mine, New York ........................................ N.E. 2"/0-28°

Hogencamp mine, Greenwood, New York ............................ N.E. 20°
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The observations upon the plteb of ore masses and rock strata are

insufficient to give any laws or order in their arrangement, or to lead

to any conclusions of practical value, other than what has been already
state_t.

This phenomenon of Titeh is noticeable in the structure of the

Highlands at many loeallbles. The many outcrops of rock whose

southwest fronts or slopes are steep and bold, and northeast slopes
gently inclined, are examp.les of pitch. And a close examination will

prove that these peculiar features of the surface are not due to glacial

wear, a* might at first be supposed, but are structural. _orth of the
terminal moraine line, where tbe surface earth and debris of disin-

tegrated rock outcrops have been removed, they can be seen to better

advantaffe, and examples are more numerous than to the southwest.

The fi_llowing views of one of these hills is given to illustrate this

statement. It represents the two slopes of a ridge near the Ogdens-

hurgh road, west of the Ogden mineS, in Sussex county. The hill is
quite a conspicuous object in the landseap% and is nearly destitute of

shrubbery and vegetation. It may be taken as typical of many out-

crops. To show lmw this structure is to be seen in the longer ridges

5.W. H/z_1.WEst o.,"OaoEa, M/,v_s A(E.

5.14( FRONt- OR S._4/ VIEW Of SAME I_E.

_mt hills, sections have been Constructed from the contour lines of the
topographical maps. They are distorted by the inequality of the
scales for the horizontal and vertical representations, but the northeast
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and southwest slopes are relatively correct. And the marked differ-
ence between them is at once evident in each one. It wmdd be easy

to il)crease largely the nmnber of these hills and ridges, but persons
who are familiar with our Highlands are well acquainted with this
feature oi the surface. On account of denudation by streams and the

a(.tlon of glaciers and the surface drainage through long ages, the

re,we prominent hills have been worn down, and no doubt in many
cases obliterated. ]n places lhe reverse may be true and some of the

southwest points may have become more prominent than they were

or_g}nally. From the topographical maps of the southwestern por-
ti,_ns of the Highlands, it is evident that the northeast slopes arc re]a-

ti_ t.ly steeper than those toward the southwest_ the reverse of what is
characteristicof the country to the northeast. So far as the teslimony

of the mines go, this position is confirmed by them. But in all the

e()untry south of the terminal moraiue_ the disintegrating effects of
the atmospheric agencies have been carried to so great depths that the
r()ek structure is eoncealed_ and there are no such extensive rock out-

crops fi)r study as to the northeast.
The elements of dip and slrlke are essential features of stratification

as ordinarily observed. Horizontal strata of any extent are scarcely
se_.n in our Atlantic Coast region. And the most recent beds have a

di_ when tested by lines of level crossing them. There are elements
in stratification, or phenomena of structure observable in stratified

rocks which may be termed accideutal, as distinguished from the essen-

tial phenomena of dip and strike. Among the accidental elements

may be noted folds, faults, shoots and pinches.

FoLus.--Thc force which rattled the original gently-sloping or

horizontal strata into inclined positions also compressed them together
into more or less close folds. Wherever the arch of the fold is above,

or at the surface, and the strata descend each way from a central line

or axis_ there is an anticlinal fold. Conversely, where strata dip from
two sides towards a central liuej forming, as it were, a trough-like

depression_ the fold is said to be a syncliual one. The former is repre-
sented by the inverted V or U ; the latter is V-shaped or U-shaped,

as the case may be. Folds of each kind are common in the newer

rocks, and they have been finely exhibited in the anthracite coal basins.
And their existence in the Archman rocks of our Highlands is known

by good examples of synclinal folds. One of the best of them is that
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Synclinal Folds at Hurd Mine.

_f the I-[urd mice ore bed, at the old southwest openlng_ near tbe tern-

pike. The above plate represents by its cross-barred lining the shape
-of tbe ore at this locality. The folded ore body pitches to the northeast

and hence this southwest outcrop, as here figured, represents the end

*of a syacllna], whose axis descends to the nortbe',ist. The long slol)e ,
now over 2,000 feet_ is following the line of the axis, and the ore
appears to be a close fold and without any interbedded rock between

its two legs or sides. Another synclinal tbld is to be seen in the zinc
mines on 5line Hill, Franklin. The front and back vei_s of ore

terminate at the southwest in what is known as the soutbwe._t opening,

and appear to be parts of a great and deep fold. [See Geology of
.New Jersey, pp. 334 and 672.] Tim veins at Stirling Hill_ in the
mines of the Passaic Zinc Company and of tim Franklinite Iron Como

])any, are also connected at the southwest and parts of what appeam

to be a synelinal fold. The exposures of rock away from mines are
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not st) _,xWnsive :is to show unmistakahle examples of folds, though

long (.ross _t.ctlon> exp_,s_ng many consecutive beds are seen ill railroad

cuttings trod slonff _om_, of the larger stream valleys which traverse

the Ilighl:md, in m,rth_'cst and soudlcast courses. It is ditficult to

prove the rep¢*titim_ of m"ata in them indicating folds. And there are
no locallth,_ of pl;linly marked opposite dips also suggesting folding
a'_ their cause. At the Grt,en t)oud Mines and at the Holt Farm

5[ine the bottom roek:, as they were exposed several years ago by tbe

removal (*f the overlying ore beds, formed saddles or autielinals_ but
the surih('_.s tlm._ exp.sed were too small to consider them of much

irnportan('e in a g[,m,ral mldy of the structure. They may have been
hor._,s of r*bck wh_se uppl_r surface had been bared of the ore.

In the se*'_md ('ut we_t of Itigh Bridge on the Central Railroad the

beds allpcar to be repeated on each side of a central or medial line

and th_v, prq)hably, represent a tbld. The locality was figured in the

Geolog.y of _VewJcr,s':y, 1868, p. 59. It is uncertain whether it is an
anticlinal or a synelinal. In the Highlands of the Hudson at Ions
Island Station, the t[. R. R. R. cut exposes strata which dip around

toward an axial line, as it were, the southwest end of a synclinal fold.
On the west side of the IIudson the northwestern ridge of the High-

lands is apparently a huge, closely-folded synclinal_ as can be seen by

the steeply dipping strata on each side of it. The best section is thai,
crossing it on the new West Point and Canterbury road. The varia-

tion in the average dips of the strata on the southeast and on the north-
west sides of our mountain ranges has been pointed out as a proof of

their synelinal structure. Thus in the Schooley_s mountain range the

dips on the southeast border appear to be rather steeper than those on
the northwest side. The steeper slopes toward the southeast in the

case of nearly all of the Highland ranges is probably caused by the
strata on that side being more highly inclined than on the northwest,

slopes. This diflbrence in inclination indicates folds whose axes are
not vertical, but inclined slightly from the vertical and dipping toward
the northwest steeply. The more plausible theory regarding them is

that the ridges or mountain ranges arc anticlinals with the synelinal

valleys separating them_ or lying between them. The present surface
is not the summit of the original arch_ but a section across it made by

the long continued wear of atmospheric agency.

In this place it is to be remarked tha_ there is a great degree
of uniformity in the altitudes of the mountain ranges of the High-
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lands. A large area south of Dover and Rockaway and west of
Morristown has an average elevation of 800-900 feet.* And the

traveler attaining the summit of this plateau, as it were, recognizes
the general level as characterlstic of it. The broad Schoolcy's
mountain range, extending southwest to where the Central rail-

road crosses it, is another example of this uniformity in height,
having an average elevation from 1,000 to 1,200 feet. Scott's

mountain has about the same average hclght. Another remarkable

table land is in the northeastern part of Sussex and the western part
of Passaic counties. Its mean height is probably over 1,200 I_et, as

there are many summits over 1,400 feet, and scarcely any depressions
less than 1,000 feet. The surface is by no means level or even an

approximation to a plane; but there are no very prominent peaks or
ridges, nor any deep hollows or valleys. This uniform feature of

the surface is not accidental, but must have had its origlu in some
way related to the original uplifting and folding of the strata, modi-

fied greatly by the subsequent erosion due to draiuage and to glacial
action in part. The tops of the folds have beeu planed off and worn
down, but not so as to obliterate what seems to have been a feature of

the old surface. Tbat each ridge or mountain is made up of a single
anticlinal fold is not probably true in every case. :It is nmre reason-

able to suppose that there are series of folds side by side in tile
broader table lauds whose bases are far dowu in the eartb, and their

original upper surfaces removed long since by the wear of time. The
newer rocks of the included valleys of the Highlands show both

anticlinal and synclinal folds, though there is a general synclinal

structure, as, for example, in the long belt of blue, moguesian lime-

stone in tile _,fusconetcong valley, which corresponds to the enclosing
troughs or basius of the older crystalline rocks. And the apparent
conformity in dip in the older and in the newer strata is evidence of

the synclinal structure of these valleys. There are, however, so many
places where the near outcrops of these two series of rocks are uiicou-
formable that tbis conclusion is not without much doubt. ]_'rom the fact

that the strata would be most easily and re_ldily abraded where they
were most subjected to strain and breaking, as at the smnmit of auti-

clinalsj or at the top of the arches, it is fair to assume that the wflleys

The following heights are taken from a single narrow ridge, twelve miles long
from Cl_lifon northeast, and east of German Valley; 862, 944, 944, 960, 687, 977, 914,

_07, 960, 987, 977, 914. 907. 965, 989, 940, 862, 944,894,892,946, 966 and 953--giving
an average for the crest of 937 feet.
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or depressions would have their beginning near or on tile lines of
tht-e antlclinals, and that the elevations or mountains would, there-

tim,, consist of synclinal folds. In the present state of our knowledge
of all the tb.cts of structure, it is impossible to iadicale the lines or

axes:of tbldlng, and prove what were its tm'ns, up or down; anticlinal
or svncliL]al. Probably both forms will be found entering into the

structure of bl*th mountain and valley, and in greater frequency than

i_ at present _upposed. It has been suggested that some of the ore
rau_vs are part_ of great folds, and that the bottom of the same would

h_ tl_und in deep boring or shaking in the intermediate ground. But

therc is no pr_.*t, in the nature of the ore or of adjacent rocks, so fur

as at lwe--ent km_wn, of any such examples of folding. Our deepest
m_ae_ give no indications of the veins turning to the surface again.

It is nnlv the rm_re superficial foldings which cau be looked for in the

irml _re ht.ds; and they are seen in the HuM mine and at other
lovulltle_.

]"AtLTS.--'Fhe strata have not only been tilted and bent together

intt* ¢._,_. l',*ld,, hut they have also been torn apart, and the once con-

timmus bcds have slipped past one another, so that there is no longer

an vxact ccwrt._pondence between the two sides of the rent or fault.
Varltul_ _ther Tmmes are given to such displaeemeuts, and they are

known as o_:_,t_, heaves, slips and slides. They nmy be refcrred to

tw_ prin_.ipal _,]a:ses : First, those in which the plaueofdisplacement
runs in the lira. of the strike of the strata; and, second, where the
course o1" the thult traverses or cuts the strata more nearly in the line

of the dip. In the first class the displacement is longitudinal or

IEngthwi,c ; iu the second it is crosswise. But there are gradations
frmn one to the other, as t:aults occur cutting the strata at all angles.

The am_mnt of the displacement or offset is sometimes known as the

throl..; aml it i_ an llpthrow or a downthrow, uc_rding as the strata

are dlsplaced up or down. The term bade also is used to designate

the angle which the plane of the fault makes with the vertical plane.

As a rule, the throw is toward the down side, or the upthrow overlies
the hade. The same principle guides in the case of lateral displace-

ments where the vertical plane of a fault cuts the strata obliquely.
The _careh should tbllow the larger angle. Where the displacement

is in a contrary direction, it is said to be a reversed fault. Xn the
iron mines, a rule is that the throw is righthanded--that is, for
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example, into the hanging wall or southeast, when following the ore
in a northeast course and on the strike of the bed. Faults of this

kind are common, and are recognized and regarded almost _ char-

acteristic features of the ore. The amount of displaeement varies
_reatly. At the south end of Hickory Hill and north of Mount

Hope it is fully 100 feet. No doubt there are greater offsets to be

found. And some of the ore ranges look as if, originally, they were

parts of one continuous line or range offsetted many hundreds of

feet. Thus, the Hibernia range has been thought to be the northeast
¢,xtension of the Mount Hope mines, though there are serious objcc-

tiqms to such a theory. The apparent want of resemblance between

the gnelssic ranges on the two sides of the Delaware river suggests
f:aulting on a large scale as a possible explanation. As an illustration

of thults or offsets in a bed of iron ore_ the map or plan of the Ran-

dall Itill rein is given on page 63. In this ease there are three

_*ti._ets,each right-handed, into the hanging wall to southeast. The

amount of throw is given on the figure.
In some mines, as in the western part of the l_¢[ount Pleasant, and

in the old Byram mines, the offsets are not all in the sume direction.

When faulted in this way, the course is made very irregular, and the
work of mining made difficult. A very plain and well exposed fault
c:m be seen in the tIacklebarney mines, northeast of Black river.

tfere the course of the fault is at right angles to the ore bed_ and its

plane is vertical. The throw is 30 feet into the hanging wall side.

Other good examples of offsets are to be found in the Cooper mine at

Chester, at Irondale, at the Pardee Ogden, at Hibernia in the Lower
Wood mine, besides many others. [See descriptions of mines in

Report.] The nmp of the Irondale vein shows the size of the fault
in the Corwin mine at the southwest, and the so-called :North River

ofl_t_twhich separates the ttarvey from the _orth River mine.
Of the scellml class of faults the _Iouat Pleasant mine affords a

very good examlfie. It is shown in the figure on tim opposite page.

Tim throats here are termed cross slides. The general course of the
tholtin_ lines corresp_mds with that of the ore, but the planes of the

thuits dip at various angles toward the northwest. In the upper one
the bed is thr.wn down 40 feet; in the next, 5 feet; in the third, 14
fet,t. In each 'case the throw is into the foot-wall side. And the

plane_ fi*llow the pitch of the ore shoots down to the northeast, and

really separate th*.m fi'om one another. It would seem as if the strain
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or tension along the pinch lines had been so great as to sever the ere
and rocks. Cross slides and slips of the same kind, but not so.
marked nor with so mucb throw, are quite common in the ire_
mines. Another example of vertical displacement is at tturdtown.

The figure on opposite page is a reduced copy of a longitudinal section,
of the Hurd mine constructed from surveys made a few years ago..
The shoot opened at the southwest and near the read, was fnllowcd_
down to the end of the ore, as indicated in the section. The north-

east extension of the same shoot was found higher up, beyond this
l_ault,and the amount of the dislocation is about 150 feet. One or
the oflmr of these parts must have been thrown down as the other was.
raised up.

The amount of displacement in many cases is very small, not equal-
ing the breadth of the ore, so that the walls are but slightly irregular.
They do not increase materially the difficulties in mining. It should
be axtded that so far as the experience of our iron mines tegches, the
most common faults are those where the plane of faulting is approxi-
mately vertical and at right angles to the strike.

P1.xcrms (._D SHooTs).--These terms are confined to the ore
b_Mie-_almost exclusively. They designate so common features in
the ore that it is scarcely proper to call them accidental elements of"
stratification. And yet, considering the ore as a member of a stratified
series, they are not essential to stratification. From what Jaas been
said under the head of pitch in the shoots of ore, the nature of these
peculiar ore bodies has been indicated already. The term shoot is
applied to the somewhat irregular, lens-shaped or lenticular bodies of
ore whieb lie conformably between strata of rock, and which possess,
in common wltJathe country rock, the elements of pitch and dip, and
are subject to fkulting in all directions. They lie with their longer
axes in the line of the pitch, or, in other woMs, the pitch is the angle
at which they descend in the rock. Their dimensions vary indefi-
nitely. Even the same shoot may vary from point to point and its
successive cross sections show much irregularity. Besides the walls
whicb hound it on the dip slopes, there is the cap rock which limits
it at the top, and the bottom rock which underlies it. Generally the
walls are seen to approach quite together, making an arched roof or

cap and a trough-shaped floor or bottom, and tim vertical cross section

is of elliprodal shape. Theaceompanying sections of the Hurd mine
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illustrate these statements. The above plate shows a horizontal section
of the shoot as it has been worked at the southwest and at the north-

east. The view opposite shows vertical cross sections of the same.

The dimensions are given in feet. The distance from the bottom rock

to the cap rock is said to be tile height; that from the foot wall to the
hanging wall, the breadth. In some cases these dimensions are nearly

alike and the body is cyllndrical; in others the breadth exceeds the

height and the cylinder is flattened. The length also'is excecdiegly
variable. In many of our mines they have been completely worked

out; in oflmrs the shoots are being followed to great depths and their

length is unknown. The range of the average size may be 30 to 100

feet in height, and from 10 to 30 feet thick.
These ore bodies or shoots are not isolated masses and separate from

others in the same range or even on the same vein, butconnected with
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one another by thin sheets or strings of orc_ which are termed pi_ches

in the vein. Hence, these terms often express features in one and the
same vein. Tile vein where it thins out or wedges out, apparently

squeezed into a thin sheet or plate, is said to be pinched. And in the

same vein there may be an indefinite succession of these shoots, sepa-

S. W. MINE. N. g. M_NE.

r/) (2) _ [2) (3)

V_I_rICAL CROSS S._CT[ONS

OF /'/tJ,_O /V//,VE.

rated from one another by the so-railed pinches. They may follow
one another longitudinally, endwise, or they may lie side by side in

the same geueral plm_e and each having the same pitch. The pinches

may, therefore, separate the shoots both lengthwise and sidcwiscj i. e.,

in the llne of the pitch and in the line of the dip also. Recognizing

these features peculiar to the shape of the ore masses, there is what is
termed the shoot and pinch struelttre.

The p_nehcs in the ore are caused in some cases by irregularities in

both walls. And they converge or approach one another by irregular

rolls and the ore is squeezed into the thinnest recog!lizable layer or
sheet. A peculiar form of pi_tehh_.q is caused in _ome eases by a flat-
tening of the walls, but not so as to produce a parallelism, and the

result is a narrowing of the vein into pinches. The diagram on page 70
illustrates this feature of structure. Examples of it are to be seen in

the Kcau mine near Chester, and a_. Mount Hope, besides other locali-

ties. Rarely are the walls found coming together so as to pinch out

the ore completely. As it is not profitable work to follow so thin

leads and pinched-up veins, miners and practical men speak of the ore

as pinched or cut out even in such cases. But it is more often the
fact that the pinch is _meed by rolls in the foot wall, the hanging

wall retaining its regular dip and strike. The foot wall is seen to
grow flatter and approach the opposite wall, by a series of step-like

offsets which are sometimes called rolls and sometimes slides of rock.

1
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_'hen both walls have rolls of this nature and arc not strictly parallel,
a suct_sion of shoots and pinches arc produced. _'ollowiag the ore
lengthwise the shoot-like irregularities in the walls are observed to
preduec pinches between tim end of one shoot and the beginning of
anotlH.r. The walls here may approach each othee at uniform angles,
or, what is generally true, a succession of slabs of rock come in on the
fi_*twall and leave no room for the ore shoot, and a pinch results.

P_ Cro.rs- ..qcvVm_z

._ ,_b/'1,[,

The extent to which the ore may be pb_ched is well illustreted in the
Richard mine, where a horizontal drift for 300 feet followed a vein
of ore whose average thickness was not over a focl:. The drift in this
instance reached a second and large shoot of ore. Examples of drift,
ing through pinches for hundreds of feet, in unsuccessful Searches for
other shoots, are well knon'n in tile costly experience of some of our
mining superintendents. In the practice, these narrow parts of the
vein are left as pillars, and in our large mines the plan of working is
arranged with a view to a removal of the shoots of ore with as little
work in the pinches as possible.

Shoots of ore nearly parallel and side by side, have been opened in
the Weldon mine. This mode of occurrence is exceptional, unless the
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=_ntermediate rock be regarded as a horse, aud the shoots, now separate,

be found at a greater depth to unite. They are shown in the vertical

projection on page 72, reduced from maps and sections of the mine.
:Both shoots pitch toward the northeast at about an augle of 35°, and

at the bottom are only a few feet apart. The shaded parts of the dia-

gram represent ore left on the bottom and cap rocks.*

The origin of the various phenomena of the structure of these
• Archacan rocks, as dip, strike, pitch, folds, t_anlts and pinches, might

involve a wide range of discussion. When it is remembered that this

formation includes the oldest known stratified rocks, and that they
llave been subjected to the action of repeated uplifting and compress-

ing forces, and to the wear of ages of exposure to the atmospheric ele-

ments, and, in part, to the subsequent denudation and abrasion of the

glacial period, the complicated structure is not surprising, but an almost

inevitable result. To retrace the steps in this long history is not

•altogether possible, in view of the scanty data in our possession. The
probable mode of original deposition and the causes of the various

phenomena of structure, are all that can be indicated at present.
These rocks are found in beds of varying thickness and extent, and,

succeeding one another irregularly, as newer strata or even as very

recent deposits, are seen to consist of alternating series of thick and

thin beds. From their composition also it seems highly probable that
they were lald dowu under conditions somewhat similar to those which

affect the deposition of beds of sand, clay, nmrl and iron ores in recent
times. And there must have been sandy, clayey_ calcareous and fer-

ruginous beds like these modern deposits in some respects. Uniform

.conditions may have prevailed over larger areas than they do to-day,

as is proved by the extensive outcrops of rocks having the same gen-
eral characters and composition. The lakes, marshes or basins in

which the deposits of iron oxides or iron carbonates accumulated were

of great length, and apparently of equally great breadth, and the
deposition was long eontinued_ forming thick beds, when they in turn

were covered by other sediments. Thus the accumulation went on as

the older strata gradually and slowly subsided until the thickness

amounted to thousands of feet. The time was long, perhaps as great
in length as the combined ages of all the later formations. With the

subsidence of the beds, the agents, pressure, heat and water, came into

action, producing the great changes wherein these fragmental sedi-

• The horizontal lines in the figure have no structural significance.
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ments and fine deposits were altered into crystalline masses. This

change or metamorphism of the strata was probably slow and in pro-
gress throughout a long period of time. The gradual subsidence also

gave tile strata more or less gentle inclination, and dip began as an

element of stratification. Upheaving and compressing forces at length

began their mighty work and tile gently sloping beds were raised up

along axial lines of great length into huge arches and depressed into
deep troughs, and compressed by the powerfill thrust of/ateral forces

into close folds, so that all the beds were brought into an approxi-
mately vertical position. Aml from the steeper inclination of tile

beds on the southeast, this thrust or horizontal compression was appa-
rently greatest on that side. As already stated, the folding took place

along northeast and southwest lines, and the lateral forces pressing tile

strata togetbcr was fi'om the southeast side. But it is scarcely con-

eeivable that such prodigious energy, exerted however slowly, confined
itself to the folding in one uniform direction throughont the whole

area of these Archaean rocks. The elewlting forces may have acted

very mlequally and at greatly varying rate; and the inequalities thus

caused, with differences in the nature of the bed, and compressing
forces acting with valTing intensity, would tend to disturb the sym-

metry and produce tile diverse strike and dip which we recognize as
exceptional to tile general course and prevailing directions. Or a com-

bination of lateral forces would prodnco the twists, as it were, in the

strike. The northwest strike in the localities referred to on page 51,

may be the result of bends or folds caused by pressure ti'om the north-

east or southwest and in the general lines of folding.
Varying intensity in the upheaving and folding forces would not.

only tend to prod,ce diverse dip and strike, but also fractures and

rents in the strata. The different degrees of firmness aud elasticity in

the strata themselves would aid in briuging out such fractures and
dislocations. And faults would result from these canses. Lateral

pressure exerted uuequally upon a bed of nniform degree of elasticity

and resistance would disrupt it along lines parallel to tile line of pres-

sure_ or approximately so. Pressure in the line of the strike might
pucker up tile beds and sundering them let them slip past one another.

An ideal illustration of the result of compression, exerted in the line

of strike, producing partial folding and pinching in a more elastic

bed, as iron ore_ is here inserted. Tim solid black band represents a

bed of ore, which with the adjacent gneissie strata, has been thus con-
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torted and _ueezed to a tbin layer between the less elastic gneiss.
We may conceive the squeezing process to have been carried so far as

to pinch out the ore where tbe fold is seen and prodsee an apparent
fault or offet in the once continuous bed. No doubt some of the

so-calh,t offets are not simply lateral displacements or thrusts, but
contortions of this kind.

Plan of an Ideal Fold of Ore-bed and Gneiss.

A lateral fold or contortion apparently of this nature is seen at

I)ennings Dock, .New York, a ,nap of whieb is given on the following
page.

Or, again,intheveryc]oeefoldingthe bedsof the arch migbt be

shovedoverapon thetroughof itsneighborand wholesuccessionof

stratabe faulted. Such faultsas have been shown on page 65,

probablybad theiroriginin thisway, whereasthe more common

lateraldisplacementsor offsetswere causedby unequalcompression.

The vertical faults, like that of the HuM mine, which are so eharac-
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teristic of these rocks, appear to have been produced by the same

agency as that )vhich gave rise to tile pitch. Unequal up]ifting forces

may have faulted the already vertical and folded beds on more or less

parallel northwest and southeast lines, and depressed the northeast ends
of each section so as to give rise to the pitch. A system of such

j_Ap OFSTRIKE IN GNEISSIC "_Ch'S, _
J('_'J-[ R.RR cu_, _'-

faults would account for the inclined axes of the folds and give the
beds a descent in the llne of strike in addition to the older inclination

of dip. In general the faulting in these Arebaean rocks is mainly in

the lines of dip and strike and is probably the work of folding, com-

pressing and uplifting agents.
These forces were doubtless tile factors in the production of what

has been styled the shoot and pinch struelure. The ore beds possessing
more elasticity than the adjacent and enclosing gneissic and syenitle

rocks adapted themselves more readily to their action and accumulated in

certain lines or horizons and in somewhat irregularly shaped bnnches.

W here the compression was less they wonld be thick; where more intense

they would be squeezed into thin sheets_ if not cut out. This pres-
surc may have been in part, during the deposition of tim suceeeding
beds ovea' the ore, and cansed by their superincumbent weight, which

was uneqnally distributed. When the effect of heat also is considered,

which might result from great pre_ure, the causes appear adequate to

the production of great inequalities in one and the same bed. But
the more probable theory is, that the uplifting and folding forces did

more in giving shape to these ore bodies. Of' course, the formation
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of such sediments in shallow lakelets and marshes as bog and lake

ores, or the deposition of carbonate of iron in the water of lagoons,
might explain the lentlcular shapes of the iron ore ve/ns. And the

succeg_ion of shoots in the _ase of many of our iron mines seems to

agree with the theory of such a mode of original deposltion--in a

chain of small and partly conuected bogs and lake]ets. This origin

determined the general direction and extent, but subsequent forces of
uplifting, folding and compression must have greatly modified them

and given them their present shape.

UNSTRATIFIED ROCKS_ DIKF_ AND VEINS.

The preceding section was devoted to the description of stratified

rocks, and the changes in their forms due to folding, faulting, com-
prea¢ion and contortion under the action of various agents. There

are other outcrops, and those in which stratification does not appear ;

and they are said to be massive. Here are classed the granitic,
syenltlc and tsappean rocks. Their outcrops are so limited in extent

that they form but a very small fraction or the whole surl_ace of the

Arehaean, and their distribution in it is not represented upon our
maps. There are no granitic axes or cores in our mountain nmsses.

In fhct, the largest known outcrops of granitic and syenitic rocks are

scarcely larger than what may be considered ,as huge dikes. And it

is uncertain as to the exact nature of some of the so-called granites.

Further examination n.my show that they are stratified rocks, iu which
the bedding has been obliterated, and the t:aint parallelism in the

arrangement of the minerals may give the clue to the bedding. The
very indistinct marks of stratification in some outcrops of rocks known

to be bedded, by quarrying and mining explorations, warns against a
too hasty coa'eluslon in favor of' their supposed massive or unstratified

structure. There are localities, h(_wever, where (likes of granite
traverse or cut across strata or gneiss. Fine exposures arc seen in
the Pequest rock cut of the Dclaware_ Lackawanna and Western

/lailroad, near Pequest furnace, in _,Varren county; on the line of the

New York, Susquehanna and Western Railroad, near Stoekhohn, but

in Passaic county; on the same road, east of Charlotteburg i along

the Su_ex Railroad_ one and a half miles east of Waterloo, (very

beautiful sections of granite dikes, cutting a hornblendic gneiss) ; at
Oxford, in Warren couuty_ and along the Bclvidere Delaware Rail-
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road, at the end of tile Pohatcong range. In the Bryant mine and in
tile Excelsior mine, north of Hackettstown, the ore worked was from

what appeared to be ore-bearing dikes of syenitic rock. The hiitchell

mine, near Port ]_iurray, was lnuch the same in a|)pearance. Ill tile
Pequest mine and in the Naughrlgbt mine, huge dikes were met with

ill following the ore, and they appeared to nut it out altogether in

certain directions. Ver b, beautifid exalnples and easily accessible

sections can be seen in the IIighlauds of the Hudson, along the
Hudson River Railroad, at Cold Spring and Beverly Dock, near

Iona Island station, and near Peekskill, going towards :Fort Mont-

gomery tunnel. The above references are all to granitic or syenitic
rocks. The number of localities could be readily increased, as small

dikes of these rocks are common almost everywhere in the gncissic

ranges. Trap dikes are not so frequently observed. The best exposed

and most accessible locality of the latter class is seen in the buckwhcnt

field opening of tim New Jersey Zinc and Iron Company, at Franklin.
There are at this place several narrow dikes, llke great thin plates of

rock, standing on edge across the zinc ore strata. The northeastern

dike is, however, much larger (20 feet thick), and apparently increas-

ing in size going down. In the Mount Olive mine a dike of very

fine-grained trap-rock, only one to two feet thick, has been found

rmming down almost vertically from near the surface to the bottom
of the mine. Such narrow dikes do not semn to have affected the

ores, either of iron or of zinc, to any marked extent. The larger

grm_ite or syenitic masses give trouble to the miner and appear to

disturb more the regularity of the bedding.
TIle composition of these intrusive and unstratified rocks has not

bcenstudied. Tlm facts of their occurrence have been collcctcd. The

study of the rocks is necessarily deferred to thture reports.
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VI.

IRONMINES.

Since the publication of the Geology of iVew Jersey, in 1868,

notices of the discovery of new localities of iron ore and of tile open-
ings of mines have been given from year to year as these localities

have been visited and data describing them have been received. But

no systematic description of all the mines has been attempted each

year. In 1873, the Arehaeau rocks, including tile ranges of magnetic
iron ore, were grouped in four geographical belts and the list of minea

was published with notes of all the newer openings. During the

t)udness depression which followed the panic of 1873 and which con-

tinued until 1879, very few new mines were opened and the iron-

mining industry was confined largely to the older and larger mines.
The revival of business, in 1879, stimulated searches for ore, and

many old openings and mines were reopened. And in the report for

that year a list of the mines with notes appeared. It was republished

in 1880, supplemented by descriptions of localities omitted in the pre-

ceding report. The notices of the iron-ore district, including local
des_'riptions, are, therefore, in the reports for 1873, 1879 and 1880.

A review of the iron-ore district and a revision of the list, have been

attempted this year. The field work of the season was in part devoted
to visiting tile mines, so far as time would allow, and to collecting
nnt(_ and data hearing upon tbe structure of the iron-ore bodies and

their relations to the associated gneissic rocks. The facts abont their

working and the general condition of the iron-minlng industry_ or

what might be called the economic geology of the iron-ore district_

have also been gathered so far as was possible. All of the larger
mines in Morris_ Sussex ,-rod Passaic counties were visited. But a

vast deal of information has come from mine superintendents and

agents of the companies owning and working the lnines, and from

mine owners also. And the Survey is under great obligations to all
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for tile generous and prompt contrihution of valuable material relating

to the mines and the occurrence of iron ores ill our Highlands. While

the list of localities is believed to be fnll, the notes ar¢in many cases
scanty, and refer either to structural peculiarities or to their working.
Full descriptions have not been attempted as the rocks and ores have

not been studied nor analyzed. Hence, the report on tile iron mines

this year is incomplete and to be regarded as one of l)rogress, or pre-

limlnary to a final report another year, when tbe whole district shall
have been surveyed and mapped, and after examinations shall have

been made of the ores and the rocks, and all the possible aid from

mine surveys have been gathered to help in understanding the geo-
logical structure of the Highlands and tim mode of occurrence of the

magnetite in it.

It is desired that all mine owners, agents and snperintendents or

managers shall scrutinize the list and the notes, as well as the preced-
ing sections of the report devoted to structure, and collect all available

ficts which may either confirm or refute the positions and statements

here presented. It is only after a fnll discussion of all the facts
that we can hope to reach correct conclusions and discover the true

theory of these iron ore beds. And this result means the more rapid
development of this mining district and the avoidance of losses inci-

dental to wrong hypotheses. The year has not been a prosperous one
in iron mining. The low prices in the early part of the year and the

continued dnnaess through the latter part, intensified by the exceed-
ingly slow market for ores at any prices, produced a depression which

was felt by all and is manifested in the diminished output for the

year. The aggregate tonnage of iron ore over the several railway

i lines, which transport very nasrly all the ore that is mined in the
State_ is 521,416 tons, as compared with 932_762 tons reported in 1882.

A noticeable change since 1881 is the decrease in the nnmber of work-

ing mines. Only the more thoroughly equipped mines which are near
transportation lines continue to be worked. :Nearly all of the smaller

mines have suspended working. Some of them have been pernmnently

abandoned. And a few of the larger and deep mines also have been
given up by lessees. The work of prospecting and of opening new
localities also is at a stand-still. There is no motive or stimulus to

start such work. And in the general stagnation of the market for
ores new mines would not be able to compete for business, excepting

at very low figures, unless they can furnish ores of extra quality and
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are filvomhly located. And .asthe cost of mining is not much lessened

by a reduction of the labor item, the margin left for the miner is

_mrrow. In raany cases the rates obtained barely cover expenses_

in(quding royalties, and some of the mines are t]ras kept ill operation
in order that the men may be kept, and to avoid the deterioration and

loss to miue machinery, timber, &c., incident to stolll)ages for any
length of time. Others whicb are worked on long leases are of neces-
sity kept in working. In view of the low prices aml the dullness of

the market, managers are Iookiug to all possible economies. _kud

improvements in boilers, the use of cheaper flmls, greater economy in
hamiliug by means of meehauical devices saving labor, maebine drills_

more powerful explosives, and connection by switcbes with main lines

so as to bring cars direct to tim dumps, are all in use or in process of
iutrodnetion. Many existing leases are on high royalties. And in

these times wben every possible source of economy is to he sought

after, it would seem as if more favorable and easier terms ought to be
had. Writing iu the general interest of our mining industry, we
think that royalties should fall so as to allow the land owner, who

runs uu ri._k, to bear his share in the general reduction of profits. In

cnnsequence of the long terms of many leases immediate clmnges are

not always possible, or, perhaps, always desirable. Perhaps a sliding

scale adjusted to prices of ore would be a nmre equitable arrangemeut.
At tbe present time, royalties in onr State are at an average rate of
fifty cents per ton, ranging from twenty-five ceuts to mm dollar.

They arc lfigher tban in tbe iron districts of New York or Pennsyl-
vania, and, of course, above the rates which prevail iu less favorably
situated ore regions. And this is one of the elements whicb is divert-

ing the iron-min!ng business to other localities. It is, tbcrefore, worthy
of the serious consideration of our land owners and owners of mineral

rights, who do not work their mines and who incur uo expenses for

equipment, means of transportation, cost of running and hazard no
losses, and in many cases lmve no extravagant interest acconnts, to

ascert_bn if lower rates might not attract more business and be equally
remunerative.

NOTE.--The order of the fo]lowlng list is that of the four belts_
vlz., Ramapo, Passaic, Musconetcong and Peqnest. And in these
groups the arrangement of the mines is from southwest to nortbeast.

The references to notices or deseriptious in previously published
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reports of the Geological Survey follow the name or hOleS and are ill

smaller type. So far as is known, all the mines which have been at

work during any part of the year h'ave some notes to that effect or are

more fully described. The absence of any statements whatever, indi-

cates that the said mines have been idle: Many which have been

abandoned are referred to on account of some items of interest pertain-

ing to them.

RAMAPO BELT.

:BERNARDSVILLE OPENING, Bernard township, Somerset county.

Almua] Report, 1873, p. ')4.
" 1874, p. 41.

JA_I_ Ml,_z, Bernard township, Somerset county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 544.
Ammal Report, 1873, p. 24.

CONNET, or _V'ATER STREET MINE_ Mendham township, Morris

couuty.
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 24-25.

1879, p. 41.

_BEERS OPENINGS) Hanover township, _lorris county.

Annual Report, 1878, p. 69. 3
" 1879, p. 4l.

TAYIAJR OPENINQS_ Montviile township, Morris count)-.

Animal Report, 1873. p. 25.

COLE FAa_, MontviIlc township, Morris county.

Annual Report, 1874, p. 21.
" 1S79, p. 41.

KAFIART MINE, Pequannock township, Morris county.

Geology of: New Jersey, 1868, p. 544.
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 25-26.

" 1880, p. 101.

DE BOW PLACE, Pequannock township, Morris cmmty.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 26.
" 1879, p. 42.
" 1880, p. 101.

6
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LA_AOAN _[INE, Pequannock townshlp_ Morris county.

Annual Report, 1873, 1).26.
• 1879, p. 42.

JACKSON, or PO._,IPTONMINE, Pequannock township, _[orris county.
(_e.logy of New Jersey. 1868, p. 544.
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 26-27.

" 1879, p. 42.

Dr:Bow _[ISE, Pequannoek township, Morris county.

This mine was re-opened two years ago and worked for a short time

by A. Z. Ryerson, of Bloomingdale. The vein was reported five feet
wide.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 27.
1879, p. 42.

BEA_ [A)T, Pompton township, Morris county.

Annual Report, 1879. p. 42.

K_NOVSF_ and BROWN _[INF_q_ Pompton township, Passaic connty.

The northeast or Kanouse mine was opened many years ag% and

a description of it appeared in the Geology of New Jersey. The
Brown mine is a more recent opening of S. D. Brown, of Paterson.

The Midvale Ore Company has expended a large sum in testing the

property, putting up machinery and grading a braueh railroad to the
Sew _'ork and Greenwood Lake l_ilroad. There are two main

shafts, about 1_500 feet apart and 100 feet deep. Frmn them drifts

to the aggregate length of 600 feet have been cut in the vcin_ with a

view to overhand stopping. The ore is said to range from eight to

twenty feet wide. Several thousands of tons of ore have been mined

and shipped to the Bethlehem Iron Company, at Bethlehem, and to
the Pennsylvania Steel Works. The ore is low in phosphorus and

adapted to the manufacture of Bessemer pig metal. The property is

owned by l_Irs. S. D. Brown and is held by the Midvale Ore Com-

pany. In view of the comparative scarcity of Bessemer ores in our
State_ it is to be hoped that this apparently large and accessible ore

body will be further explored and develop into a permanently pro-
ductive mine.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 545, (Kanouse mine.)
Annual Report, 1873, p. 28, (Kanonse mine.}

1874, pp. 21, 22, (Brown mine.)
1880, p. 102.
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SLOA'r FAR.% near Midvale, Pompton township, Passaic county.

The Sloat farm openings have not helen described in any of the

Survey Reports, as the first visit 'to tile locality was in 1882. They

are not new, having been made some years ago. Tile place is two
miles northeast of Midvale station. There are four openings located

on the eastern side of a steep, wooded ridge. The south pit was about

twenty feet (|cell. The strata opened_ consisted of gray gneiss with

magnetite and of a hornblendie or syenitic gneiss also carrying mag-

nctlte. At the northernmost opening, where the most. work appeared
to have been done, the ore on dump _i,as lean and much mixed with

rock. The pit sides had so fallen ill that the strata were not seen.
Ill a thiM hole, add located on the ridge 250 yards northwest of the

last described_ a thin bed of good ore was uncovered at a depth of ten

feet. Tile attraction about tile openings was not very strong. The

locality possesses interest as showing the occurrence of rich om in a

thin bed or vein and ore or magnetite ill rock strata. _No world has
been done here since the place was visited.

BUTLER MINE_ Hobokus tx)wnshlp, Bergen county.

Geology of lgew Jersey, 1868, p. 544.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 42.

PASSAIC BELT.

LARGE OPENINGS, Clinton township, Hunterdon county.

Animal Roport, 1873, pp. 28--29.
1879. p. 43.

ANNANDALE, or SaARP StIAI_r, High Bridge township, Hunterdon
county.

P
Annual Report, 1880. p. 102.

HIGH BRIDGE, or TAYLOR _IINE_ High Bridge, HunteMon county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 617-618.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 29.

1879, pp. 43-44.
1880, p. 102.
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SILVEaTt[OR_', or KE_-S M:INE, High Bridge township, Hunterdon
Couuty,

Annual Report, 1879, pp. 44--45.
1880, p. 102.
1881, p. 37.

EMORY FARM, High Bridge township, Hunterdon county.

Annual Report, 1879, p. 45.

S_ARP :FAR_, High Bridge township, Hunterdon county.

Annual Report, 1879, p. 45.

CREAGER PLACE, High Bridge township, Huuterdon county.

Annual Report, 1880, p. 102.

OLD FURNACE MIt,'E, High Bridge township, HunteMon county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 29.
1879, p. 45.
1880. p. 102.

COKESBURGH MINE, Tewksbury township, Hnnterdon county.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 29-30.

BURRILL FARM_ Tcwksbury township, Hunterdon county.

This locality is one and a half miles southwest of :Fox hill, or :Fair-

mount_ and a half mile westerly from the Mountainville road. It

scarcely amounts to more than a trial shaft in search of ore i and it is

nearly four miles from the nearest railroad station.

Aimual Report, 1880, p. 10-°.

SUTTON :FAR,f, Tewksbury township, Hunterdon eonnty.

The last work which was done at this locality was two years age,

when about 200 tons of ore were raised from a new shaft located a

few yards southeast of that put down by Mr. Sutton. The deepest

working was only about 30 feet down.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 30.
" 1879, p. 46.

FISItER, or :Fox ]=JILL MINE, Tewksbury township, Hunterdon
county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 80.
1874, p. 22.

" 1877, pp. 49 and 50.

" 1879, p. 49. !
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WELCrt FAR3f, Tewksbury township, Hunterdoh county.

The openings for ore in this place have not been mentioned in any
of the Geological Survey Relmrts. The locality is properly one of

exploration, and not a mine. It is half a mile east-northeast of l_uir -
mount_ and is on lands of hi. Beavers.

POTTERSVILLE, or UPDIKE FARM, Tewksbury township, Hunterdou

county.

This locality is also known as the Potter shaft. It is west of
[;ottersville and south of the ]_'airmonnt road. The work was doz_e

in 1872-3, by the late A. Beemer, of Dover.

BARTLE SHAFT, Tewksbury township, Hunterdou county.

The explorations here also were made by Mr. Beemer in 1879..-3.
The vein was said to be l0 feet wide, and dipping steeply to the

southeast. The ore was blue, hard, and carried some pyrite. Soum

ore was shipped.

WORTMA_N" SIIz_-l;'T 1 Chester township, Morris county.

Another locality which was opened by Mr. Beemer, and about the
same time as those above mentioned. It is two miles northeast of

Pottersville, and on the _lst side of Black river. The depth reached

(in two shafts) was 35 feet. The ore at the snrface was red_ and of

good quality. A drawback to this locality and to the other localities
near Pottersville, is the distance from railroad, the nearest stations

being four to five miles away.

LANGDON _I-[NE, Chester township, Morris county.

What is termed the Langdon mine is on the farm of Robert Pitney
and is one and a half miles southwest of Hucklebarney. Attention

was drawn to the locality by the magnetic attraction. And it was
opened in Jnne, 1880. The vein is traceable by means of the attrac-

tion a dlstanee of 2,000 feet, from northeast to southwest, bnt it has

not been opened more than 1_000 feet. The course is S. 35 ° _V.

(magnetic). Pits were first dug and the ore was worked open to day,

but subsequently they were partly filled by timbers covered with

earth to allow of u!ldcrground work. The ore was found 3 to 12 feet
beneath the surface. There are two shoots of ore which pitch toward

the southwest at an angle of about 20% The dip is at a moderate
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angle toward the southeast. In the sonthwest shoot the workings
bare been pushed to a depth of 80 feet in the main (pump) shaft.

The breadth of ore ranges from 10 to 15 feet. The hanging wall is
_'e,'y smooth and bard. The foot wall of the shoot is a soft rock.

Drifting into it, another vein has been opened, which is three feet wide

above and at least five feet in the sink. The horse of rock separating
tlw main vein from this ore on the foot-wall side is between one and a

half and two feet thick at the bottom aud three to four feet above,

ne;w_,r the surface. The latter ore is said to be rich ; in the upper
part it was soft. ]u the northeast shoot the vein is 11 to 15 feet wide

and the deepest working is down 28 feet. Northeast of the pump
._haft about 40 feet there is a lateral fault, or offset, in which the vein

i_ thrown seven feet into the foot wall (looking northeast). Beyond
this point and between the openings on the southwest and the north-

en_t ()pen cnt a greater offset, aud into the hanging wall slde_ is indi-
_.ated by the sudden change in the course and nature of the attraction.
The workings indicate a probable displacement vertically and there

may he both a lateral and vertical faulting in this uutested interwd
bctwren the two shoots.

The top or surt_ace ores_ to a depth of 8 to 38 feet, were red and free
from sulplmr. The blue ore of lower workings earries some pyrite

and mica in thin layers or laminae, resembling in these respects the

ttackleSarney ores. Ichorwashing the red ore, the brook near the mine
furnished the necessary water. One pump served to unwater the mine

and the same boiler afi%rded steam for hoisting also. The ore was

carted to the railroad at Hac.klebarney at a cost of 40 to 47 ceuts per

ton. Tim mining was done cheaply and profitably until the discou-

thmance in 5[ay, 1882_ since whicb date the mine has been idle. With
a revived demand for ore, or with railroad facilities at the mine_ it

can be worked profitably again.

L. W. Langdon & Son were the lessees.

Annual Report, 1879, p. 46.
1SS0, p. 103."

On the Pitney property, adjoining the Langdon mine on the north-
east, a shaft was sunk near the line and a vein found 12 to 15 feet

wide, also pitching to the southwest. The attraction is rather faint.

The ore was mixed with pyrite and was lean. It has not been further
tested.
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PITNEY _INE_ Chester township, l_[orris county.

The Pitney mine is on Robert Pitney's Parm, northeast of the

Langdon farm. The mining was done under a lease by Cooper,
Hewltt & Co.,in 1879-1881. The place was abandoned near the end

of the latter year. The openings are in a northeast and southwest
direction and not more than 100 yards long.

RARICK ]_ARM_ Chester township, Morris county.

Anmml Report, 1873, p. 3l.
1879, p. 46.

]:IACKLEBAR._EY MINF_S,Chester township_ 5forris county.

The uninterrupted working of these mines of the Chester Iron

Company has developed a great extent of ore, and afforded excellent

opportunities fbr studying structural phenmuena. A carotid survey
is necessary, however, to show the exact location of tim numerous

Ol)cnings and their relations to one another. Tile great fault at Black
river, the lesser offsets in the veins to the northeast of it, and the

fi'eqnent alternations of ore and roek_ both so plainly stratified, need
a detailed survey to properly illustrate any descriptions of them.

The later mining on the hill to the southwest is reported to have

opened a very good vein beyond the lialits of the older surf:we

workings.
In the coal house out, the northeast breast is undermining the road,

and it is 30 t_et wide and 40 feet deep. Thls large shoot will doubt-

less be Ibllowed to the river, beyond which it appears to be faulted to

to tile soutbeast. In tbe same mine, at the southwest, a tunnel has

been cut through the bottom rock to what is thought to be a separate
and lower shoot of. ore. On the west there is ore beyond the foot

wall of tills cut, and tbe limit of the ore belt in that direction has not
been reached.

Northeast of tile Black river, the deepest openings arc now below

water-level. A large amount of ore has been taken from these
excavations in the hillside, and there is still a great thickness of ore
left in the bottom and in the breasts. The lean ore beds have been

left standing in some parts of these open cuts and in the mines,

although in removing the workable ore much of it was necessarily
taken out. Tile mining has been carried underground to the northeast

from the old open cuts near the river, k feature of these openings is

that there are so many strata or beds of ore iaterstratified with rock.
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Tile bedded structure is very plainly marked. 'file average dip is at
an angle of 65 ° towards the southeast. Rolls ill tile walls are met

with which vary the angle, of dip and pinch the ore. The pitch to

the northeast is also apparent in these rock walls as well as in tlle shoots

of ore enclosed by them. A be_mtifld example of fiudting is to be

seen at the northeast end of tile westermnost cut or opening. Tile ore

is thrown into the hanging wall (looking northeast) fully 30 feet.

The break is straight and vertical in its plane, and at right angles to
the course of the ore, or to the strike. Going northeast, tile most per-

sistent bed is known as the tun*tel vein. It has heen fidlowed a long

distance up tlle hill and on the southeast side of tim main road. Its
name is from a tunnel which is driven in the hill from the northwest,

about 500 I_et long. It is marked by its regular thickness and dip,

averaging five to six feet in width, and dipping 55° to the southeast.

On this sloping hill from the pond southeast and east to tile George
vein, there is a belt 800 feet wide, in which the surface diggings have

opened several parallel veins or beds of ore. Tile)" are mainly confined

to a belt east of the public road, and near the course of tile tunnel

vein. These trial pits are nearly all less than 30 feet deep; and the
ore is found in rather narrow beds, dipping very regularly at about
55 ° to the southeast. Near the surface, it is red ;"deeper, it is soft,

blue, and all of it, is broken up with the pick. The deeper extdora-

tion would find it more solid and hm'd, as in the deeper parts of tile

tunnel and George veins. The many surface pits have proved the

existence of many parallel beds of ore. ]_t will be interesting to
watch tile further explorations and ascertain whether they are distinct,

la.ds with well defined walls, or tile parts of a large body of ore below,
which near tile surface fingers out, SO to speak, or arc separated by
horses of rock.

Tile George vein is opened on tile toll of the hill_ south of the road.

Properly, there are three separate beds, with strata of rook between
them, and dipping uniformly aml steeply to the southeast. A shaft

now being put down on this vein is 70 f_et deep.

l*roceeding northeast, the next openings are ou a narrow belt, where
tile surl_ace is owned by Cooper, Hewitt & Co., and tile mineral rights

belong to the Che_ter Iron Company. When visited in the autumu,
three trial pits had struck tile ore. ]:n one of them the ore measurcd

15 feet in widfl b and _vas found within three feet of tile surfilee. Tile

red ore at the surface graded into soft blue going down, though quite

4

l
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irregularly mixed in places. The stratification was distinctly marked

in tile strings of ore and rock at the top, and the well-defined walls
at the bottom. All of the material was so disintegrated and soft that

no blasting was requisite to break it up. The indications which these

trial pits gave at that time were very promising of a large and regular
ore bed.

The working of the Hacklebarney mines is conducted economically

by using the water-power of Black river to do the hoisting and
pumping from the large openings near it. All the red ores fi'om the

various surface pits are washed at the old mill site. The drdinary

rotary cylinder washer is in use for doing this work. Lean ores lose

about 25 per cent. in weight, in washing, while the richer grades lose
very little.

A southeastern range of ore has been opened on this property by

the cmupany, and one-thiM of a mile to the southeast of the mines,

near the river. The vei_l is said to be five feet wide. A wagon road
has been built along the river to it from ttacklebarney. The prodncl;

of these mines of the Chester Iron Company amounted in 1883 to

19,000 tons, a slight decrease, occasioned by the general dullness in
the iron ore market.

Geology of New Jersey, 2868, p. 557.
Annar_l Report, 1873. pp. 35-36.

1879, pp. 47-49.
1880. p. 104.

GULICK FARM, Chester township, Morris county.

Adjoining the Hacklebarney mines ou the northeast is the Gulick

farm, on which there are two ranges of ore. That at the southeast is

a continuation of the Haekiebarney southeast vein and is ot)ened at
the foot of the hill near a small stream, tribntary to Black river.

Three shafts have been sunk. At the southwest there are two whip

shafts which open the ore bed. Going northeast an oti_et of about 30
feet into the hanging wall is observed, beyond which is the third

shaft. The whole length as thus tested is 500 feet front the southwest
to northeast. In the latter shaft, at a depth of 40 feet_ the ore was

replaced by a hornblendie gneiss, or syenitic gneiss, the walls apparently

continuing uniform and dipping at au angle of 60 ° to the southeast.

The replacement appeared to be sudden and complete, so far as cdnld

be seen at time of visit. It is possible that the replacement is only

apparent and that the ore is thrown down by a cross slide or vertical
I
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fault. The surface red ores found in these shafts, give way, going
down to the soft blue variety.

The western or northwest range of ore on the Gullek property has

been tested at several points by trial pits and shafts. They prove the

existence of an ahuust contiuuous range or series of small shoots_

although nearJy all of them are too shallow to prove the size of these
ore bodie,_ One of the most successful of these openings is that on

the "Hats" and near the former workings of the North Jersey Irou

Company. A considerable quantity of soft blue, stratified ore was

rai_(_l _om it last summer. Thin layers or sheets of greenish, mica-
e_,u_ rock oecur, interlaminated or banded with the magnetite in much

of tlSs ore. The main or whim shaft, on the hill a few rods west of

the ti'aekleharney road, is 75 feet deep. The ore in it ranges from
one to six feet ill width. Near the Chester Iron Compmw's ]ine on

the we_t and we_t of the "flats" shaft, the vein is offse/2ed into the

hanging wall ah,,ut :_0 feet (looking northeast). Beyond this ofl._et
the u._t pits and _haft_ have discovered two shoots side by side. The
_,r_,s fi)und on this fitrm are red near the surface and soft b]ue at

gr_.ater del)th_. Some of them contain a small percentage of green

aogite, and pyrite is common to all of the blue ores. Thus far the

developments have been of a very interesting character. And it is to

be hoped that tile explorations will result in deep mining and show
us the exact nature of the changes already observed so near the snr-

thee. The property is owned by Cooper, tlewitt & Co., and the rain-

inff t.xplorations have been carried on under the superintendence of

Sampson George, of Chester.

Annual Report, 1873. p. 36.
1879, p. 49.

(]REAGER_ or PEACH ORCHARD _INE) Chester township, l_[orrls

county.

This place, lying between the Guliek and the Hedges_ is being

further tested by L. W. Langdon, of Chester. It was abandoned in

1873 hy S. George.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 36-37.

t][EDGES _'INE, Chester township_ Morris county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 37.
1874, p. 23.

" 1879, p. 49.
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DICKERSON _ARM, Chester township, Morris county.

This property adjoins the Hedges oil the northeast. The openings
are on the northwest range, and are reported as being 80 lest decp. The
shoots are said to be short. _o work has been done since tile panic

of 1873. The engine and pumps have not been removed.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 37.

TOPPING FARM SHAFT, Chester township, Morris ceunty.

The two Chester ranges of ore are opened on this property. The
.southeastern line is a continuation of the Sampson mine, mid there

are several openings in the red ore, which show a continuous bed
from that mine southwest, nearly to the Chester Branch of the P. &
1_. R. R. Co. The shafts are not deep enough to test the size of the
shoots below the surface ore.

On the northwest llne, and 1,100 feet from the other range, Saml)snn

George is sinking trial pits frmu the line of the Dickcrson property at
the southwest, for several hundred yards northeastward. One shaft,

'60 feet from the property line, was 50 feet deep, and showed a breadth
of five to six feet of ore. A second shaft, 150 feet to nertheast, struck

three feet of ore. The course as indicated by these shafts is, N. 45 ° E.
The ore on this line and found in these shafts is banded with mica aad

carries some pyrite, resembling the Hacklebarney rather than the ores

.of the southeast range.

AmmM Report,, 1873. pp. 30.%33.
1879, p. 46.

" 1880, p. 103.

_AMPSO_N" _IINE, Chester township, Morris county.

This mine is new opened on a length of 350 feet, from southwest

to northeast, and the slope is 285 feet deep, measured on the tbot wall

,or dip of the ore-bed. One large shoot has been werked out. The

present workings are in a second and lower shoot. The dip varies

accordingly as the walls roll, but in general it is to the southeast. In

places where the foot wall falls back, the dip is to the northwest.
And the irregularities are greater in the foot wall than in that of the

hanging. The observed pitch is 22 ° to the northeast. The average
thickness of the ore is eight feet; in pinches it diminishes to three

feet. The mine is worked by S. George, for Cooper, Hewitt & Co.
The extension of the High Bridge Branch Railroad to Chester,
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runs at the side of the shafts of this mine and the Cromwell mlne,

adjoining it on the north 9 making transportation rapid, and giving

opportunities for economy in handling the ore.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868. pp. 537-538, (Skellenger.)
Annual Report, 1873, p. 33, (Skcllenger. /

" 1880, p. 103.

CRO_IW:ELLMINE, Chester township, Morris county.

Thc Cromwell mine is on the Skel|enger, or Sampso_ mine shoot,
northeast of the latter. It extends northe,_t to the hotel properly.

The slope is reported to be ]80 feet deep. At time of visit, in the

fall, mining had stopped. The pumps were still going aud it was

said that operations were to begin again soon. It was worked by"
the Cromwell Iron Co., Cox, contractor.

(See references under Sampson mine.)

HEDGES FARM_ Chester, Morris county.

This property is traversed by the northwest range of ore west of
Chester and northeast of the Topping place. The explorations on it,

have not_ so far, been very successful in finding ore.

CI_EA._IER F,X_._, Chester, l_[orris county.

The Creamer thrm also is crossed by the northwest ore range, bnt.

no developments have been made since last reportS.

Annual Report, 1873, pp, 31, 33.

][tOTEL PROPERTYj Chester, Morris county.

Annual Report, 1873. p. 83.
1879,p. 46.

COLHS SHAfts, Chester, M_orrls count)'.

Annum Report, 1873, pp. 31, 33.

SWAYZ_: ML_'E, Chester township, Morris count)'.

The Chester Iron Company has mined a large amount of surface
ore from this vein, and has opened it. up to the Cooper, on the lmrth-

ca, t, making a long line of continuous ore. "_Vork here was suspeadc4

la_-t ,May, amt the nfine is now.idle.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 33--35.
" 1879, p. 47..
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(_OOPER MINE, Chester township, Morris county.

Tile continued working of this mille has resulted in a large product

of good ore, and opened some l)eculiar structural features, which are

filrther noticed under head of" exploring tbr ore." From the Chester

Iron Company's (Swayze) mine, on the southwest, the workings show

an unbroken line for 1,465 feet, o_"to the offset northeast of _o. 4
slope. A very large amount of red ore was obtained from it by means

of open pits. The average depth of these surface workings was 50

feet. Here the ore was found quite flat and in broad shoots. As it

could be got out by use of picks, mainly, it was mined at a low cost.
All of the working is now underground, and there are four slopes,

which follow the ore, descending at an average angle of 45 °, on the
foot wall. The pitch of the bottom rock, southwes_ of slope iNo. 3,

and within 30 feet of No. 2, is at an angle of 25 ° towards the north-

east. The rock on the ore in slope No. 4, which is supposed to be the

cap over this large shoot, also pitches to the northeast. A eeutrally

located engine aflbrds the power for hoisting in all of them. Cars
run in three of them ; in the iburth buckets are used. The construc-

tion is such that they dump automatically at the head of tile slope,

thus avoiding as much as possible handling of the ore. The vein is
less regular at the southwest, and the explorations ill slope NO. 2, 300

feet northeast of the property line, already referred to, show a strange
and inexplicable occurrence of ore in the foot wall and in the bore

holes, nearly in the course of the shoot, prolonged. The ore was cut

out in the slope at about fifty feet t'rom the surface, and a greenish
colored, hornblendic rock appeared to take'its place on the foot wall

side, and at length across to the hanging wall, which retained its average
dip to the southeast. The slope was carried down to a depth of 150

feet from tile surface, and then short horizontal drifts were put into

hanging and foot walls, and subsequently three bore boles were put

down at angles of 40 ° , 50 o and 60 °, respectively. The ore found in

_'os. 1 and 2 are nearly in the plane of the dip of the ore bed pro-
longed downwards, and the most plausible theory is that they pierced

a lower shoot of ore, separated by an exceedingly narrow pinch from

the ore body worked in the upper part of the slope. The ore ill the

so-called foot wall vein, is not_ probably, counected with this lower
shoot.

Northeast of No. 4 slope, there is an offset of 40 feet, at a depth of

70 feet from the surface. Its plane dips southerly, and is oblique to
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the line of dip. The displacement of tile ore is toward the hanging
wall side, looking northeast.

As ill the mines near Chester_ generally, the bedding is plain, and
especially near the surface. In slope No. 3_the planes of bedding
are finely exhibited, and there is on the foot wall side a thickness of
nlne feet of stratified ore, then rock two feet, followed by ore two feet
thick. The presence of a large percentage of mica in the rock, and
in thin lamhne with magnetite, in the ore, tends to make the bedding
apt)ear prominent.

The extension of the Chester Branch of the P. & R. R. R. to the

ru_nc, a_rds every eonveuience for loading the ore directly from the
mine ears into the ore cars of this line.

The total prt._luct for the three years of this mine's history, amounts
to I_O,0t_3tons. It is worked by the Cooper Mining Cmupaoy, and
under the management of John D. Evans, of Chester.

Annual Report, 1879, p. 47.
1880, pp. 103, 123.

K_._._ 5IrsE, Chester township, Morris county.

The Kean property adjoins the Cooper on the northeast. And it
occupies a length of 2,000 feet on tim course or strike of the vein.
The ore is very much llke that of the Cooper mine; near the surface
rcd and free from sulphur ; deeper, a blue variety and carrying a small
percentage of pyrite. The most remarkable structural feature is a
succession of pinches dne to flattening of the walls. Mr. Evans, who
ha_ charge of the mining here, reports six of these "off'sets" or pinches
within a horizontal distance of 54 feet, and which have thrown the

vein 58 feet into the hanging wall. Tim property is owned by John
Kemb F. A. Potts, and estate of Francis Lathrop.

S(tVIER'S MI_'E, Chester township, Morris county.
Annual Report, 1880, p, 103.

LEAKE MIIgE, Chester township, hforris county.

Thi_ old mine was reopened and worked in 1882 by the late A.
Boomer, of Dover. It reached a depth of 80 feet and the vein was
reported to be five to eight feet wide. The northernmost openings are

now known as SKELLE_N'GER'SMI_*E. They were going in 1881 and
1882. All have been idle the past season.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 558.
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GEORGE SHAFTS, Chester township, Morris county.

Annual Report. 1881, p. 36, (Chester mine.)

CHILD SIIAFT, Chester township, Morris county.

This locality is one mile south of Chester, and two-thirds of a mile

east-southeast of Hacklebarney. Some ore was opened here in 1874

in the exploring shaft sunk by the Lehigb Valley Iron Company.
No further exploration of the property has been made.

_[AI_DEN FARM, Chester township, Morris count),.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 32.

WOODHULL _:[INE, Chester, Morris county.

]_UDD _IINE_ Chester, Morris count)-.

The two last named mines have been abandoned and all the

nmehlnery removed.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 558.
Ammal Report, 1873, p. 32.

1879, p. 46.

Qm_n_"s MIsE, Chester townsMp, Morris county.

TIGER'S MINE, Chester township, Morris county.

These openings are one-fourth of a mile apart on a nortbeast line,
and about a third of a mile southeast of the Woodhull-Budd veil(

openings. The vein in the Tiger property is reported as being three

feet wide, but the ore was found in bunches and was sulphurons.
About 300 tons were mined here. More work w_s done and moreore

raised on the Quimby place, but no statistics were obtained. Both

places have been idle for some time past.

DE CA_P SItAVr, Chester township, Morris county.
c)

DANIEL HORTO_ MISE, Chester township, _{orris county.

BARN_S l_[r_E, Chester township, Morris county.

:No work has been done at any of these localities during 1883.

)'or previous notes, see Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 558, for
BARNES; alsO,

Annum Report,1873,pp.38-39.
1879, p. 49.
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LEWrs, or HERRICK MINE, Randolph township, Morris county.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 42.

" 1879, p. 50.

Co_fBs MI_E, Randolph township, Morris count)-.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 550.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 50.

" 1880, p. 104.

TIIORP MINE, Randolph township, Morris county.

tIENDERSON MINE, Randolph township, Morris county.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868,p. 558.

G:-:OROE,or LOGAN MINE, Randolph township, Morris county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 558-559.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 49.

DAVID HORTON _ILN'E, Randolph township, Morris county.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 859.
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 39-40.

1879, p. 49.

DEttAR'r MIXE, Randolph township, Morris county.

LAWaE_'CE l_fI_n, Raudolph township, Morris county.

These mines arc now le._ed by Samuel M. K_clper, of New Ym'k

city, and worked for him by John Gordon, contractor. They have
bcen in operation for two years. Most of the work is confined to

raising the red ore from near the surface by means of open pits and

by shallow underground shafts and drifts. The principal openings

are southeast of the old urine shafts of the DeHart place. The red

ore runs down to an average depth of 30 feet below the surface. It

is found to be 6 to 18 feet wide, striking to northeast and dipping
almost vertical to the southeast. The walls are rutt_ rock, and hence

much timbering is needed ; but the ore is broken up mostly by pick
and without using much powder. Below this red ore and over the

hard blue ore is an intermediate grade or mixed blue and red variety.
The blue ore contains some pyrite, and to the northeast there is said

to be a broad vein (50 feet across) of magnetite and pyrite which is

too sulphurous for smelting and is not mined. It was opened about
twenty years ago as a "copper mine," but soon abandoncd, as it so
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largely contained iron pyrites and with scarcely any chalcopyrite or

copper pyrites. It might be utilized, possibly, for its sulphur in the
manufacture of sulphuric acid.

The red ores of these mines, as well as some from the ttorton mine

to the southwest, are washed by water obtained through pumps still

in the old shafts. They arc carted to Succasunna and there shipped to
various blast furnaces. Of course the limit of tMs surface weathered

and red ore will soon be rcached, as it does not extend much below

the depth of ordinary opeu pits or cuts. Its excellence is attested by
the sale it finds even in these dull market times. The blue ore can

hardly be said to have been fully tested in these mines on account of

the highly sulphurous ore which appears in such force, particularly

to the northeast. The query is_ Will it not improve as an iron ore at
a greater depth ?

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 559.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 40.

1879, p. 49.
" 1880, p. 104.

_)ALRYMPLE, or CARBON ]_INE, Randolph townshlp, Morris county.

Work at this locality was suspended in June, 1882. It was worked

by the Lehigh Crane Iron Company up to that date.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 559.
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 40-41.

1879, pp. 49-50.
" 18S0, p. 104.

TIIOW'BRIDGEMINE, Randolph township, Morris county.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 559.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 50.

SOLOMON DALRYMPLE PLACE, Randolph township; _1"orris county.

COOPER PLACE_ Randolph township, Morris county.

MUNSON'S MINE, Randolph township_ Morris county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 551, (Munson's mine.)
Annual Report. 1873, p. 42.

" 1879, p. 50.

VAt¢ DOREN OPENI,'_aS, Randolph township, Morris county.

Annual Report, 1879, p. 80.
7
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BR'rA_T MLWE, Randolph township, Morris county.

The Bryant mine stopped in April, 1883. From John D. Evans,.
of Chester, who had charge of the working, we ]earn that there were

five slopes, the deepest of which, No. 1, went down on the bottomP

rock 735 feet. The pitch was at an angle of 25° toward the north-

east, and the dip about 60 ° southeast. The shoots of m'e were gen-
erally small, ranging from 10 to 25 feet in height, and two to six tbet
wide. Fifteen of them had been worked out. The ore did not out

out altngether, butpinehed to few inches in the cap and in the bottom.

The .re averaged high in metallic iron and containe<l very little sul-

phur. During the seven years' management of' Mr. Evans for the

Bethlehem Iron Company, the aggregate prodnct was at least 25,000
tons. The machinery is about to be removed and the mine abandoned,.

as the most accessible ore has been nearly all taken out.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 566.
Annual Report, 1880, p. 104.

Co._'_OR FOWLA_'D MI_-E, Randolph township_ Morris county.

CItAnLES KI_'G SIt,E, Randolph township, Morris county.

KIlo ._hxE, Randolph township, Morris count)'.

This mine was worked by John M. D. Barnes, under lease of A.

Pardee, up to January, 1879. It has been idle since that date.

McFARLA._;D 5[I.NE, Randolph township, Morris connty.

This mine has been idle for years past.

EvEr_S 5Ix_t:, Randolph township, Morris county.

Thls mine stopped April, 1883. The last work done there was by

the Saucon Iron Company.

The veins opened in these mines, between the Bryant and the

Dickerson, are generally narrow. The ores are rich and of good

quality, and they are worked advantageously whenever a brisk
demand for ores makes the prices remunerative enough to pay for the

extra cost attending their extraction.
For notes of these five mines, see references as follows :

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 566-567.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 43.

" 1879, p. 50.
1880, p. 105.
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BROTHERTON ]_[I_E, Randolph township, Morris county.

The lease of the Brotherton mine was abandoned by the lessees,

_'[essrs. Pullman & George, last fall. No ore has been mined or
sbipped during the past year.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 567.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 50.

1880, p. 105.

BYRAm ML_E, Randolph township, Morris county.

The Byram-Russell slopes of this old mine were abandoned iu

1882. The greatest depth reached was 1,100 fesb measured on tbe

slope, whose dip was at an overage angle of 60 ° toward the southeast.
The ore at the bottom was of excellent quality, but tile vein was

narrow and the slmots were short. The heavy expenses in raising a

large quantity of mine water and the ore from this great depth made

the working no longer possible at a profit. The cost of the ore
toward the last was in excess of its marketable value,

The slopes on the southeastern or hanglng-wall veins and near the

l_rount _ern road, were worked until the close of the present year

when they also were abandoned. The pump and engiues are beiug

removed to the company's Lower Wood mine, at Hibernia, and the
slopes are filling with water. Thus ends the working period of one

of the historic mines of our State. The total ore shipments from
this mine since October, 1870, amounted to 157,376 tons.*

Geology of Now Jersey, 1868, pp. 567-569.
Almual Report, 1873, pp. 43-44.

" 1879, p. 51.
" 1882, p. 70. • "

BAKER _[[NE (SOUTHEAST), Mine hill, Morris count)'.

Geology of Now Jersey, 1868. pp. 569-570.
A6uual Report, 1879, p. 52.

h[ILLEN _IINE, Mine bill, Morris county.

Geology of Now Jersey, 1868,pp, 564-565, (Milieu mius./
Annual Report, 1S79, p._51.

1880, p. 105.

• Letter of Richard George,E_q..of Dovsr,superintendentand agent of the Andover
Iron Co.
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RANDALL HILL _][INE, Mine hill, Morris county.

The Randall Hill mine is another of our large mines which has

apparently ended its working period. The pumps were taken out of
the deep slope ill October, 1881. A little work, taking out surface

ore, wa._ done up to February, 1882.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 570.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 51.

1880, p. 105.
1882, p. 70.

JACKSON HILL MINE, Irondale, Morris county.

Geology of New Jersey, p. 570.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 51.

BLACK HILI_ _[INE_ Ferromont, Morris county.

The Black Hills mine was worked under a ]ease to A. Pardee until

June, 1883. It is owned by the Dickerson-Suckasunny Mining Co.

Annual Report, 1879. p. 51.
1880, p. 105.

][)ICKEIL_O.N MINE, Ferromont, Morris county.

This oldest and most widely known of the iron mines of our State

continues to be actively worked under a lease by A. Pardee from the

owners, the Dickerson-Suckasulmy Mining Company. Three inde-

pendent shoots of ore are worked_ viz., the Cow Belly mine at the
southwest, the Big mine in the middle, and the Side Vein at the
southeast. These shoots are remarkable for their irregularity, and

descriptions without the aid of illustrations and maps are scarcely

possible. One peculiarity is in the varying strikes of the shoots.
Thus, the Cow Belly mine lies more nearly in an east and west line
than the main or Big mine shoot. Another feature is the apparent

twist or change in the strike in the upper part of _he Side Vein. As

opened south of the Big mine_ the drifts and shaft show a general
northwest and southeast coume to a depth of 120 feet_ and on a length
of 100 feet. The vein is narrow_ and the dip is toward the northeast,

at a moderate angle. At a depth of 120 feet there was a northeast

and southwest veirb four feet in width_ and dipping to the southeast,

and crossing the one which had been followed from the surface down.
The occurrence is so extraordinary that it is bere referred t% though

no explanation can be giveu_ unless tbere is a twist in the shoot at
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this horizon. As the northeast and southwest shoot was not seen in

the upper 100 feet, it does not seem at all probable that the two ale
separate and true veins crossing one another. Still, for 30 feet, and
to a depth of 150 feet, they have both been worked on, though the
northeast shoot is short.

The greatest depth reached in any part of tlm mine is in Big mine
beading. Tile slope is 1,100 feet loug, and descends in a uortheest,
direction at an angle of 48 °, tben 38°, and again steeper near the
bottom. The vertical depth is 700 feet below the office. The bottom

of tbe Cow Belly mine is ncarly as deep (according to barometric
observations). The Side Vein mine is not as deetl, and tbe new vertical
shaft will strike this shoot 180 feet above the bottom of tbe Big mine.

The Co(v Belly mine is opened direct to tile surface by its own
slope and skip-track coming out through the "cave" and southwest
of tbc Big mine. It is connected with the latter by a horizontal drit_.
This ore-body is said to have been the most irregular in shape.
Formerly, it was very large. When visited, tile walls appeared to
pinch the vein at the southwest; and at the nortbeast, the shoot,
though still broad_ included some beds of rock intorstratified with the

ore. The length from bottom rock to cap rock h_s also diminished.
The pitch is to the northeast; the walls show an average dip of 60°
to tbe sontbeast. But as tbe ore is rich, and as tberc is little water to
contend with, and a probability that these pinches are tbllowed by
lower shoots or larger swellings of the ore-body, the mine is kept
steadily going.

The Big mine shoot also has varied nmch in its dimensions. Its
average pitch to the northeast is at an angle of 45°; its walls show a
dip of 55°-60 ° to the southeast. Tile new slope which runs to the
bottom and through the center of "Broadway," or the largest part of
the mine, is due northeast in its course, eastlng a little near the
bottom. This sht)ot, at the horizon of its greatest area, and in what
is termed "Broadway," was 78 feet long and 60 feet broad. Tile
working area, or horizontal section at the bottom, is 225 feet long
(from southwest to northeast, or from bottom rock to cap rock), and

18 feet wide (from foot wall to hanging wall). These dimensions
indicate a great change in the shape, though the area of tile cross

section is very nearly as great as it was above when the shape.was
more nearly square. But the bottom rock is not properly the limit of
the ore, as some ore is left on the banging wall side in a thin stratum
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or leader, but too narrow to work with profit. The same is true at

the northeast, in the cap rock. The latter, however, is sa_d to retreat

more irregularly than the foot wail. And the superintendent, Mr.

Potterj observes that the pinches are due to the ine_lualitles in the
fi)ot wall, which comes in and squeezes the ore both at the bottom and

at the cap. The workings follow the irregularities as far as the ore is
fimnd of a workable size, down to one or two feet in breadth. ]:n the

bottom of this mine the inter-stratification of the mass of ore, with

some layers of rock, is very evident. :But where the vein is phmhed
very much, the prismatic structure of the ore looks more llke that of

a dike of trapl)cau rock. The ore of this big shoot in the Mgher

levels consisted of two well-marked varieties: a coarse, granular,
or shot ore, on the Potter, or foot-wall side, and a fine ery._talline ore

on the e_t, or Broadway part of the m_ne. A hoese of rock then
separated these two distinct varieties. Now the ore is much more

uniform in its appearance and in character. It is still noted for its

high percentage of metallic iron, earrylng scarcely any foreign

minerals. This mine differs from the Cow Belly in being much
brtter, and "a steam engine is necessary in the lninc to force water to

surthce. The ore is raised in cars which run on the covered slope
track to the surface. Machine drills, driven by conq)ressed air,

facilitate the breaking down of a largci amount of ore.

The Side Yein is on the southeast and banging-wall side of the

Big mine. The pitch of this shoot is, in the lower workings, to the

northeast. The peculiar crossing of veins near the surface has
already been mentioned. The general shape of this shoot is described

by the mine superiutendent as transverse to that of the Rig mine,
and from northwest to southeast. The horizontal cross sections on

the levels, 478 and 548 feet (vertical depth), show a straight foot wall
oz_ the west-northwest, and an easterly and seuthward curving cap

rock and bottom rock. Here it looks as if the ore-body were partly

wrapped over a half cylinder of rock. The greatest dimension is
from northwest eastward and southwa_'d. :From bottom rock to cap

rock the distance is only four or five feet. Aud the latter, in places,
looks as if it were a horizontal bed of rock; while .filrther to the

east it rolls over and resumes its normal southeast dip and uertheast

pitch. As the ore becomes very narrow on the southeast it is not

ibllowed, and its exact shape is not known. At the bottom the cress

section is almost T shaped. The ore of this shoot is rich, like that
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-of the rest of the mine. The slope running down on the foot or

bottom rock is connected above by a drift, which runs a westerly

course, crossing the strata for 90 feet, with the Big mine slope. The

ore goes out that way. The volume of water here is much less than
in the Big mine.

Tile Dickerson-Suckasunny Mining Company is sinking a vertical
shaft a few rods northeast of the old Dickerson mansion, and north-

east of the mine entrance, office, &c. It is intended to cut through the

Side _reln at about 180 feet above the Big mine, and to strike the cap

rock of the latter not far from the present heading or end of slope.
The depth is calculated to be nearly 800 feet. This shaft is to be

divided into compartments for tile pinups and for the hoisting cages.

And it will, no doubt, greatly increase the capacity of the mine by

facilitating the raising of the ore and the rapid movement of tile men
in and out of the mine. Most of the ore is shipped to the furnace at

Stanhope; a portion of it is sold for fettling.

These shoots of ore, while they show evidence of stratification, look.

so irregular as to favor the theory of their deposition ill deep hollows

or basins, or great injected masses; but a more proba]ole inlhrence is
that they were thus distorted and compressed by some unequally acting

agencies during their upheaval and alteration fi'om a horizontal posi-
tion and sedimentary nature.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 570-574.

Anntlal Report, 1879, pp. 51_52.1880, pp. 1"05-106.

'CA_IFIELD I:)ttOSPHATIC IRON ORE :DEPOSIT, Ferromont, Morris

county.

Annual Report, 1871, pp. 34_8.
" 1879, p. 51.

"CANFIELD MI_'E, near Vannatta station_ Morris county.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 42-43.
1879. p. 52.

:BxKER. ),_I_E (I_ SWA_,tP), _,rannatta station, Morris county:

The lower _3aker mine, as it is also designated, is in the low ground

at the western foot of Mine hill, and on the level of the plains. Min-

ing operations were suspended here in 1883 on account of the leanness

_f the ore. The average percentage of metallic iron is reported as
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ranging from 35 to 40, with phosphorus low enough to make it a
Bessemer ore. Like so many of our ores available for Bessemer, it is

quartzose, the s[llca in it varying from 5 to 40 per cent. Sulphur is

present in traces mdy. The maximum depth of the mine is 300 feet.
The Lackawanna Iron and Coal Cmupany own it.

Annual Report, 1880, p. 106.

BAKER MINE (ON HILL), Mine hill, Morris county.

The mine, northeast of the last mentioned and on tile north of tile

McCainsvil]e road, is known as the _[_AKER-ON-TIIE-HILL. It also

is owned by the Lackawanna Iron and Coal Company. The ore is
rich and the vein is said to average six feet in width. It has been idle
for several years.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 575.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 52.

1880, p. 106.

Irto.WDALr: MI_v.S, Irondale, Morris county.

The present operations at Irundale are confined to the northeast

shoots of the SWIRLING mine, now known as No. 13. The CORWI_r

MINE at the southwest is not worked. Between it and the Stifling
there is an interval of 700 feet in length, where the vein is lost. From

the offset in the Corwin, 75 to 80 feet to the southeast, and from the

more southea._t position of the Stifling outcrop at tile southwest slope,

it has been supposed that the vein would be found, not in the range
or strike of the Corwin going northeast, but somewhere southeast of

that strike prolonged. The map on page 15l shows the line of outcrop
of. the main Irondale vein and t]m offsets and courses here mentioned.
An adit tunnel was driven in a northwest course from the brook level

on the southeast, without finding ore. Test pits and shafts also have

been sunk, but without success. It appears as if the veln was pinched
out, or that there is a gap of barren ground between the Corwin shoot
and those of the Stirling. The shoot which is now worked in No. 13

MIllE is large and long, and has been the stay of Irondale for years
past. Its height is 120 feet and its average breadth I0 feet. The

slope descends on the foot wall in the line of the dip 380 feet, then

runs northe.'Lst on the bottom of the shoot about 600 feet. The dip

varies according to the rolls in the wall, but may average 40 °, and to
the southeast ; the pitch of the ore is 17° to 18 ° toward the northeast.

The vein at the bottom is pinched to a width of about a foot_ where
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the working stops. The walls are subject to rolls, and it is observed
that where the foot rolls the vein wldens: whereas, when the roll is

in the hanging wall, it is pinched. And these rolls, of course, pitch

to the northeast and make the shoots or irregular bunches of ore.
The wall-rocks are mixed with ore to some extent. That on the foot,

is a hard, gray, feldspathie gneiss; the hanging is more nfieaceous and

hornblendie. The ore itself has a little feldspar irregularly disseml-

nated through it_ also a green mineral (auglte?). It is, however, rich,
and is liked by the lessees, who use it at their Catasauqua furnaces.

In order to strike a lower shoot, below that of the main North
River mine, and also to test tile northeast extension of the No. 13

rain% two diamond drill boles have been put down in tim low ground
385 and 415 feet, respectively, southeast of the outcrop of the North •

River. :No. 1 boring went through four feet seven inches of ore at a

depth of 338 feet. ;No. 2, 30 feet southeast of No. 1 Imle, passed

through fi_een feet six inches of ore at a depth of 365 feet. The
holes are vertical and the figures here given are vcrtic, al mem_urements.

The results of these trials are very encouraging as they prove the con-
tinuation of the shoot of iNo. 13 to the northeast and under the North

river. The third born hole was located 370 feet southeast of the

Stirling outcrop and 840 feet northeast of the end of the same mine,

or the gap between it and the Corwin. It was driven to a depth of

501 feet and no ore was encountered in all this distance. A possible

explanation of this failure to discover ore, is in the location of the
hole so far to the east that the gentle pitch of the upper shoots of the

Stirling carries the vein to the northeast of it. The hole pie_,ess.

the barren ground_ or pinch (it may he) below and following northeast

the Stifling shoot. It proves a great thickness of strata destitute of
all ore and that where it might have been expected.

The HARVEY MIIClg, northeast of the North River offset, is idle.

And the only work in progress in the ttuRl) 5_i_r:, northeast of the
Harvey, is limited to the removal of pillars from the upper part of

•the mine.

It should be remarked here that the ,North River offset is toward

the west, or into the foot wall, looking northeast, the reveme of that
in the Corwin mine. It amounts to 130 feet.

The Irondale mines belong to the New Jersey Iron Mining Com-

pany, L. C. ]3ierwirth, of :Dover, agent. They are leased to the
Thomas Iron Company.
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ORCHARD }'[I*N'E, Port Oram, Morris comity.

The Orchard mine has rsaehed a depth of 700 feet, measured on

the slope ; and the length on the vein, as worked_ is nearly 1,000 feet.
There are no offsets in it, or pinches which cut out the ore, although

the shoot structure is found welt developed. The Orchard and Iron-

dale adit proves to be of great service in unwaterlng the upper part

of the mine and in relieving the pumps. This mine is owned by the

estate of J. Cooper Lord. It was drlveu last year, produch_g as much

a_ 3,000 tons a month, for a. time; but the average rate of production
is not much over 1,000 tons monthly. The ore is rich and finds a

ready sale. Gem J. S. Schultz, of Boonton, is the manager.

Geolog:_of New Jersey, 1868, p. 578.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 54.

1880, p. 106.

Er:_ ML'_E, west of Mine hill, Morris county.

_:R_'B OA_, or DELL ]_[[brE, west of Mine hill, M:orris county.

These mines ]lave not been at work during the year.
The last ore raised from the Scrub Oak mine was in the summer of

1882, when 820 tons were raised by the property owners, the Andovcr

Irnn Company. The ore-body is large, but the rock in the ore makes

it lean. This vein appears to belong to the same range as the Canfield

and Swamp Baker mines, and one which is characterized by lean

siliceous ores, hut low in phosphorus, and adapted to Bessemer pig
manufacture.

Geology of New Jersey. 1868, p. 596.
Annual Report, 1878, p. 48.

" 1879, p. 54.
" 1880, p. 106.

J. D. t_rNG _IINEj near Por_ Oram_ Morris county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 48.

JOII.WSONttrLn M:L'CE,near Port Oram, },l-orrls county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 596.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 46.

" 1879, p. 54.
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]:[OFF MrSE, near Port Oram, Morris count),.

This mine was abandoned by the lessees, the Andover Iron Com-

pany, in July, 1883.

Geology of New Jcrsey, 1868, p. 597.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 46.

1879, pp. 54-55.
1880, p. 106.

:DoI,AN MI_E_ Mount Pleasant, Morris county.

This mine, named from its owner, Bishop Dolan, is under lease to

Joseph Wharton, of Philadelphia, and is being re-opeued. A tunnel
is to be driven in to strike the vein.

Annual Report, 1873,p. 46.
" 1879, p. 55.

_VASIIINGTOH FORGE _[I_E, Port Ormn, Morris county.

Tile Carbon Iron Manufacturing Cmnpany worked this mine to the

property line, since which time the vein has been opened by a new

shaft, located a few rods uortheast of the old one; and on the lands

belonging to the J. Cooper Lord estate. Between them there is a
fimlt where the vein is offsetted into the hanging wall (going north-

east) about 10 feet. The new shaft is 108 feet deep, of wbich depth
33 feet is vertical. The interval of unopened line between ti)is

mine and the western part of the old Mount Pleasant mine is about
700 feet. This new mine of the Lord estate is sometimes known as

the West Mount Pleasant, while the old mine on Mount Pleasant is
termed East Mount Pleasant.

_OUz_T PLEASANT _[INE_ Mount Pleasant, Morris county.

The vein ill this mine has been opened a long distance. Southwest

of the engine shaft, which is near tile turnpike, it has been traced and
worked more or less for 2,000 feet. And to the northeast the extreme

stoping is 800 feet away, and half way across under the swam t)
which borders the hill of Mount Pleasant on the northeast. The

depth there is now 400 feet. The total lengtb, of what is probably
one vein of ore on this property, is nearly three-fourths of a mile.

The greatest vertical depth reached is 500 feet. :Five shoots of ore
are now being followed down on their pitch to the northeast. Their

average height is 60 feet_ with piuehes of 2 to 40 feet wide separating
them. The latter are also traversed by faults or cross slides, and they
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make good pillars between the shoots. The breadth of ore which is

mined varies somewhat, but averages about eight feet• The dip is to
•the soutbeast and at an average inclination of 57°; the pitch, to tile

northeast, is at a considerably lower angle. The mine is remarkable

for its offsets and cross slides. In the western part of the mine the

vein is offsetted both ways by several faults which displace it a few
feet. A figure in the Geology of New Jersey, 1868, represented them.

:Near the brow of the hill, south of the road, the displacement amounts

to 66 feet. The courses of these offsets are in all cases nearly at right

angles to the ore bed. A fine exmnple of a lateral or side faulting is
seen iu the Eastern mine and 600 feet northeast of the slope and at a

depth of 450 feet. The displacement is four feet, the breadth of the

ore five feet, so that the continuity is not entirely broken. :Its plane

or course is right across the vein and is nearly vertical. The most

marked displaeenmnts are the up and down, or the cross slides. They
have been figured and described on page 65. They appear to

follow the pinches and separate the shoots of ore frmn one another.

The walls of theseslides dip to the northwest from 40 ° to 75°, or at
right angles to phme of the dip of the ore beds ; and they arc smooth,

in places ribbed and grooved. The amonnt of dislocation in the
upper slide is 35 feet, in the second 5 feet, and in the lowest 14 feet,

completely separating the ore on the two sides. It is to be observed

that the greatest break is at the top where the angle is steep. And in

each case the ore bed has slipped down. The superintendent, Capt.
Jos. Richards, says that when he meets with one of these cross-slide

walls, his practice is to sink down vertically through them to the ore.

The walls of the miue are generally clean and firm. The irregu-
larities in the size of the ore-bed appear to be dne rather to rolls ill

the foot wall, and particularly near the cross slides they flatten and

approach the opposite or hanging wall. Very little timbering is

necessary. The quantity of mine water near the surface is large, but
the lower stopes are comparatively dry. Three pumps, respectivelyr
14-inch, 12-inch and 8-inch cylinders, are in use. The ore is raised

in buckets from foot of slope; in the mine, cars bring it out of the

several levels to the slope. It is rich, averaging nearly 70 per cent. of

metallic iron and fi'ee from pyrite. Tim phosphorus is in excess of

Bessemer requirements. In the pinches the ore otlen shows a pris-
matic structure with its planes, at right angles to the walls, or some-

what analogous to the trap-rock of some narrow dikes. The product
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vf this mine has been for many years steadily large and has found a

ready market on account of its excellence.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 578_582.
Annual :Report, 1873, p. 44.

1879, p. 55.

.BAKER i_h,_E, near Mmmt Pleasant, Morris county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 582-5§3.
Annum Report, ]873, pp. 44-45.

" 1879, p. 55.

RICHARD MINE, Mount Pleasant, Morris county.

The Richard mine occupies 2,700 feet of the ore range, extending
from the Baker, on the southwest, to the Allen, at the northeast. The

southeast vein is opened throughout, except near the Alien mine llne.
Bcglnnlng at the southwest, slope No. 1 runs down on the foot

wall, about 260 feet. It opens the shoot which entered the property
from the Baker mine. No. 7 shaft, near :No. 1 slope, but to northeast

of it, is not now used. .No. 2 shaft is 388 feet deep, vertically, rnn-

aing on the foot wall after going about 150 feet straight down fi'om
the surface. Southwest of it 524 feet, there is an offset which has

not been cut through, though the drifting from each side has worked
up to it. The coarse .of this fault is at right angles to that of the

vein, and it is almost vertical, dipping, however, steeply to the south-

,vest. Shaft _o. 3, like :No. 2, goes down vertically, and then

follows on the foot wall, and has a vertical depth of 402 feet. It is

not in use at present, as water and ore are raised through No. 2 shaft.
:Northeast of this shaft 461 feet, and 156 feet from the Allen mine,

another offsct is met with ; it too is very near]y vertical. But no ore

has beeu found beyond it correst)onding ta this vein, although much

drifting has Been done in search of it. The slmot and pinch structure
is shown in this vein in its "hunches" of ore and "squeezes." And

they pitch to the northeast. Between shafts :No. 2 and 3 there is a

pinch which was eat through for 300 feet by a horizontal drift. And
for all this distance the average thickness of the ore did not exceed

twelve inches. Judging from the mine map, this pinch pitches

gently to the northeast. In places, this vein has been as much as 20

feet wide. Occasionally, there is stone rock in the vein. According

to the superintendent, Mr. Jenkins, the size of the vein is altered by

1
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the " rolls" or inequalities which come in oil both the foot and hang-

ing walls.

On the north Baker vein, a new slope near the Baker line and

south of 3Ir..Jenkins' residence, w_ put down several years ago to a
depth of 150 feet. The vein opened in it is 10 feet wide. But it

has not been worked, as enough ore was had elsewhere and obtained

more cheaply.

The unwatering is by pumps i!l slope iN'o. 1 and shaft :No. 2. The
ore is raised in cars in the slope, and in buckets ill shafts _Nos. 2 and

;k Compressed air aml machilm drills are in use. The ore is rich.

h i_ all smelt(_l at the company's ftlraaces at Hokendauqua.
Nortbwe.-t of the vein now worked, and 200 feet from it, there is a

parsllel vein which is known as the Powell vein. It w,'ts worked,

previous to the panic of 1873_ to a depth of 500 feet in one slope

i im.asured on fi,ot wall of shoot). There is another, but small vein,

between the Powell and the southeast vein. Beyond the tbrmer there
are two other veins, both of which are small aml are not nmch opelmd.

Thi_ mine is the property of the Thomas Irou Company, and is

w.rkt_l lW that company. Its history is certainly one of prosperity

am[ of successful management. Its annual output is large.

Geology _*fNew Jersey, 1873, p. 583.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 45.

" 1879, p. 55.

ALLEN .'_IINE, Rockawuy township, Morris county.

This mine is one of the properties of _he _ew Jersey Iron Mining
Company. It is worked under a lease to the Andover Iron Compauy.

Tim exact relation of the veins opened on this property to the

Baker and Powell veins, which are so well opened by the Richard
mine, is not known. It has been assumed that the Allen workings

wl.re on the Powell, or northwest vein. But tim tunnel into the hill,

ant] subsequent borings with the diamond drill, seem to indicate that

they are on the main southeast or Baker, or tlm main Ricbard mine
w, in. The main tunnel runs northwest into the bill, a distance of

600 feet, and strikes the ore at a del)th of 130 feet below its outcrop.
In this tunnel two small veins of ore were encountered--one near its

entrance, and the other about 100 feet from the main mine vein.

They were not of size for working profitably. From the end of the

tunnel, or from the nmiu vein, a drift was carried into the rock 385-

feet, and tben a boring 100 feet further, thereby cutting across nearly
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500 feet additional of strata on the foot-wall side of the .ore, but

without discovering any more ore. Then, from the main vein, to

southwest of the tunnel, a bore-hole was put in 600 feet in a southeast

direction without encountering any ore. These drifts and borings
appear to show that there is an offset between the Allen and the

Richard mines, assnming the vein to be one. From the large size
of.the Richard mine shoot of ore, up to the offset, near the A1]en

line, it seems reasonable to believe that the ore will yet be found

beyond it of like dimensions. It is'possible that th_ Richard mine

shoot pitches down to northeast deeper than any of the step,s or
drifts of the Allen mine. And there may be a wide pinch between

the shoots of the two mines _hich the deeper workings of the Allen

are uuw in, and through which they have not gone. The explora-

tions at this mine show the hopefulness and energy of the owners and
lessees in searches for additional shoots of ore. And the results

obtained_ thongh not eucouraging, are valuable contributions to our
knowledge of ore-bodies and suggestive of other points for explora-

tion. They certainly deserve success. _rery little work is being done
at the mine at present.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 583--587.
Annual Report, 1873. p. 45.

1879, pp. 55-56.

TEAnO MI_ Rockaway township_ Morris county.

Tbe Teabo mine is on Teabo hill, southwest of Mount Hope. It

is owued and worked by the Gleudon Iron Company. The Brennan

veinj which was opened years ago, near the Mount Hope line, is not

worked. The Teabo mine is opened by four shafts, of which Nos.
3 and 4, to the southwest, are now in us% and both open one contlnu-

ous shoot of ore. No. 4, the newer shaft;, is vertical for 100 feet, then

descends on the foot wall to a depth of near 500 feet.. The old work-

ings on this vein have been abandoned/br many years. The breadth

of ore varies somewhat_ owing to bunches and pinches, or squeezes, in
it, bnt averages well, and the annual product of the mine keeps steadily

large. The ore is carted to. the Mount Hope Mineral Railroad line,

to the southeast of the mine, as the side hill is too steep for au easy
grade to the shafts from t]mt road. The ore is used at the company's

fnrnaces_ at Glendon, Pa.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 557--588.
Ammal Report, :1S73,p. 45.

1879, p. 56.
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_[OVNT, I-IoPE _[INES, Mount Hope, Morris county.

The mines of the Mount Hope Mining Company (Lackawanna

Iron and Coal Company, practically,) are in Teabo hill, at the south-
west ; in Mount Hope; and in Hickory hill, at the northeast. The

property of the company extends to the nortbeast, beyond the Hickory
Hill mines.

At present the principal work is in the Mount Hope mines, aIKt is

confined to the Platt mine, on .the Taylor or Jugular vein_ and the
Side Hill and° Teabo veins. The Platt mine has reached a depth of

200 feet below tile tunnel-level. The shoots are large and pitch to

the northeast. The ore from the lower stopes is richer than that of

the stopes above the level of the tunnel, and tile mining is directed to

the tbrmer, the upper and lean portion of the vein being left for the

present. :Hornblende appears to characterize the ore of this vein as

the tbreign constltueut associated witb the magnetite. The ore is
raised in cars, which run on a skip track to the tunnel. The volume

o|' mine water is not large.
The Teabo and Side Hill ve/ns are opened cast of the Taylor vein,

and on the eastern slope of Mouut Hope. The former maintains a

regular northeast strike, but the Side .Hill appears to bend to east, aud

at the new shaft they arc several hundred feet apart, as traced ou the
surl_aee by openings and by the attraction. A few hundred feet further

northeast, the attraction is lost, and is not recovered until past the

IIickory hill offset. Descending, these veins approach one another,

due to the northwest dip of the Side Hill vein in a part of its course.
In places the walls are vertical, and ill the big shoot of the higher

levels it has been supposed that the veins were together. In the sink
the ore breadth of 12 feet does not exhibit the two characteristic

varieties of ore which were noticed above, and it seems as if the Side

IIill l,ein would yet be found to the east, or in the hanging wall. Tile

ore of the Teabo vein is close-grained and breaks into cubical or

rectangular masses, whereas the Side Hill ore is coarse-grauular, but

not a shot-like mass or aggregate. The reversed dip and the approach
of the two veins, and their apparent union in the big shoot, make one of

the nmst unusual modes of occurrence_ an'd were it not for the dissim-

ilar nature of the ore, they might be considered as the two sides of a

sharp synclinal fold. The existence of the Side Hill vein to the east
of the present sink will seem, however_ to indicate the separation and

continuance of two distinct ore-beds, but with varying dips.
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The mine in the sink has reached a vertical depth of 420 feet, or
330 feet below the tunnel. The ore at the bottom is rich, and the

beeadth is 12 feet. In the shoot above, it was 15 feet. In places it

has pinched to five feet.

On Hickory hill the mines arc idle, with the exception of the new
mille to the northeast a half mile, on the top of the ridge. This

mine is down 300 feet, and the vein is six feet wide, but very uneven

and "bunchy" in shape. These bunches, or shoots, pitch to the

nortbe_t. The dip is steep to southeast. The ore is rich and coarse-

granular ill structure. This mine opens the Breonan vein. A large
stock of ore is at the mhm, as there is no railroad to it. A gravity

line is possible down to tile Mount Hope Branch.

About a quarter of a mile north of this point, an old shaft, now
fallen in, is on the Side Hill vein. Other attractions to west arc prob-

ably in tile Jugular range. Tlle identification of all tile l_ount Hope
vei_s or ore beds throughout the whole length of Hickory hill will

be awaited with interest, as imlicating a remarkable belt of ore or
seriesof veins.

At thesouthwestthecompany isre-openingtileElizabethdriftin

the northsideof Teabo hill.Searchesarealsobeingmade forthe

south extensiou of the Taylor or Jugular vd_ in that hill.
The ores of these mines are mostly sold to furnace companies in

Pennsylvania. The annual output is still large, and thd total product

is probably greater than that of any other mine or group of mines in
the State.* And the capacity seems as nnlimited as at any time in

all their.history.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 588-595.
Ammal Report, 1873, pp. 45-46.

1879, p. 56.
" 1880, p. I07.

DENMARK h[INE, near Dehmark, ]'_{orris county.
Geology of New Jersey. 1868. p. 597.

GI_EENWLLE ML_E, Greenville, Roekaway township, l_orris county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 48.
1879, p.58.

These localities lmve not been worked during the year. They are

three to four miles from railway stations.

* In 1880the aggregate productof thesemineswas estimatedat 1,000,000tons.
8
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CHESTER IRO:__ COMPANY'S _INES_ near Denmark, Morris count)'.

Six openings have been made on lands of this company at the foot

of the Copperas mountain range and north of Denmark. The
explorations have not led to active working in consequence of the

length of cartage to railway points.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 48.
1879, p. 58.

PARDE_ )IINE, Rockaway township, I_[orris county.

Annual RepOrt, 1873, p. 48, (Pardee & Canfield's Mine.)

WriTER SHAVr_ Roekaway township, Morris county.

DAVENPORT MINE_ Rockaway township_ Morris county.

These two mines are now under lease to the _,futual Iron Company.

The Davenport mine proper has four shafts in a distance of 250 feet
on the line of the vein, from the road southwest, and near the foot of

the Copperas mountain. The deepest of them is 80 feet deep. The

whole length opened on the vein is about 350 feet_ aml the ore has an
average breadth of 10 to 12 feet. The shafts descend ou the foot-

wall to the southcast. The average dip is 40 °. Tim ore resembles iu

general character that of the Green Pond mines_ which adjoin this

property on the northeast. The so-called Winter shaft is 400 yards
south of the Davenport, and at the west border of the marsh. It

was sunk about a year ago, and to a depth of 20 feet. The ore was

12 feet wide and rich, and coarse-crystalline in structure. It appears

to carry less pyrite than the openings to the north. Another shaft is
being put down nearer the foot of the mountain and 500 feet west of

the Winter shaft. It is within a few yards of the open cut and

workings of Messrs. Pardee & Canfield.
An extension of the Green Pond Miues Railroad to the Davenport

shafts aflbrds means of loading directly from them. The road is to
be extended south to the Winter shaft, and a branch to the new west
shaft near the old Pardee mine.

The further extension of this line southwest by Denmark and Mid-

die Forge would tend to develop the ore properties aloug this range_
and furnish an outlet for the ores in that direction.

Annual Report, 1880, pp. 122-123.
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GREEN POND B{INF_,Roekaway township, Morris county.

These mines have been idle during the year.

Annual Rel_ort, 1873. pp. 48--49.
1874, pp. 23-25.
1879. pp. 58-00.
1880, p. 108.

HOWELL TRACT OPENI,'_'GS, Rockaway township, Morris county.

KITOHELL TRACT OPENINGS_ Rockaway township, Morris county.

Annual Report, 1879, p. 60.
1880, p. 108.

CHARLOT'rEBUm_H MI_E, Charlotteburgh, Morris county.

This mine is now own&] and worked by Cooper, ]3[ewitt & Co. it

has been in operation uninterruptedly since January, 1880, and has

been under the superintendence of Edward George. The old and, for
tile present, abandoned holes are located near the pond s and to the west

of the present shafts. As described by Mr. George, there appear to
be five parallel shoots of ore within a breadth of 200 feet, from north-
west to southeast, and all strike and pitch to the northeast. Three

shoots are at present worked. The southwest sbaft_ on the principal
range or shoot, strikes the bottom rock at a depth of 100 feet. Tile

ore was 40 feet wide, but narrowed going northeast to a breadth of 12

ihet. The dip is steep to the cast-sontheast. The pitch is fiat, and
nearer the pond the ore was in places within three feet of the surface.

The sboot next sonthcast, on tile hanging-wall side of this one, is not

so large, though it is worked. The greatest depth of the mine is 200

feet. At the northeast tile ore pitches raider the pond. The ore at

tile top, and for four or five feet down. is red ; below it is bard, blue,
and contains some pyrite. On the foot-wail side of the eastermnast

opening the ore is very rich and crystalline in structure, The hoist-

ing is done by a small steam engine, and the pumping by small
steam pumps, as the quantity of mine water is not large. About
5,000 tons are stocked and now on tile bank. A switch from tile

Green Pond Mine Railroad runs to the mine, and tbe ore is loaded

direct from the mine upon tile freight cars.

_. Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 596.

p Annual Report, 1873, p. 49.
" 1879, p. 60.

1880, p. 108. ._

In, q
t 1
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Swr.o_ MINE, Rockaway township, Morris county.

Ge(_|ogy (_f New Jersey, 1,_68,pp. 551-554.
Annual Rep(_rt, lS73, pp. 46_17. .

1S79, p. 56.

SIGLER MINE, Rockaway township, Morris county.

WIIITE MEADOW SHOE, Rockaway township, l_'_orris county.

Gmn 5h.nE, Roekaway township, Morris county.

B_:._cH MINE, Rockaway township, Morris county.

Fur notes of lhese four mines, see

Getd.gy qPfNew Jersey, 1868, pp. 559-560.
Annual R_.p()rt,1873, pp. 46_t7.

1879, p. 56.

I{II_ER._tA ML'¢}'% ltibernla, _Iorris county.

Three companies work this long and continuous ore bed or vein of
ore. The Anduver Iron Company has the Lower Wood Mine, at the
s,)nthwest; the Glenduu Iron Company works the' G]endon, Scott,

DeCamp and Upper Woad lots, and, at the northeast, the Willis is
h,ased to the Bethh, hem] ron Company. Of' these several mine lots,

the Lower Wood, the Upper Wood and the Willis lots are owned by

the New Jereey Iron Mining Company; the Glendon lot by the

(;leudml Iron Company, and the Scott and DeCamp lots by other

parties.
The whole line is worked, excepting the Willis mine. The Beth-

lehem Company has suspended work tbr a time.
The tuunel which was driven in on the line of the vein several

years ago is occupied by the Hibernia Underground Railroad. This
ruad runs as far as the Bethlehem Company's mine, and affords an
outlet for the ores of' all the individual mine lots. Each of the three

companies ha._ its switch mid dump near the mouth of the tunnel and
on the s,mth end of the hill. There the ores are transferred to the

Hibernia Mine Railroad. The tunnel also serves as a water-way, and

the water pumped to this level then flows out through it. The

motive p,*wer for hoisting and pumping of the Glendon and of the
Bethlehem Companies renmin as first placed, on the top of the hill. I
But no ore or water is heisted above the tunnel. The Andover Corn- 41
pany has its engines outside and near the mouth of the tunnel. The

latter company intends to put in a skip track to run down obliquely

4
k J
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on the "toot wall, and so increase its capacity for raising ore. The

three mines are separated below the tunnel by solid pillars of ore.
Above it the mines are necessarily somewhat connected. The yearly

product of these mines (or mille, as it is in fact one solid ore bed,)

continues large_ amounting, in 1883, to 94_519 tons.

Among the more noticeable structural fsatures_ the following may
here be mentioned. In the Upper Wood mine and in shafts _:os. 6

and 7, the (lip of the ore bed has continued, until near the present
depth, to be steep to the northwest. But recently the d_recSon has

changed and the descent _s now to the southeast. Elsewhere on the

line the usual southeast dip bas been the only direcSou observed.
:[u the Lower Wood Mine there are two marked offsets or faults.

In both of them the course of the fault is nearly at right angles to the

strike of the ore, and the plane dips nearly vertically to the south-

southwest. The displacement is to the southeast or hanging wall in
each ram. In one the ore is separated entirely, as the displacement

exceeds slightly tbe breadth of the ore, which here is about 10 feet.

At the northeast fault the dislocation is five feet only. The ore bed pre-
serves its characteristic features on both sides of the offset in each case.

In this mine tile foot wall shows mure irregularities or rolls than

tile hanging wall. And in places it appears to pinch the ore by tile

slabs or layers of rock which come in on that side, replacing_ as it

were, the ore step by step. The hanging wall is generally firm,
excepting a thin stratum of rock, which appears in places aud comes

off with ttle ore. Owing to the pinches the ore ranges from 2 to 20
feet in thickness. And these thicker ore bodies or shoots pitch to the
northeast.

The deepest workings in the Lower Wood mine have resolved what

were supposed to be two veins into one_ and proved the rock to be a

horse lying in the ore.
The bedded structure or stratifieatiou of the ore is finely exhibited

in this mine, both in the deeper stopes and in the open cuts on the

hill. And the two vv/ns are to be seen in the open cuts on the hill.

The gneiss outcrops, on the hill near the open cuts, show the mica-

ceous schistose gneiss included in the gray feldspathie variety, some-

what as the magnetic iron ore beds are in places enclosed by the same

gray gneiss.

Geology of _ew $ersey, 1868, pp. 561-564.
Ammal Report, 1873, p. 47.

1879, pp. 56-57.
" 1880, p. 198.
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BEACH GLES MI_ES, Rockaway township, Morris county.

The Beach Glen mines are the property of the J. Cooper Lord

estate, and under the nmnagement of Gem J. S. Schultze_ of Boonton.
Of the two veb_s_ only the wes_ one is now worked. From the

sq_uthwest fi)ot of the hill, a tunnel_ 1,600 feet long, runs in a north-

east dlreetlon into the veb* and gives an easy outlet for ore aud water

t,, a depth of 125 feet at the heading. Present workings about 70 feet
d_q'per. Tile ore obtained from th_s vein is not so lean as that of tile

other and east vein. The latter is remarkable for its percentage of

mlea. The ore is sold for Bessemer pig manufacture, and the product
is 800 tons monthly.

Geology of New .lersey, 1868, pp. 554-558.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 57.

_[ERII)EN MINE, Meriden, Morris count)'.

RIGIITER _[INE, near Meriden, Morris count)'.

(_I)BB MI_E, end of Splitrock pond, Morris county.

These mines have been idle for a year or more.

Annu,d Report, 1873. p. 47.
" 1879, p. 57.

1880, p. 108.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 556, (Meriden mine.)

SPLITROCK I)OSD MINE, at head of Splitrock pond, Morris county.

It is reported that this mine has been re-opened recently, but noth-
ing further is known of it. It has been mentioned in the

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 47-48.
1874, p. 23.
1879, pp. 57-58.
1880, p. 108.

Wooo _II_E, north of Splitroek pond, Rockaway township, Morris
• a

county.

The Pequannock Iron Company has recently re-opened a locality
first developed by Win. S. DeCamp several years ago, and located about
two miles south of Charlotteburgh, and at the east side of the road

leading to'Splitrock. A great deal of work has already been done,

and some ore is said to have been shipped. The locality was visited
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in 1874, and referred to in the annual report for that year. (See

page 23.) It was not visited the last season.

Boars' M-tSE, Rockaway township, _orris county.

:Roc_AWAY VALLEY _I_rE, Rockaway township, Morris county.

DECKER FAR_ OPENING, Reckaway township, Morris county.

Excepting a litdc work done at one shaft 9f tile Roekaway Valley

mine during the summer of 1883 by M:r. Ripley, of Newark, these
mines have been idle all the year. The buildings and machinery

have been removed from the Rockaway Valley shafts, which were

leased by A. Pardee & Co., and the mine abandoned.

Annual Report, 1873. pp. 49-.51.
1879, p. 60.
1880, p. 109.

GOULD MINE, Roekaway township, Morris county.

PIKE'S PEAK MINE (Stony Brook mine), Rockaway township, M:orris

county.

:RIGHTER LOT OPENINO, Rockaway township, Morris county.

Geology of New Jersey. 1868, p. 556, (Stony Brook mine.)
Annual Report, 1873, p. 51.

1876, pp. 54-55, (S_ony Brook mine.)
1879,pp. 60--61.
1880, p. 109.

VI_EELA_D MItrE, near Charlotteburgh, Passaic county.

Amuml Report, 1879, p. 61.

W._NAQUE ]_IINE8, Pompton township, Passaic county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 545_546, (Wynokie.)
Annual Report, 1873, p. 52, (Wynokie.)

"rELLINt_TON MINE, Pomptoa township, Passaic county.

RHErNSIIITH MINE, Pompton township, Passaic county.

MONKS MrNE, Pompton township, Passaic county.

Annmd Report, 1873. p. 52, (Monks mine.)
" 1874, pp. 25-26, (Tellington mine, Rheinsmith farm.)
" 1879, p. 61.

4
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WRIGHTNEOUR MINE, west of Monks station, Passaic county.

Annual Report, 1881, p. 36.

BOARD MINE, near Monks station, Pompton township, Passaic

county.

The Pardce lease of this property was given up several years ago.

The property [s now under the management of Daniel A. Wheeler.

Iu the spring of 1882, some further work in exploring was done,
and near the old openings Mr. Wheeler fi)und the ore near the sur-

thce from three to eight feet under earth, and in apparent strata

of considerable thickness. The trial openings are a few yards north
of the main mine and open cut. The beds dip about 30 ° easterly.

And the ore is rather lean, consisting of quartz ill fine granular

mixture, with magnetite; very little fehlspar or hornblende is seen in

the mass, nor any apatite or pyrite. There is strong attraction about

the old open cut, and fi/r 150 feet east of it, but not traceable to north
or south. In a shaft north-northwest of the open cut, a few yards, a

bed of rich ore, about a foot thick, and associated with lean ore, was
met with and followed to a depth of 25 feet. This ore must dip

under the beds opened in the old mine. A few rods northeast of the

mine, and running up the hill side to the Ringwood property, there
is a strong positive attraction. Two pits were sunk on this belt of

attraction by John Webb, when he had charge of the property under
the lease to Mr. A. Pardce.

A letter, recent!y received from Mr. Wheeler, reports that the mine

has been leased by Joseph L. Cunniogham, of Ringwood, who" has

already commenced the work of raising and shipping ore. An engine
is to be set up and all the machinery necessary to run the mine. The

outlook is said to be promising, and the ore appears to be richer than

the surface openings indicated. The development of the locality is
awaited with interest, as the surface indications and the attractions

give promise of ore beds of considerable extent.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 52.
1879, p. 61.

RINGWOODMINF_S, Ringwood, Passaic county.

Of the Ringwood group of mines, the new Miller, Peters and new
Peters, are at work. The new Miller mine has been actively worked

for the past two years, and has yielded a large amount of rich ore.
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The slope follows the shoot, descending on the foot wall at an angle

of 55°. The foot wall dips at an angle of 60° toward the southeast.

The ore comes off clean from it. On the hanging-wall side the rook

carries some magnetite. The shoot, to a depth of 150 feet, was large,
having a horizontal length, from the bottom rock at the southwest, to

the cap rock at the northeast, of 300 feet, and o:n average breadth of

20 feet. At that depth a pinch was met with, and the ore breadth

was reduced to five feet. The ore is fine grained and rich.
The Peters and new Peters mines are in two parallel shoots. The

southcastern shoot has been followed down 400 feet, or to a vertical

depth of 240 feet, the pitch being to the northeast. The form of this
shoot is rather remarkable for its great thickness, as compared with

its length. The horizontal section shows a length of 60 feet, and a

breadth of 30 feet. The walls dip 40 ° to the southeast. The ore is

rich and fine grained.
The mine on the northwest shoot is'200 feet deep, also measured on

the angle of pitch, which is to the northeast. In shape it is more

nearly a square, measuring 20 to 30 feet on a side. The dip of the
strata here is steeper than in the other shoot, and is nearly verti_'tl, to

southeast. They appear to be approaching one another, and near the
bottom of mine, a horizontal drift 50 feet long, connects the minss. In

working the Peters mines, about one-third of the ore has to be left for

pillars to support the roof and cap rock. Bat in none of these mines.

is there need of timbering, excepting in the constrnction of slopes.
The mines on this property appear to prove the existence of well-

defined shoots of ore, which vary somewhat in shape. Thus, the

Cannon shoot was for a long dlstance of greater breadth than height,

or a flattened cylinder of ore. At a depth of 400 feet it still retained

a breadth (from foot to hanging) of 50 feet. The Hard mine, also,

was followed to a depth of 400 feet, when the shoot gave out, though
in this mine the walls were not so clean or well marked as in the

Cannon. The pitch in all of them is rather steeper than the average

angle, and to the northeast in all cases. There appears to have been

a greater compression of the ore into nearly vertical shoots, which are
much llke the so-called "ore chimneys" of the west. Instead of

following on the llne of strike in a more nearly horizontal direction,

the work of mining has to proceed at a steep angle downwards. The

pinches may be thinner, or the ore may be thinner, or the ore may be

cut out entirely between the shoots. Thus far the mining and explor-
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ations have not foll6wed the pinches far enough to test the extent, nor

to prove that there arc not other bodies of ore beyond them in the line

of the pitch. That the ore should be concentrated in these thick

shoots_ comparatively near the surface, and is not to be found going
down much below 'the usual mine depth, is contrary to experience in

the iron mines in other parts of the State.

The Ringwood ore deposits lie in feldspathic gneisses, generally ;

but at the Keeler, the walls are of hornblcndic or syenitic gneiss. At

the eastern foot of Hope mountain, both varieties crop out, in irregu-

larly alternating aml thin layers. The gray variety is marked by the

presence of garnet as a constituent mineral, making a characteristic

garnetifcrous gneiss. It is also noteworthy that the ore ranges are
confined to the eastern slope of the Whaleback-Hope mountain range.

The mines are worked by the owners of this tract, Cooper, Hcwltt &

Co., and the ore is sold to different furnace companies.

Geology of New Je/'sey, 1868, pp. 546-550.
Annual Report. 1873, pp. 52-54.

" 1880, p. 109.

MUSCONETCONG BELT.

HAGER _,_L_E, Holland township, Hunterdon county.

I)UCKWORT_ OPENINGS, Holland township, Huuterdon county.

BLOOM FARM, Holland township, Hunterdou county.

:_[ARTrN FARM, Alexandria township, Hunterdon' county.

None of these localities have been worked during the year. For

previous notices of them see---

Annual Report, 1875, p. 35, (Bloom.)
1879, p. 62-63.
1880, p. 109.

PETTY FAR,t, Bethlehem township, Hunterdon county.

WRmHT FARM, Bethlehem township, Hunterdon county.

Cause FAR_, Bethlehem township, Hunterdon county.

These three localities also are idle. :For descriptions, see

Annual Report, 1880, p. 1'23.
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'CHURCH OR VAN SYCKLE MINE, Bethlehem township, Hunterdon

county.

This old iron ore mine has not been worked in several years.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 616.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 55.

1879, p. 65.

TURKEY HILL OR WEST END MIlhTES_Bethlehem township, Huu-

terdon county.

These mines have been steadily worked durlug the year by their

owners, tbe West End Iron Company, and under the management of
G. M. Miller, of this company. The deeper workings are reported
to be down over 200 feet. The ore is suited to Bessemer pig, and is

shipped to Scranton, Pa. The same company works the---

.SwAYZE Mn_E_ near Valley Station, Hunterdon county.

Hero a wire-xope tramway is in successful operation, transporting
ore from the mine to the C. R. R. line near Valley Station, a descent

.of 518 feet in three-quarters of a mile. This, also, is a Bessemer ore.
The shipments from the mines during the year 1883 amounted to

16,000 tons. Previous notes of these Swayze and West End mines
are in the--

Annum Report, 1874, p. '27, (Broderick and Harris Mines.)
1879, pp. 63-64.

" 1880, pp. 109-110.

ALPAUOH FARM, Bethlehem township, Hunterdon county.

WILDCAT MINE, Bethlehem township, Hunterdon county.

RODE.'(BAUOH MINS, Bethlehem township, Hunterdon county.

References for these three localities in

Annual Report, 1879, p. 65.
" 1880, p. 110.

A.SBURY MI_E, Bethlehem township, Hunterdon county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 617.
Annual Report, 1879, pp. 65-66.

1880, p. 110.

MILLER FARM, Bethlehem township, Hunterdon county.
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MABERRY PLACE, Bethlehem township_ Hunterdon county.

Annual Report, 1873. p. 56.
" 1879, p. 66.
" 1880, pp. 110. and 124.

BAN_._RT'S M_.wE," Lebanon township, Hunterdou county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 617.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 66.

EVIl;LAND MIN.E, Glen Gardner, HunteMon county.

Annual Report, 1880, pp. 110 and 124.

TERRABERRY MI.',_E, White Hall, Hunterdou county.

Annual Report, 1879, p. 66.

ALVAH GRAY OR SAnD FLATS MINE, White Hall, Huuterdol_

COUUty.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 56, (Fritts Farm.)
" 1879, p. 66.
" 1880, p. 124.

WHITE HALL (}_RITTS FARM), White Hall, Hunterdon county.

CASTN_R FAR_, Lebanon Township, Hunterdon county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 56.
1879, p. 68.

MA'rriso_ OPENING-, Andersontown, Hunterdon count)'.

Annual Report, 1880, p. 124.

I:IUNT OR PIDCOCK MINE, Lebanon township_ Hunterdon county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 58.
1879, p. 66.

" 1880, p. 1-11.

SHARP'S MINE, Pleasant Grove, Schooley's Mountain, Morris county.

HANI_ MINE, Pleasant Grove, Sehooley's Moantain_ Morris county.

Notes of Sharp's and H_.nn mines in

Annual Report, 1873, pp. _6-57.
" 1879, pp. 66-67.
" 1880, p. 111.
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:DERRENBEROER FARM, Scbooley's Mountain, Morris county.

This locality, recently opened, is south of "Belmont Hall," and on

the adjoining property known as the farm of the late John Derrenber-
ger, but now owned by Jolm P. Sharp. Tile ore near ttle surface was

a rich brown granular magnetite. Hard blue ore, more or less sul-

phurous, was reached at a depth of 30 feet. The vein is tolerably well

defined and is from four to five feet wide. The locality promises to
be a good mine. Ttle ore is used at the Chester furnace.

S'IY)UTENBURGHI_'I.NE, Schooley's Mountain, Morris county.

A notice of this mine appeared in tbe Report for 1879. In that

year, the owner, Mr. Stoutenburgh, reported an output of something
over 2,000 tons. Since March, 1880, the property has been lmld

under a lease by Joseph Wharton, and little work is reported, except-

ing the sinking of shah oil the Upper vein 50 feet deeper than it was
before. A new llne of attraction has been discovered running over a
belt of float ore, in a northeast direction fi'om the old or first shaft.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 57-58.
1879, pp. 67_;8.
1880, p. 111.

FISHER_ or BEATI_YESTOWN _:[INE, Sehool'ey's Mountain, Morris
county.

Geology of New Jemcy, 1868, p. 618.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 68.

MARSh'S MIs_, Schooley's Mountain, Morris county.

The Thomas Iron Company did some exploring work on this prop-
erty of Wm. W. Marsh, about a year ago, and opened a vein, five feet

wide and upwards, of hard, siliceous ore yielding on an average 45 to

50 per cent. of metallic iron. It was followed to a depth of 50 feet.

The attraction and indications generally point to a large amount of
ore as probably underlying the property. The depressed condition of

the iron industry paralyzes all exploring work.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868. pp. 618-619.
Annual Report, 1879, pp. 68_9.

DICKINSON MINE, Schooley's Mountain, Morris county.

HUNT F._R_, Schooley's Mountain, Morris county.
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LAKE FAm_, Schooley's Mountain, Morris county.

Geology of New Jersey, ]868, pp. 619-620, (Dickinson mine.)
Annual Report, 1879, p. 69.

_A12"OHRIGHT _[INE, near Naughrightville, Morris county.

Mr. Richmond, of Philadelphia, leased this mlnc of the owner,

Theodore Naughright, in 1883, and did a little work towards re-open-

ing it and then suspended operations. It is now idle.

Annual Report, 1878, pp. 58-59.
1878, pp. 99-100.
1879,p. 69.
1880, p. 111.

SHARP FARM, Schooley's .Mountain, Washington township, Morris

county.

P_ARICK FAR3I, Schooley's Mountain, Washington township, Morris

county.

HOPLER FAE._I, Schooley's Mountain, Washington township, Morris

county.

For notes of Sharp's, Rarick and Hopler, see

Annual Report, 1873, p. 59.
1879, p. 69.

POOLE PLACE, near Draketown, Schooley's Mountain, Morris county.

Annual Report, 1880, p. 112.

Srmvsn TV_CNEL, east of Haekettstown, Morris county.

CRA._:ER MINE, east of Hackettstown, Morris county'.

Annual Report, 1877, p. 49.
" 1879, p. 70.

APPLEGET FARM_ Mount Olive township, Morris county.

Annual Report, 1880, p. 125.

S.'_ITIt'S ML'qE, Mount Olive township_ Morris county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 620-621.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 70.

LAWRENCE MINE, Mount Olive township, Morris county.
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_IOUNT OLIVE MINE, Mount Olive, Morris county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 601.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 59.

1879, pp. 70-71.
" 1880, p. 112.

DRAKE'S MI,_'g, Mount Olive, Morris county.

OSBOR_'S MINE, Mount Olive, Morris county.

HIL'I_S _IINE, Mount Olive, Morris county.

C_URCH MINE, Mount Olive, Morris county.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 599-60I.

.Annual Report. 1873, p. 59.

1879, p. 71.

The only one of the mines upon Mount Olive which has been

in operation during the year is the line of openings between Turkey
brook, at the southwest, and Mount Olive, at the northeast. The

:New Jersey Iron Mining Company owns the greater l)art of the line ;

the le_se is held by Messrs. Stickle, of Roekaway; Wm. E. George,

of Dover_ agent and mauager. There are two principal working
shafts about 100 yards apart i the deeper one going down 170 feet on

the foot wall, at an anglo of 45 ° toward the southeast. The working
length on the vein is about 300 feet. The walls roll, formiug shoots

of ore which pitch toward the northeast, and pinching the vein in
places, but nowhere cutting out entire}y. The ore has measured as

much as 27 feet in width, but does not average more than five or six

feet. One l)rincipal fault throws the vein into the hanging wall,
going northeast. The ore is rich, but coutains some sulphur. Several

thousands of tons of the ore are stocked at the mlne_ as demand has

been dull. Bartley, two _md a half miles southeast, is the nearest
railroad station.

KIlO MINE_ near Dmkevi]le, Morris county.

I_IGII LEDGE MINE, near Drakeville, Morris county.

These mines are on the ]__ing property, a half mile northwest of

Drakeville. Both of them are idle. The High Ledge mine is leased
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to Joseph Wharton, of Philadelphia. It was worked for a time last
spring. Tile King mine has been idle more than a year.

Annual Report, 1879,p. 71.
1880,pp. 124-125.

MAmOT'SMINE, near Shippenport, Morris county.

Gov- ..[LXE,near Drakeville, Morris cmmty.

.his mine has not been in operation during the year. It was last
*rked by F. lq. Gove, of Brooklyn. It was sold recently to close

.tigation. There are two shafts down about 400 feet. And there is
said to be a thickness of seven feet of ore on the foot-wall side. Tile

ore is very rich, but contains sulphur in scattering streaks of pyrite.

Annual Report, 1879.p. 71.
1880,p. 112.

BrRT MI_E, Drakeville, Morris county.

This locality was opened years ago by Win. S. DeCamp and others.
In the spring of 1882, it was re-opened by the Old lq'urnaco Mining
Company of New York, by whom it has been steadily worked since
that time. Within a distance of a quarter of a mile, there are seven
shafts on the vein, whose outcrop is on the steep hill side, about 70
t_.,etabove tile meadow. The deepest of them is down about 80 feet,
and is connected with shaft to northeast 100 feet away by under-
ground drifts. The ore breadth in tile shaft near the engine-house is
24 feet; but there are no proper walls. In the next shaft to north-
ca,t, it is 6 to 7 feet wide, at depth bf 50 feet. The dip in the nmiu
shaft appears to be steep to the west-northwest, but a roll in tile wall
may account for this direction, as in all the other shafts the usual
southeastern dip is observed. The ore is lean, and contains some
pyrite. At time of visit, about 400 tons of ore had been shipped,
and a nmch larger amount was at the mine. A road has been built
to the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western railroad track, a quarter
of a mile distant. The locality is convenient for shipment, and there
seems to be an abundance of ore. Its leanness may, however, offset

the advanta_s of convenience to railroad and size of vein.

SILVER SPRI.NG _[I_E, l_forris county.

A new locality, which was worked by Whitlock & Lewis, of Dover,
for a short time. The ore is sulphurous. A considerable amount was
mined, but not shipped.
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DAVENPORT MINE, near Berkshire valley, Morris county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 602.

LAKE VIEW MINE, Morris county.

This name is given to an old mine_ which was re-opened in the
autumn of 1882, by the present lessees, the Hopatcong Iron Com-

pany. The mine is about a quarter of a mile west-northwest of the
Lake View House, and 100 yards from the shore of the lake. There

are three shafts, which are 85, 84 and 60 feet deep, respectively. The

length of the ore opened, from northeast to southwest, is 150 feet, and

the three shafts are all connected by drifts. The dip is toward the
southeast, and average thickness is about six feet, varying, however,

somewhat, from point to point. The foot wall is clean, but on the

hanging-wall side the ore is mixed with rock. Most of the ore is rich

aml earrics little sulphur. Some, from near the hanging wall, contains
feldspar. An open pit, at north of engine house, is the site of an

older opening, made about twenty years ago. In it the strata stand

vertically. Another old shaft is a few rods southwest of the present
middle one. J.R. Rose_ of Stanhope, is superintendent for the com-

pany. The ore is carted to the Ogden Mine Railroad_ about one mile

distant to the east, and is sent to Perryville, Penn.

])]OLA/_D'SMINE, Lake Hopatcong, Morris county.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868. p. 603.

HURD MINE, Hurdtown, Morris county.

The Glcudon Iron Company continues to work this mine as vigor-

ously as ever, and the slope has reached a length of 2,100 feet,

following the shoot of ore down to the northeast. The pitch remains

about the same angle as in the upper part of the mine, and the walls

dip almost vertically to the southeast. The height, from bottom rock
to cap rock, measured vertically, is 65 to 70 feet; the breadth, from

wall to wall, 30 feet. The walls are firm and clean. The practice is i
to drift in the ore" horizontally until the cap is reached, then work I
down the stope to the bottom rock. /q'o ore is seen in the latter. As

i the cap has to be arched for security, there may be some ore left in it.
Thus far, however, there is no evidence of another and parallel shoot

above this one. There is some rock in the form of fiat horses, and

thin layers which rnn out into the shoot from the same, all of which
9

i __
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have to be removed in mining. The track is straight and is lald'

upon the bottom rock. As the walls are so firm, no timbering is
necessary, excepting what is used in the construction of the slope.
The amount of water to be pumped is not large, when the great

length is taken into account, and four hours' pumping raises the waicr

of 24 hours' gathering. The ore is hoisted in cars, which carry two
to two and a half tons at a time, and which are switched at the head

of the slope to the particular track where the ore is to be dumped.
The ore continues to have the same general appearance which

marked it years ago. Much of it is a rich, fine crystalline and shot-
like mass; some of it is coarse crystalline, but equally rich. Somc of

it is sold for fixing. When visited, the mine was producing 700 tons

weekly, and a large stock of ore was piled up about the mine month.
The side shoot, southeast of the old open cut, is not worked. It is

peculiar in form, as it is 20 feet wide and only four or five feet h_gh.
It has been mined to the depth of 100 feet. The upper part of this
mine and the southwest shoot, or, more properly, the displaced por-

tions of this shoot to the southwest, and the fault, arc exhibited in

longitudinal section, on page 67.
:It is noticeable here that in the ledges of gray gneiss on the hill,

east of the mine, the pitch corresponding to that of the shoot in the

mine, and the steep southeast dip, are plainly recognized.
The mine _s owned by the Hurd estate, and is worked under lease

from the heirs, by the Glendon Company. Nearly all of the ore is.

used at the company's furnaces, at Glendon, Pc.

Geology of I%w Jersey, 1868, pp. 606-610.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 65.

1879, p. 72.

LOWER W_:I,DON MI_E, Jefferson township, Morris count)'.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 65.
1879, p. 72.

WELDOS MI_'CE, Jefferson township, Morris county.

The last work here was dune by the Weldon Mining Company

several years ago. It has always been an interesting place,
because of the two shoots of ore which pitch to the northeast at an

average angle of 35 °. A longitudinal vertical section, on page 72, |
exhibits them in their correct proportions as worked out at the time Ithe mine survey was made. As followed below the depth thereon
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represented, the shoots pinched so small as no longer to be profitably
worked. They appeared to diverge slightly.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 610-612.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 65.

" 1879, p. 72.
1880, p. 112.

DODOE MI_E, Jefferson townsbip, Morris county.

The Weldon Mining Company operated here until 1881, since
which date no mining has been done. F.N. Gore, of Brooklyn, is

reported to bave fouml some rcomrkable magnetic attraction and to
have begun searches for additional shoots of ore.

Geology of New Jersey. 1863, pl 614.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 72.

1880, p. 112.

FORD _[INE_ Jefferson township, Morris county.

The Ford mine is worked by A. Pardee & Co. for the supply of

ore to the Musconetcong Iron Works. Botb the Glendon and the

Ford veins are being followed in tile mining, which has reached a

depth of 250 feet. The walls stand up almost vertical, dipping to
soutbeast. At the bottom, in the soutbwestero part of the mine, tile

ore is pinched up to a foot in width on the hanging-wall side of tile

vein. Tbere is no cap-rock. The veins are large and the horse of
rook between them is diminishing in size at the northeast. And it

may be discovered that they are parls of one larg.e shoot at a greater
depth.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 614-616.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 66.

1879, p. 72.
" 1880, p. 113.

SC_FIELD _[I_E_ Jeflhrson township, Morris county.

This mine continues to be worked by the Lehigh Crane Iron Com-
pany, David Jenkins, superintendent.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 615.
Annual Report, 1879, pp. 72-73.

1880, p. 113.

GOBLE _fINE,' Jefferson township, Morris county.

BOSS MINE, Jefferson township, Morris county.
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:FRASER _[INE, Jefferson township, Morris county.

_)UFFEE MINE, Jefferson township, Morris county.

SHO::Ou_I MINE, Jefferson township, Morris county.

No reports of the working of any of these places have been received,
aml, so far as knowu, they have been idle for years.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 61°,-614.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 62.

_[NE HEAR WOODPOR% Morris county.

This locality is at the side of the Sparta turnpike, about a half mile

ma.thwest of Woodport. The vein is reported as being five to six feet

wide, and the ore contains some su]phur. No work has been done in

two years.

CI.INE OPENINGS_ Pohateong mouutain, :Franklin township, Warren
county.

SMITH OPENINGS_ Pohatceng mountain, :Franklin township, Warren
conllty.

DEAN OPENINGS, Pohatcong mouutain_ :Franklin township, Warren
county.

Animal Report, 1879, p. 73.

CARTER MINE, near Stewartsville, Greenwich township, Warren
county. •

Annual Report, 1880, p. 125, (" Willever & Godfrey mine.")

CI_IAPIN AND LOMSIASSON TUNNEL_ near Oxford :Furnace, Warren
county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 60.

LANNINO M:INE_near Oxford :Furnace_ Warren county.

The openings on the S. Lanning place are southeast of the Car-
wheel and New mines of the Oxford Furnace property, and are near

the top of the ridge. The place was worked two years by the Oxford
Iron Coral)any _ and yielded about 12_000 tons of ore in that time.
It was abandoned last season; and it has been idle since that lease

expired. On the same property, but higher up on the hill, there is a
belt of attraction where trenching and shafting, in search of the ore,
have failed to find the bed or the cause of this magnetic disturbance.
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It is one of the localities where the surface indications have not proved

to be as good as they promised.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 60.

OXFORD FVR_ACE Mlz_'_, Oxford Furnaee, Warren cOUUfiy.

Of the several mines of the Oxford Iron Company, only the Car-

wheel and the Washington have been worked during the year. The
production is maintained at very nearly a steady rate year by year,
and the ore is all used at the furnaces of the company.

The Washington vein was surveyed by _Vm. H. Scranton, and a
map of the magnetic survey was printed in the Annual Report, for

1879, page 96. It is important to note that the opening on this very

regular line of attraction has discovered a very long and regular ore
bed. And the ore is found to be less sulphurous as the workings get

deeper. The average breadth of the ore is nine feet.
In structure the openings in the shoots of the Car Wheel and New

mines show a very remarkable fold or bend in the course of the ore
beds and the strike of the associated gneissic strata. The main shoots

of these mines are parallel and close to one another, so that their

workings are connected. Their course,.or strike, is from northwest
to southeast, but curving at each end so as to resume the normal
northeast and southwest directions. At the northwest the vein curves

around, amt is thence traced, by eontiuuous openings, into the Stale)"

mine or vein. The curve at the southeast end of the main openings is
also well defined, but it has not been traced as far in that direction.

The dip in the mines is to the northeast, which corresponds with the
southeast dip of the normal coarse at each extrenfity. Here there is

a good illustration of a lateral fold or contortion in the rocks and the
ore, produced, apparently, by a compressing force acting on a north-

east and southwest line, so as to shorten the beds, and, also, bunching
the ore in thick shoots where the folding occurred. The Lanning

mine is thought to be on the extension of the range to the southwest.

The other mines of this company, and on this tract, are also supposed

to form parts of other, exterior folds; but they need to be more care-
fully examined to determine this position. And the proofs of fold-

I

ing on a large scale must here be obtained from careful surveys. The
causes have been referred to on pages 72-75.

Geology of New .iersey, 1868, pp. 637-640.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 61.

" 1879, pp. 74, 96.
1880, p. 118.
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(_REAGER MINE_ near Port Murray, V_rarren county.

_[IIN2HELL _I-INE_ near Port Murray, "Warren county.

JOIINSON StiArrs, near Port 5furray, Warren county.

,qTEPHENSOX MINE, near Por_ Murray, _Varren county. •

Notes of Port Murray mines in

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 61-62.
" 1879, p. 75.
" 1880, p. 113.

:B.'tLD PATE _[INE, north of Port Murray, 5Iansfield township, War-

ten couDty.

SIIAFER, or WELCH PLACE_ north of Port Murray_ 5[ansfield town-

ship, Warren county.

E_;BE_T CHIYRCrt MI_'Ej north of Port 5[urmy, Mansfield township,

Warren count)'.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 624, (" Bald Pate mine.")
Annual Report, ]878, p. 62.

1879, pp 75-76.
" 1880, p. 113.

SEARLE 5[I1gE, Independence township, Warren county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1863, p. 6o._,

BARKER_ or BULOtN _{IXE, near _,rienna, Warren county.

BUCK'S _tILL OPE_N'ING$,near Haekettstownj Warren county.

][)AY ."*_INE_near Hackettstown, Warren county.

FaACE FARM, north of" I_aokettstown_ Warren county.

_'OUNfl FARM_ north of Hackettstown_ Warren county.

PYLE FAR_I_ north of Haekettstown, Warren county.

AXFORD FAI_, north of Hackettstown, Warren County.

:BRYANT _1_INE_near V/arrenville, Warren county.

E._:CELSrORMI_E, Allamuchy township, Warren county.
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EUnEKA bILgE, Allamuchy township, Warren county.

_NIso,_ PLACE, Allamuehy township, Warren county.

WINTErtMUTE :FAn_,_,Allamuchy township, Warren county.

HAOOETY'S ]_[INE, Allamuchy township, Warren county.

A long list of localities, scarcely any of which have been explored

and opened sufficiently to deserve the designation of mines; and, so

_ar as known, all of them are _dle at present. In a number of them

the ores are lean, properly magnetite in rock, both stratified and
massive; in some of them the veins are too narrow for profitable
working. ]:n the few out of the whole number which have produced

ore in quantity, the distance from transportation would make the ore

cost too much when the markets are so depressed as during the i)ast
year.

Annual Report, 1873,pp. 63-64.
1876. p. 52. (Haggerty's mine.)

" 1879, t). 76, (Haggerty's mine.)
" 1880, p. 127, (Wintermute's fitrm.)

.BROOKFIELDjor WATERLOO MINE, near Waterloo, in _,Varren county.

Geology of New Jersey. 1868, pp. 626-628.
Annual Report, 1873. pp. 64-65.

" 1879, p. 76.

_FRENCtI'S PLACE, Byram township, Sussex county.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 66-67.
1879, p. 77.

SMITH, or CASCADE MINE, Byrmn township, Sussex county.

A little work was done near the old shaft_ of this mine and west of

them, on the hill side. The dip of the outcropping strata and of the
ore beds is 35o-45 ° to the east. The strike in all this vicinity is to

the north, or a few degrees east of north. There is much dark colored,

hornblendic rock associated with the ore, both on this hill and in the

•old openings. For notes describing the mine, see

Annual Report,'1873, p. 66.
" 1879, p. 77.

ALLIS OPENINGS, Byram township, Sussex county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 66.
" 1879, p. 77.
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HUDE, or STANDOPE _I:INE, Stanhope, Sussex county.

The ttude mine has been temporarily closed. It was ]ast worked

by John M. D. Barnes, of Ironla, for A. Pardce & Co. No ore was

raised during the year.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 622_°.°_.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 67.

1879, pp. 77-78.
1880, p. 114.

WRIGHT, or BUDD _][INE, north of Stanhope, Sussex county.

Work was suspended here a year or more ago.

Annual Report, 1879, pp. 78-79.
1880, p. 114.

SILVER MINE, near Stanhope, Byram township, Sussex county.

HAGGERTY MINE, near Stanhope, Byram township, Sussex county.

LAWRENCE _-INE_ near Stanhop% Byram township, Sussex county.
:Notes of these mines in

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 621-622.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 67.

LAWSON OPENING_ near Byram cove, Bymm township, Sussex county.

Annual Report, 1880, p. 127, (Lawless.)

G._FF_,'EY MiNF, Byram township, Sussex county.

SICKLES _[[NE_ Byram township, Sussex county.

The northeast shah of Sickles mine was pumped out in the autumn

of 1882, and examined with a view to its being worked for the Sparta
Mining Company, but no ore was raised. The mine is reported to

have produc, ed 2,000 tons of rich ore, suitable for Bessemer, and the

vein is said to have an average breadth of tbur feet, between a good

hanging wall and an irregular foot wall.

Annual Report,, 1873, p. 67.
1879, p. 79.
1880, p. 115.

SHERMAN :FARM OPENINGS, east of Sparta, Sussex county.

BUNKER FARM OPE_IXGS, east of Sparta, Sussex county.

Annual Report, 1879, pp. 79-80, (Sherman and Bunker.)
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OODEN MIN_S, Sparta township, Sussex county.

The Ogden mines group includes the Davenport mine, at the south-

west, then the Roberts mine, the Pardee-Ogden, and the old Ogden, or
Lehigh mine. Only the Pardee-Ogden has been in operation durlng

the year. The present mining is on a large shoot of ore which pitches
to the northeast. The northeast end of the stoping is 300 feet beyond
the foot of the shaft. The walls are vertical. The bottom rock runs

nearly level, but descending slightly to the northeast. At the top the

ore pinches to size too small for removing the ore profitably, and the
roof is arched. The height of the shoot is 85 feet; its average

breadth, 14 to 15 feet. As the ore thins out in the roof, or cap rock,
the actual limit in that direction is unknown, but in the bottom the

ore is all removed, and there does not seem to be any more at greater
depth. In these respects this shoot is much like that of the Hurd

mine. It will be of interest to ascertain what the pinched vein in the

roof may lead to, and to prove the absence of any lower shoots
belonging to the same vein or ore bed.

At a distance of 100 feet from the northeast heading, the vein is

offsetted into the southeast or hanging-wall side (as go northeast).

The course of the fault is nearly at right angles to that of the vein,

and the plane of the same dips steeply south-southwest. The amount
of break is two feet more than the ore breadth, and a thin lesAer of

ore connects the two on the hanging-wall side.

The main hoisting shaft is now on the top of the hill, and beyond

it, to the northeast, is the pump shaft. One 14-inch plunger pump,
5½ feet stroke s working 6 to 7 revolutions per minute, raises the water.

As the walls stand up so nearly, vertical and are firm, no timbering of

any amount is needed to keep them up. The mine is worked by A.
Pardce & Company, and the ore is used at their furnaces at Stanhope.

This Ogden mines range has been traced southwest nearly two miles,

but the openings boyond the mines proper have shown the ore to be lean.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 631-632.
Annual Report. 1873, p. 68.

1879, p. 80.
" 1880, p. 115.

GREER :FARM OPENI_qGS, Hardyston township, Sussex county.

HOPEWELL FORGE TRACTj Hardyston township, Sussex county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 68, (Greer and Hopewell.)
" 1879, p. 80. " "
" 1881, p. 88. I._ _'

A
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CANISTEAR _¢_INE_ Vernon township, Sussex county.

TRACY AND (_R_NE :FARMS, Vernou township, Sussex county.

]_ENDERSON FARM, Vernon township, Sussex county.

For notes of these three localities, see

Annual Report, 1873, p. 70.
" 1879, p. 80.
" 1880, p. 115.

WILLIA*_S MINE, Willlamsville, Vernon townshil) , Sussex county.

The Williams mine is named from the Williams estate, on which

it is located. It has been worked at irregular 1}eriods during tile past
ten years. :For a time it was leased by :Fritz and Martin. Since that

lcase_ Joseph Wharton, of Philadelphia, has had it, and it was ill

operation for two years--up to April, 1883. According to the state-
ments of the owner the main shaft is 200 feet deep, and from.it the
ore has been followed 175 feet to tile southwest, and 100 feet to the

northeast, or a length of 275 feet in all. The bottom drift is 60 feet
long and the ore breadth 11 feet. Tile wails are clean and firm.

About 400 feet southwest of the main shaft there is a second opening
and a whim shaft 30 feat deep. The ore contains pyrite in crystalline

mDsses_scattered unevenly through it, and needs to be roasted. ]_[ost
of it was roasted in open kilns or heaps walled around with stone.

Some very rich coarse granular ore was seen at the mlne, which is said

to come from the bottom stopes. There was no sult}hur in these

specimens. As the mine is three miles from the nearest ralhvay sta-

tion, it has to be hauled by teams that dlstauce, but most of the way
to Vernon is down hill.* The ore mined by l_Ir. Wharton was used

in his furnace at Hackettstown. The buildings are of stone and very

substantial, and the mille machinery is all in place, so that work can
be resumed whenever it is desirable to re-open the mine.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 70.
1879. p. 80.

RUTHERFORD TRAt,"r OPENINGS_ Vernon township, Susscx county.

tIu.'cr TRACT OPE_'INGS, Vernon township, Sussex county.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 70-71, (Rutherford and tIunt.)
" 1879, p. 80, (Rntherford and Hunt.)

41
*Thesurfaceofthegroundatthemainshaftis1,370feetabovetheocean,the

mostelevatedironoremineintheState,and probablyinthisHighlandrangealso,

A
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WAWAYANDA MINE_ Vernon township, Sussex county.

GREEN MINE, Vernon township, Sussex county.

These mines of the Thomas Iron Company have been described in

Geology of I_ew Jersey. 1868, pp. 632-637.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 71.

1880, p. 115.

LAYTO_r MINE, near New Milford, in Vernon township, Sussex
county.

This mine has not been described in the Survey l_cports, as it was

not visited until in the spring of 1882. It consists of several shafts

and trial pits, on a length of 550 feet from northeast to southwest, on
lands of Jas. K. Layton, about half a mile east of :New Milford and

very near the :New York State lille. The place was first opened ill
1878. The mineral rights were afterwards purchased by S. D.

]3rown, of Paterson. It was re-opened in 1882, and worked until

May, 1883, by the Layton Iron Company. When visited, the shafts
and pits were only from 10 to 56 feet deep, and the ore thrown out

was generally lean, having rock mixed with the magnetite. The
attraction is nearly everywhere positive and _eady throughout tbe

belt in which the opeuings were located, promising well.for the extent
of the ore bed. So far as observed no pyrite or apatite were seen in

the ore, and its quality appeared to be such as would make it do for
Bessemer.

Since the visit to the mine, it is reported that the depth of the main
shaft is 128 feet, and 75 feet of drifts cut from it show an average
thickness of 6 feet of ore. The southwest shaft; is 45 feet deep, and

in ore bed 5 feet across. According to a reported analysis, the ore

runs 55 per cent. in iron, with traces of sulphur.. It is low in phos-

phorus.

KIMBLE FAR_I SHAI_'I'S, near Stockholm, West Milford township,

Passaic county.

BLIDD (_ HUNT TRACT OPEI_INGS, West Milford township, Passaic
county,

RUTIIERFORD TRACT OPENINGS, _Vest Milford township, Passaic

county.

CLINTO_ TRXCT MI_E, near Clintonj West Milford township, :Pas-
saic county.

f
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WALLACE ML'_E, nortb of Clinton, West Milford township, Passaic
county.

U_rER MIXE, Uttertown, West Mi]ford township, Passaic County.

No reports of the working of any of these localities during the year

have been received. They are in .the nature of explorations rather

than productive mines. For notices in previous annual reports, see

following :

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 68-69.
" 1879, pp. 81-82.

WELLING MI_E, near Greenwood, West Milford township, Passaic
county,

Annual Report, 1876, pp. 52-53.
" 1879, p. 81.
" 1880, p. 116.

CENTE_T1,NIAL, or SQm_R'S MI_E, near State line, "West Milford

township, Passaic count)'.

Annual Report, 1876, pp. 53-54.
" 1879, p. 82.

_1880, p. 116.

PEQUEST BELT.

SCHULER MncE, Oxford township, Warren county.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 72-78.
1879, p. 82.
1880, p. 116.

R0SEBSRRY MI_E, Oxford township, Warren county.

A1mnal Report, 1873, p. 73.
1879, p. 82.
1880, p. 116.

BARTO)Z _II_E, Oxford township, Warren county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 73.
1879, pp. 82-83.

SHOEMAKER FARM_ Oxford township, Warren county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 74.
1879, p. 83.
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REDELL MINE, Oxford township, Warren county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 74.
1879, p. 83.
1880, p. 116.

LITTLE MINE, Oxford township, Warren county.
Annual Report, 1873. pp. 74-75.

1879, p. 83.

QUEEN MINE, Oxford township, Warren county.

The Belvldere Iron Company works this mine on a lease from the

owner, him. Queen. And it is sometimes known as the Belvidere

miue. The exact shape of the ore body is yet undetermined, as no
regular walls of rock have been reached, and the greater part of the

drifting in the ore has been within 60 feel of the surface. The

deepest sbaff is reported as less than 100 feet. In consequence of the

earthy nature of the strata associated with the ore, and the great size of

the deposit, it is thought tbat tbe place will have to be stripped and
worked as a great open cut, or else underground by a much deeper

system of mining. The ore is low ill phosphorus, and is used for
Bessemer. Muob of it goes to Scranton, Pa. A branch railroad

counects tbe mine with the Lehigh and Hudson railroad, near Buttz-

ville. The mine was actively worked all the year, and the production

was at the rate of 1,000 to 1,600 tons a month. As one of the most

recently opened mines of the State, and in this Pequest belt, it is of
especial interest, aud' its development is looked forward to with
interest.

Annual ReporL, 1882, (Queen Mine.) o

OSMUN PLACE, Oxford township, Warren county.

Annual Report, 1882, p. 73.

RAU_ ]?Ar¢:_, Oxford township, Warren county.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 75-76.
" 1879, p. 83.

1)EQUESTMINE, Oxford township, Warren county.
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 76-78.

" 1879, p. 83.
" 1880, p. 116.
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HOIT FARM, Oxford township, Warren county.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 79-81.
1879. p. 83.

SMITH FARM, Hope township, Warren county.

Annual Report. 1873, p. 81.
1882, p. 78.

DEAWS PLACE, Hope township, Warren county.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 81-82.
1882, p. 73.

]_tENDERSHOTj or HOAGLAND PLACE, Hope township, Warrc_*
county.

Annual Report, 1879, p. 83.
" 1880, p. 1-°7.

Coot: ]_'AR.% Hope township, Warren county.

Annual Report, 188l, p. 37.
1882, pp. 73-74.

](ISI_IPAUGH _]INE_ west of Danville, Warren county.

At present, one slope only of this nfine is in use--No. 3--which
runs down on the foot wall obliquely 350 feet. The workings to the

northeast, in slopes Nas. I and 2, have all fallen in, as the ore has been

removed from that part of the mine. On account of the great size of
the shoots to the eastward, the pillar and long wall system of mining

were employed instead of stoping, as ordinarily practiced in our iron

ore mines. The pillars were subsequently removed and the mine

allowed to fall in, as has occurred. The average dip of the foot wall
is 28 ° to the southea_; the pitch does not exceed 15 ° toward the
southwest. So far no offsets have been met. The shoot, which is now

worked, is 90 feet high and 18 feet wide, with n layer, one foot thick

on the foot wall, of rich, hard, black ore, and generally se mrate from
the main maSS of the shoot. In the cap rook, over tbis shoot, a thin

• string of ore is left as being too small for profitable mining. The
searches for other shoots to the northeast of slope No. 1 have failed to

discover any ore there. And from the pitch to the southwest it is

evident that the Kishpaugh vciTrwill be found in that direction. The
discoveries on the Cook thrm show its extension in that direction.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 82-84.
1879, pp. 83-84.

" 1880, p. 117.
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CORHSS FAR_, Hope township, Warren county.
Annual Report, 1882, p. 74.

ISSCHOW LOT, Hope township, Warren count)-.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 84.
1879. p. 84.

STIVF FARM, Hope township, Warren county.

Annuul Report, 1873, pp. 84-85.

POTTER FARM, Independence township, Warren county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 85,
1879, p. 84.

STI2;SO,n FARM, Independence township, Warren county.
Annual Report, 1879, pp. 84-85.

1881, p. 37.
1882, p. 74.

GARRmO_ :FARM, Independence township, Warren county.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 85.

1881, pp. 37-38.

DAvis MINE, Independence township, Warren county.

Work on the place of Azarlah Davis, near the north end of Jenny

Jump mountain, was resumed last April by A. Pardce & Co., under
the direction of Mr. Tretheway, of Hackettstown. The older open-

ings are on the top of the ridge. The later work of exploring was
on the slope west of Davis' house. The ore was discovered 7 feet

wide, and bounded by good walls, which dip toward the southeast.

It is lean, containing some calcite and other foreign constituents.

After working six months in opening the place it was abandoned for-

the present.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 85.
1881, p. 31.

ALBERTSON PLACE_ Independence township, Warren county.

Ammal Report, 1373, p. 85.

SIIAw's MINE, Independence township_ Warren county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 659-660.
Annual Report, 187'2,p. 18.
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HOWELL FARM, Independence township_ Warren county.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 85-87.
" 1878, p. l_l.

CARB.OLL PLACE, Independence township_ Warren county..

Annual Repbrt, 1873, p. 87.

GREEN PLACE, Independence township, Warren county.

Annual Report, 1882, p. 74.

CUI_L_I]NSMINE, Indcpendeuce township, Warren county'.

Work at this place was suspended November, 1882. The shaf_

had been sutlk to a depth of 80 feet, and 3,000 tons of ore had been
raised from the mine, most of it used at Seeaucus. The ore carries

some garnet, pyrite and other foreign constituents. No regular
walls had been reached. The mine has beeu worked under the

superintendence of l_[r. Tretheway, for A. Pardce & Co.

Annum Report, 1881. p. 38.

AYRF_ I_LACE_ Independence township, V,rarren county.
Annual Report, 1881, p. 38.

SCHAEFFER _ARM, Independence township, Warren count_.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 87.

1880, p. 127.

M_m._o PLACE, Allamuchy township, Warren county.

I:hnLER, or LIVESEY'S SHAr'r_ Allamuchy township, Warren county..
Annual Report, 1873, p. 87.

1879, pp. 85-86.
1880, p. 117.

W1NTERMUTE'S OPENING, Allamuchy township, Warren county..

Annual Report, 1880, p. 127.

HAGGERTY_S DIGGINGS: Allamuchy township, Warren county.

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 87-88.
1876, p. 52.

" 1879, p. 86.

GLF_DO.W MX_E, Green township, Sussex county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 88.
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_IcKEAN, or BIRD MI_E, Byram township, Sussex county.

This mine is now idle. When it stopped, the greatest depth reached

was about 90 feet. There are two main shafts, 100 feet apart. The
dip of the ore bed is toward the southeast at a steep angle. The foot

wall consists of rock and ore mixed ; tile hanging wall is clean. The

ore is sulphurous, but is low in phosphorus. The present workings
are about 200 feet north of the old mine ho]es. Mr. Martin, of

:Newton, the present owner, says that the t6tal product has amounted
I to 4,000 tons. The mine is one mile from the Sussex ttailroad.

Annual Report, 1874, pp. 28-_9.
1879, p. 76.
1880, p. 118.

BYERLY OPENINGS_ Byram township, Sussex county.

Annual Report, 1879, p. 86.

l_)SEVILLE _INE, Byram township, Sussex county.

The Andover Iron Company re-opened this old mine in 1880 and

raised about 1,200 tons of ore. The demand for ores falling off, work
was suspended in June of that year, since which date all has been idle.

Geology of New Jersey. 1868, pp. 62_631.
Annual ReporL, 1873, p. 88.

1880, p. 118.

_kNDOVER MINE, Andover, Sussex county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 640-657.
Annual ReporL, 1873, p. 88.

SULPHUR HILL hIINE, Andover, Sussex county.

:No work has been done in this mine during the year_ and the former
lessees, W. J. Taylor & Co., have abandoned it.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 88.
1879. pp. 86-87. •
1880, p. 118.

TAR HILL MINE, Andovcr township, Sussex county.

Tim Lehigh Crane Iron Company stopped its work here about a

year ago. Tbe tunnel which was driven into the side hill with the

design of cutting the vein at a lower level, discovered ore, in quan-
tity, and hounded by regular walls, but too lean to be worked profit-

ably. This garnetiferoas ore appears to replace the richer ore which
10
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was opened on the surface to the northwest. The work of exploration,

while practically a failure so far as the development of additional

mining ground was concerned, has given us a striking example of the

replacement of magnetite in part by garnet.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 657.
Animal Report,.1880, p. 118.

LONGCORE'SMINE, Andover township, Sussex county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 657-658.

STLRLYb!GHILL MINE, Sparta township, Sussex county.

This mine was abandoned by the Franklinite Iron Company more

than a year ago, since which date it has been idle.

Annual Report, 1877, p. 52.
" 1879, p. 87-88.
" 1880, p. 118.

HILL MINE, Franklin Furnace, Sussex county.

FtrENACE VEnV I_[IXE, Franklin Furnace, Sussex county.

The Hill mine was abandoned in February, 1882, and the Furnace

mine in November, 1881. There was so much rock in the vdus that

it did not pay to work them. Much dead work in drifting and bor-

ing with the diamond drill failed to discover other shoots. The series

of shoots opened in the Furnace mine was so well marked above

that a greater regularity was to be expected below than the searcbe_
indicated.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 658-659.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 88.

" 1879, pp. 88-89.
" 1880, p. 118.

GREF,._r'SMINE, "Vernon township, Sussex county.
tb

BIRD MINE, "Vernon township, Sussex county.

1Notes of these two mines in

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 660.
Annual Report_ 1879, p. 89.
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VII.

EXPLORINGFOR MAGNETICIRONORE,AND
LOCATINGMINES.

The practical miner, in his work of exploring and of mining iron

ores in the ttighlands 5f New Jersey, has to face the difficulties which
arise frmn the more or less complicated structure of this district.

]Prom the start he must be prepared to find pinches, faults or offsets,

which may cut the ore bed at any angle and throw the ore away to

right or left, up or down, reversed dips, reversed pitch, aml often a

combination of these disturbances or irregularities in structure,
making the problem still more intricate. Hence, the necessity of a

peactlcal acquaintance with the mode of occurrence and the peculiar

features which are less commonly observed. Tile knowledge of these

elements may be acquired through personal observation of many

localities. The study of reports, of mille surveys and maps and of
geological structure may serve in place of the more expensive method

of personal inspection. In any case, these descriptions by others are

valuable helps, which should be used by every practical man wishing
to become thoroughly informed upon this subject. Many of the fail-

ures in mining enterprises and in mine management in the State are

owing to a lack of this acquaintancc with the modes of occurrence of

the magnetic iron or_, or a disregard and consequent want of caution

respecting them. The. methods of opening and of working are not
suited to the place. " Often the manner of exploring is not adapted to

make a thorough search. The abandonment of a locality by one

explorer and the success of another doming afterwards, in so many

localities, is explained by the more careful observations and more cau-

tiously conducted method of searching by the second party. Many of

the so-called mines and openings in the preceding list are examples of
this kind.' But the most experienced and best informed mine super-

o
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intendents find their way continually beset with difficulties and per-

plexing problems. Questions about the best and most systematic

plans of working a well-<lcfined vein or ore bed, arise from time to
time. Then, the proper management of a mine is always looking for

its reserves in cases of emergency. Hence, the need of exp]oratiou

going forward wlth the extraction of the ore in sight. A wise plan

includes provision for more than immediate wants. And here also
comes in the choice of that direction which the work should take to

make the most of all the varied resources of a good mine. In many

of our iron mines little work is done ia opening more length _han the
existing force can occupy to good advantage. Many of them are

driven nearly to their capacity so filr as the develolnuent of the ore

beds indicates. In some of the larger mines the exploring and open-

leg of new shoots and increesed lengths of wo/'klng stoles is kept well
ahead of immediate needs.

Some of these problems which perplex the miner and intcrast the

student of geological structure may be here indicated briefly. At
Mouut Hope, for example, the northward extension of the Taylor or

Jugular vein in Hickory hill remains to be discovered. To the south-

west, in Tcabo hilt, exploratlons are uow in progress for this same
vein. From the existence of the Tcabo vein in this hill, as opened iu

the Teabo mine, it is reasonable to expect to find its companion to the

west of it. Going south, at the Allen mine, there are very serious

qnestions, and upon their solution may tlepeud the future working or
abandonment of the place. Expeuslve tunneling and boriug with the

diamond drill, in search fur the so-called Powell vein (of the Richard

mine), have thus proved unsuccessful. And yet it cannot be said that
these searches were not well directed and necessary. The question is
still unsettled whether the vein of the Allen miue is identical with

that at the southeast, in the Richard mine. As referred to elsewhere,

the explorations are incomplete, and there remglns to follow the large

Richard shoot down, on its northeast pitch, passing the ofl_et_ to the
Allen line, and beyond on the latter property. 'The Richard mine is

now working on a great length of ore, and is not troubled with piaches

or serious faulta. But how soon these untoward conditions may come!

A few months might make a very ditlhrent showing. Adjoining it,
at the southwest, is the abandoned Baker mine, whose broad and regu-

lar vein was selected as typical of regularity, and surveyed and nmpped

to show this feature. The ore pinched out in the bottom and three

bore-holes by the diamond drill failed to f_ld any workable thickness
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at greater depth. The question is asked by practical men acquainted
with the mine, Where has that large and regular shoot of ore gone?
The northcast extension of it is on the Richard property. But arc
there not other and equally large shoots below ? On the long Mount
Plcasant mine property there arc numerous finlts, and the displace-
merits they produce require much care and skill in again finding tile
ore. And that the vein deeper will be found offsetted is probable.
These offsets and cross-slides, as here met with, bring an element of
uncertainty as to the probable extent of the ore to be obtained here,
although so far the mining management has succeeded in getting
through them. Southwest of Port Oram, in the Irondale mines, two
very large offsets arc recognized in all the mining directions. But
beyond the Stifling, to the southwest, there is a gap or break of 700
feet in tile llne, where no ore bed has been Found. From the form of
the shoots bottoming out at the southwest in the Stirling, it seems as
if there must be a long pinch here, combined, perhaps, with faults, as
the courses of the Corwin and of the Stirling outcrops indicate; and
tile existence of a workable shoot at a considerable depth from the
surface is not altogether improbable. At the celebrated Dickerson
mine the shoots are so irregular in shape that their size at any great
distance beyond the working section is almost speculative. Rolls in
tile walls, retreating eap-rock and other irregular features may appear
at any time to alter the dimensions of the shoot. What may be
termed the usual and continued irregularity here is, however, to some
extent, a warrant for the persistence of these shoots to great depths.
Tile relation of the three shoots to one another is still a problem.
Some of tile ditticulties which are most prominent in that nearly
unbroken r_nge of ore, from Monnt Hope to the Dickerson mine,
have been stated. They arc typical of what are to be found in all the
large mines elsewhere in this iron-ore district. In fact the problems
outside of this range arc in general more serious and troublesome,
affecting in many cases the existence of mines. To mention all would
be to go over the list in detail. In many cases it would be invidious
to publish them. And there is scare,ely an iron mine in the State
where there arc not some questions of this kind which cause some

anxiety to both owners and superintendents.
These general statements, with a few notable examples, have been

given to impress upon mine owners and superintendents the import-
ance of more attention to the study of how these iron ores occur, and
especially how the ore beds may be disturbed by faults, pinches, &c. ;
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and a more careful preservation of records giving facts about such
disturbances. Hence, also, the great need of frequent mine surveys.

Many of our companies keep them close after the work. Other large

mines have not been surveyed at all. Neglect has been, in several

cases, the cause of expensive litigation; in others_ of badly located

plant, and the loss of valuable data for future reference. The work

of the Geological Survey cannot take in all this detail. Its province
is to map the surface, and locate the mines and ore beds ; and gather

all the available data, and so arrange them as to throw the most light

upon the dark and difllcult points, and thus make plain the structure
of the whole district. Tim surveys of the surface are nearly com-

pleted. Maps of certain areas, or ranges of ore, on a larger scale,

may still be essential. But, better than these representations of the

surfac% would be a map of tim whole underground work. And this
most-to-be-deslred end can be secured only tbreugh the co-operatlon

of all the mine owners. A map of this kind, showing the exact rela-

tion of mine to mine, would give us at a glance the whole series of

shoots, pinches, faults, cross slides and other features, and would,

without doubt, suggest the lines and points for fnrther explorations.
Until this aim is reached, an important part of onr work is the dis-
semination of such informatiml as will stimulate scarelles in the proper

location, and prevent others which are altogether hopeless. The

explorer is not only to be gnided, but also to be cautioned against a
waste of capital and energy.

Directions or rules for the guidance of those searching for new beds
of iron ore have been given in previous reports of the Survey. They

do not altogether cover the cases, such as have been referred to above.
And recourse must be had to some economical and qurck mode of

cutting through the strata. For this purpese the diamond drill is

used advantageously. Its employment in New Jersey has been con-
fined to a few localities. In the West, particularly in the Marquette

and Menominee iron ore regions of Michigan and Wisconsin, it has

become indispensable and the success attending it has been very great.
At Port Henry, New York, and at other points in the Adirondack

region, this drill is used to ascertain the size and shape of the ore
bodies. Two localities where the diamond drill has been used to

advantage, may be here referred to as illustrations of good work.
The first is at Irondale, Morris county, where three holes were put

down at the east of the Stifling mine outcrop. The accompanying

page map of the vein shows the position of the bore holes.
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[n bore hole No. 1_ the depth reached was 338 feet. The ore was
4 feet 7 inches thick. In No. 2, the ore was 15 feet and 6 inches

thick, and the depth 365 feet. These are vertical measurements.

Hole No. 3 is 501 feet deep, but no ore was struck. The failure of

No. 3 to strike the ore is explained by the descent of the shoot of the

Stirling to the nortbeast_ beyond No. 3. It ought, however, to have

struck any shoot coming from the southwest, unless there is a broad

pinch here, in which case a much greater depth would be necessary to
strike any shoot below it. The discoveries in boles Nos. 1 and 2,

prove the continuation of the large Stifling, or No. 13 shoot, beyond
the pre_nt workings. Additianal bore boles are desirable to test the

gap, or break, between the Corwin and the StlrIing mines.

The explorations by :Sfr. Evans, in the Cooper mine at Chester,

have been referred to on page 93. A vertical section at right
angles to tbe ore beds is inserted on the opposite page to show the
results of this work.*

The ore having been cut out by tim bottom rock coming in its place r

the slope was continued on the dip of the foot wall to a depth of 150
feet ; and, as no ore was found, borings were then made as follows :

No. 1, at an angle o_ 60°; No. 2,50°_and No. 3_45 °. In. No. lr

the ore was found 14 feet thick at a depth of 103 feet. In No. 2_ it
was met with at a depth of 82 feet, and it was there 5 feet 7 inches

fllick. No. 3 was stopped at about 40 feet down, as the work was tben

suspended. These discoveries by the drill are interesting, as they
indicate other shoots of ore below that worked at the surface.

The success which has attended the use of the diamand drill at

these points is suggestive and instructive. One disadvantage is tbat
the dip of the strata is not easily made out from the cores, and a bor-
ing )night traverse a bed in the plane of its bedding, or at so small an

angle with the dip as to indicate a great thickness of the same bed,

and, if it were ore, give a false impression "as to its thickness. But
where tbe dip is so generally uniform_ as it is over wide areas of the

iron ore region, there is little error to anticipate from this source.

And, in piercing stratified rocks, the lamination or parallel arrange-
ment of the minerals should be seen in circles around the cores if the

boring is at right angles to tbe bedding, as it should be, in order

to expose the most beds. As the dip is generally at angles of 45 ° to

*Thedat_forthissectionwerekindlyfurnishcdbyMr.JohnD.Evans,superin-
tendentofthemine.
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60 ° to the southeast, to do this the boring must be directed to the
northwest at angles of 30 ° to 45 ° from the horizon. The use of the

diamond drill is preferably recommended in searches for the con-

tinuation of shoots or ore beds already known and partly opened.
And hence its employment in or about mines in searches tbr

additional ore, either in the line of the vein or to test the ground on
the sides of the ore.

The cost of boring is so much affected by varying circumstances, as

the variety of rock, tile angle of the hole, tile supply of water for

steam, as well as the skill of workmen, that no figures can be given.
The range may be stated as from 83.00 to $6.00 per lineal foot. In

exploring for new beds of ore, the drill is not to be recommended, at
least not until searches have been made by means of treuches and test
pits or shafts.

EXPLORATIONS FOR IRON ORE BY THE MAON_IC NEEDLE,

The magnetic properties of the ore are very marked and are well

known. Speclnmns taken from near the surf_ee, are in many c_ases
good and permanent magnets. And in some places the whole mass

of ore is so highly magnetic as to cause the steel tools used in working
it to become permanent magnets and eapable of attracting other l)ieees
of iron or steel.

The principal portion of the ore, after it is mined, is not perma-
nently magnetic itself, but it is always capable of being attracted by
the magnet, and hence its name of Magnetite. Its properties in this

respect are like those of good, soft wrought iron.

As the ore lies in the earth in great sheets or flattened masses, it is
influenced by the earth's magnetism just as a mass of iron is when it
is placed in the same direction and with the same inclinatlou. ]_[ost

of the beds of magnetite in New Jersey stand on their edges and
inclined downwards at various angles of dlp, and the general direc-

tion of the upper edges is northeast and sonthwest. They are in

most cases covered by a few feet of earth, or sometimes of rock, and
when a miner's or a surveyor's compass is carried over it the needle

is drawn out of its proper direction ; in most places over a bed of ore
the north end is drawn downwards, but in some places on the bed of

ore the south end is attracted. The attraction of ore for the compass-
lleedle is well known. The explanation and significance of the differ-
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ent attractions need attention and, study, and to further this end, as

well as to induce a larger number of persons to engage in investi-

gating this subject and giving it practical application, the following

particulars are given, though most of them have been in former
reports :

I. The instrnment used in investigating this subject and in apply-

ing it to the scarch for iron ores, is the magnetic needle. This needle
is fitted for use in two different ways : ilrst, as in the surveyor's com-

pass and the mariner's compass, where the needle, which may be from

,one to six inches ill length, is carefully balanced on a vertical center-
pin and has a motion from side to side around this pin ; second, as in

the dlpplng-needle and the miner's compass, in which the needle is
mounted on a horizontal axis so as only to have an up-and-down

motion about its axis. When the magnetic needle is free to move, it

arranges itself so as to stand in a northerly and southerly line, ill most

places not exactly north and south, but in l_ew Jersey, at this time, it
points abont N. 6° _,r. and S. 6 ° ]_., which is commonly called the
variation of the needle. And the needle, which i,s balanced so as to

stand level before charging with magnetism, will, after it is charged,
if properly placed, stand with its north end inclined downwards at

an angle in this latitude of about 60 ° . This is called the dip of the
needle.

The two ends of the needle are called its "poles." The one point-

Jag towards the north is the north pole, and the other the south pole.
If either pole is brought near iron filings, or small pieces of iron, or

magnetic iron ore, it attracts them, but if brought near the poles of

another magnet_ there is an attraction between the poles of different
kinds and a repulsion between poles of the same kind; that is, a

north pole attracts a south pole and repels another north pole, and

a south pole attracts a north and repels a sonth pole.
II. When a bar or rod of soft iron lles horizontal with its two ends

pointing east and west, it is attracted by either pole of tile magnet,
and has itself no magnetic properties. But if the same rod is stood

up on end, and then tested as to magnetism, it will be found to be

magnetic, and its upper end will attract the north pole of the magnetie
needle, and its lower end the south pole. In other words, it is a

magnet, having its upper end a south pole and its lower end a north

pole. It is, however, only a magnet in consequence of its position,
and will lose all its magnetism the instant it is laid down in an east
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and west direction ; and if it is again stood up, but upon tile opposite

end from that in the first trial, and then tested by the magnetic needle,
the upper end will attract the north pole of the needle and the lower
the south pole.

The magnetic polarity in the iron rod is due to the influence of the

earth's magnetism, and it is most powerfully developed when the rod

is in the position naturally taken by tile dipping-needle ; that is, when

the rod stands with its upper end inclined towards tile south, at an

angle of 60 ° from tile horizon. If the rod is not exactly in this posi-

tion, its magnetism is developed in the same way: but ]tot so strongly,

and it is less and less as it approaches the east and west position,
though not all lost until very near that.

The earth's magnetism produces the same effect on the beds of
magnetic iron ore that it does on the iron rod. The beds of iron ore

which stand in great sheets between the beds of rock, and incline so
that their edges come to the surface, are made magnets. 5lost of the

beds have their outcropping edges extending along ill a northeast and
southwest direction, but pitching underneath the sur£aec towards the

northeast. In all these, when the compass is passed over thcm_ the

north pole of the needle is dra(vn towards file ore, just as it was

towards the upper end of the iron rod. Ill passing along over the
bed of ore towards the northeast, the attraction may grow less and

less as the ore descends farther beneath tile surfac% until it is too far
down to affect the needle; or else, if the ore comes to an end or an

offset, a north pole is developed in it, and then it attracts the south
pole of the compass, just as the lower end of the iron rod did. This

is'called negative atlraetiml. In the thicker beds, which crop out in a
northeast and southwest direction, and which have a southeasterly dlp_

while there is positive attraction over the great mass of the ore, there

is negative attraction developed along all its northwestern margin.

The attraction is strongest in those beds which have the steepest
dip, and which have their strike nearest to a north and south direc-

tion; and in those beds which are nearest to an east and west direction

the attraction is the lightest. Tile attraction also varies in strength
with the distance from the compass to the surface oi" the ore, there

being in almost all cases a covering of earth over the ore of from one

to one hundred or more feet, which, of course, lifts the compass to

that extent farther from the ore, and lessens its action ill a proportion
much greater than that of these simple numbers.
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To make such examinations accurately, the best and most delicate

compasses should be used, and the whole ground be carefillly exam-

tried by both horizontal and dipping needles, before concluding upon
locations for exploring or opening mines, or sinking shafts, or begin-
niug expensive works of any kind. With experience in the use of

the magnetic needle, and a judicious study of its indications, locations
can be made with a good degree of certainty, but in the hands of

unskilled men its indications may be interpreted so as to produce
much disappointment and pecuniary loss.

After the ground to be tested has been carefully surveyed by ushlg

a dip compass, or still better, after a magnetic survey with the dial or

horizontal compass has been made, the quickest and simplest mode of
exploring is by trenching to the rock or strata. The trenches should

run across the belt of attraction, and at right angles to the strike or

course of the rocks and the supposed ore bed. They can be located

at distances of 50 to 200 feet apart_ according to circumstances.

]_rom the results or discoveries made by thus uncovering the strata in
sections across their strike, the location of the working shafts nmy be

determined. In the iron ore region of :New Jersey trial shafts arc
generally sunk first_ and are located on the center line of the belt of

attraction. Trenching is not common. Those who are familiar with

the working of the miner's compass by long experience can locate

trial shafts with some degrec of certainty of striking the ore. But

they are often in error, though it be only a few feet, and yet enough
to barely miss the ore bed. In the history of our mines t_ailures like

this are not uncommon. South of the glacial drift or terminal mo-
raine, in the southwestern and southern parts of Morris count', in
ttunterdon, and in Warren count), south of Hackettstown and Oxford

Furnaee, this method of opening the surface is generally practicable.
But north of the moraine lin% in the northern parts of Morris and

Warren eounties_ and in Sussex_ Passaic and Bergen counties, the

glacial drift is in places too thick to allow of this mode of explora-

tion. Where the covering of the rocks isof more recent age, as in
the alluvial deposits of some of the valleys and smaller depressions,

the distance to the rocky substratum may be too great to be reached

in this way.

In any case the outcropping ledges arc to be examined and the

course of the bedding to be ascertained, and also the dip, if possible.

The magnetic iron ore is found in beds conformable to the rock strata,
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unless it occurs in a dike or vein which is of irregular shape, and cut_
across the more common gneissie strata. This latter mode of occur-

ren(_, is more rare, and generally of no economic importance. It may

be recognized by the absence of ally signs of bedding and without

division into layers. The beds of ore come to the surface or crop out

under the overlying earth gel_erally, and hence the searches should be

directed to finding these outcrops. Where the shoots are covered by

cap-rocks, the outcropping end of the shoot (or, as it is sometimes
termed_ the tail of the shoot,) is not so easily discovered, and a trench

or trial shaft might pierce the cap-rock, yet fail to reach tile ore. B_lt

the attraction must guide to this point, and trial shafts should not be
driven into the solid rock unless there is positive proof of ore under-

neath it. As a rule, shafting in rock is the most expensive and the

least successful mode of exploring. Failures without number result

from a neglect of this caution. The small capital of the prospector

is soon wasted. Whether at the surface or in the mine, a good rule

is m_t to get far away from the ore, hut follow it.

NOTE.--The dip compass made by W. & L. E. Gurley, of Troyr
N. Y., was first made by them specially for our work, and is a good

instrument. Small compasses, with horizontal needles, of many

different patterns, are in use; but that with a suu-dial upon it is

fitted for doing the best work, as with the sun shining, and a good
time-piece, the north and south line can he found, however much the

needle may be disturbed by local attraction.
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VIII.

DRAINAGE.

The drainage of the Great Meadows, on the Pequest, hi Warren

county, continues to show its efficiency. The deepened channel carries

off all the waters of ordinary rains within its banks, and the slight

overflows which have been noticed, after one or two extraordinary
rains, have quickly subsided without injury. The owners of this

1briner swamp land are gradually bringing it under cultivation, and

wherever it is cropped, it shows a decided superiority to any of the

surrounding high grounds. The salubrity of the whole country in
and around the meadows is unquestioned; and the autumnal and

miasntat_c diseases, formerly so much dreaded, have disappeared.

The plans for the drainage of the drowned lands on the Wallkill,

and the flowed lands on the Passaic, which were prepared and pub-

lished in the annual reports of the State Geologist for the years 1869,

1870 and 1871, have not yet been put in course of execution.* The

drainage of the lands is of great public importance, both for increasing
their value and productiveness, and ibr the sanitary benefits it would

bring to the near inhabitants and to the State. It is hoped that

means will soon be found for improving them by drainage, as well as
to abate the public nuisance which they are in their present condition.

* The drowned lands are all represented on sheet No. 4 of the new topographical

maps of the Geological Survey. This sheet covers the whole tract to the outlet

canal. The courzeof the Wallkil], the surroundinghillsand mountains,and the

elevationsabove ocean level,are shown by it. In thatpartof the tractwhich isin

New Jersey,the upland islands,thewooded portions,the grassylands,and thewet
meadows, are indicated.
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IX.

WATER-SUPPLY.

There is no other subject connected with our natural resources and

products upon which the Geological Survey is so often consulted as

upon that of the supply of pure and wholesome water. The fear of

injury to health from the use of well-water_ which may he con-
taminated by undergound drainage from sinks, cesspools and surface

filth, is very general s and most persons are helpless to counteract or

even to detect the pollution. The requirements of modern life, too,
call for a more abundant and convenient supply of water than is

usually to be obtained from shallow wells, or at moderate cost of

labor or money from cisterns.
To the numerous letters received, we have returned answers which

we judged applicable to the cases; and we have made some examina-
tlons of water from wells. The suggestions in last year's report, in

regard to getting a supply of pure water for oar seaside resorts from
artesian wells, has been successfully followed out, and flowing wells

are now in action at Ocean Grove and Asbury rark,'and many more

arc projected. There is good reason to think that these wells will

supply an abundance of water good for all household nse, and
ab._olutely free from any suspicion of surface coutamination. The

particulars of the wells bored have been given in the earlier part of

this report, pp. 15-21.
The demaud for a supply of better water for the larger cities and

towns in our State led the legislature to authorize the appointment of

a commission to examine and report upon the soources from which such

supplies can be collected and drawn. The commission was appointed,

and has done a great deal of work in collectiug and preparing material
for the purpose of supplying the needed information in definite and

practical form. A report from them is to be expected this winter,

and it is to he hoped that their plaus will--some of fllem--meet the
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hearty endorsement and suppor_ of tile people most deeply interested.

The officers of the Snrvey_havelbeen glad to furnish such geological
information as would help in settling file questions they have had
under consideration. And it has given us great satisfaction to see

that our topographical surveys and maps have been sufficient to

filrnlsh the basis for their workj to save them a great deal of time and

labor, and to enable them to accomplish in a single season what wouht
otherwise have been entirely beyond the m_ans provided for them.

During the year the cities of Orange and East Orange have com-

pleted tbe constructionbof public water.works in a satisiSctory manner,

and are enjoying the benefits of an abundant supply of good water.
Tile locations for the collection and storage of water within our

State are sufficient for all the demands of the largest population ; but
there is need for constant watehfidness to keep the streams free from

pollution, and to preserve the water for its most important nse_ that of
tile household.

11
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X.

MISCELLANEOUS.

NATIVE IRON.*

Native iron has been found in small quantities botb in the shale and

the earthj in Raritan townsblp, Middlesex county, about three miles

east of New Brunswick, and one mile southeast of the village of Pis-
cataway.

In tile summer of 1882, an attempt was made to deepeu the well

on the Van ttorn farm by boring. The shale was reached at the

depth of 21 feet, and continued in it for the whole depth bored, which
was 74 feet. There was not much water found, but at the depth of
50 feet it was observed that when the drin was raised from the well

there were numerous particles and small grains of iron adhering ta_
the lower end of it. This attracted the attention of Mr. James F.

]_otchkies, of Plainfield, and tile boring was continued further at his

*Native iron has been found at comparatively few points in the earth's surface.

A very fulldeseriptlonof undisputedlocalitiesor occurrencesis in Poggendorf's

Annalen der Chemic, Vol. LXXXV[II., page 145, by J. O. Borneman, in an article
entitled Nati_,e Iron from Kcuper, at Mf_hlhausen, in Thuringia.

At thisplacelhe ironwas found in thecenter,or as kernelsin small spheroidal

masses,or hallswhose outershellconsistedof magnetiteand limoniteor of pyritein

part. These ballsoccurin a coalylayerwhich is termed Kohlenletlcn,and which is

fossiliferousalso,carryingabundant remainsof plants. Over itisa clayeysandstone

containingcalarnitcs'remains. Itsthicknessis fromsixto nineinches. The largest

of theseironballsweighed 40 grammes. A chemicalexaminationof the ironfailed

to discoverany nickelor cobMt. The metallicportionwas ofirregularshape,enclosed

withintheblack,magnetichull. The outercrustwas partlylimenite.

The metallicironfound at Kamsdorf,in Thuringia,showed on analysis99.5per

cent.of iron,and 6.0per cent.leadand 1.5per cent.copper. Itweighed 12 ounces

and was a_sociatedwithmagnetite.

Native iron exists in small plates and tabular shapes in the platinum and gold sands
of the Urals in Siberia and in South America. These are of steel gray color and con-
sist of metallic iron, 86.33 _ platinum, 8.15, and insoluble 4.50 parts.
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expense and for the purpose of seeing whether it could not be found

in larger quantity by boring to greater depth. The boring was con-

tinued on to a depth of 74 feet, but without any increase in the quan-

tity of iron being found.
Mr. Hotchkiss carried some of the iron to Dr. Thomas B. Stillman,

of New York, who analyzed it and made the following report, vlz. :

"Iron (metallic) ............................................ 76.1,° per cent.
Phosphorus ................................................ 0.27
Sulphur ................................................... 1.23
Silica ........................................................ 11.20
Titanic acid ........................................... ;... 0.21

"The above analysis was made upon the unwashed sample. The

pure deposit might run 80 per cent. in iron." .

The iron was only obtained in small quantities, probably but a few

ounces in all. On trying the surface earth about the farm, 1U-r.
Hotchkiss found that a magnet would take out from it iron of the

same kind with that got by boring.
We have visited the well repeatedly and have tested the earth and

picked particles of iron from it by the use of a magnet, so that we are

satisfied tbere is no mistake or deception in the case. We have before

tiffs found metallic iron, in fine l)articles, in our trap-rocks, as men-
tioned in our Annual Report for 1874, page 56, but bad not suspected
its presence in our red shale, wlfich is a sedimentary rock of the Tri-

assic age, and tlm soil which is upon it is one of disintegration and
not a drift soil.

In Bischof's Chemical Geology, Vol. Ill., page 538, it is said that

"Haurmann and Karsten mention many instances of the occurrence

of metallic iron in sedimentary rocks, under circumstances which indi-

cate its origin by reduction of iron compounds by organic substance."

:No explanation for the occurrence of the iron here is apparent as yet.

There are a few of the grains which are as large as pln-heads, but
most of them are smaller and much is in fine dust. Some of those

brought up by the drill are but little oxidized on the surface, while

those found in the soil are rusted on the surface, and frequently are so

completely oxidized as to leave but a small portion of metallic iron in

the middle of the rusted grains. The metal flattens under the ham-

mer aud gives unmistakable evidence that it is a metal and not a
metallic oxide.
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Dr. P. T. Austen, of Rutgers College, is engaged upon a second

analysis of the metal. He has not yet completed it, though he reports
that he has found a little copper in it. The subject is an interesting

one, and though not of any economical importance it suggests inqni-
rles and investigations quits new and different from those heretotbre
made.

COPPER ORES.

In the annual report for ]881, mention was made of the renewal

of work at the old Bridgewater copper mine, near Somerville, in

Somerset county. This mine had become the property of A. I]:.
LIovey, Esq., of that place, and he had driven in tunnels immediately

under the trap-rock of the First ridge of the Watehung mountains,

and had found a fine show of rich ore, yielding 15 per cent. of
metallic copper. Since that time Mr. Hovey has nmde further

explorations, by driving a tunnel direet]y in under the trap-rock of

the mountain, a distance of 228 feet, and cutting side drifts off from

the main one to the extent of 240 feet, so that these exploring galleries
together have a linear extent of 468 feet. In all these the bed of
sandstone next the trap-rock, for a thickness of from 1_ to 2_ feet,

was rich in copper. The galleries arc about five feet wide, and tbe

ore which has been t,:tken from them is mostly piled upon the dumps,

and is roughly estimated at 250 tons. A sample of the ore, made up

from pieces taken from the ends of all the galleries opened, was
',L-sayed, and found to contain 19 per cent. of copper and 6 minces of
silver to the ton of ore.

This is the most extended and promising opening that has been

made upon the copper-bearing rocks of this vicinity. The occurreuce
of copper in its metallic form and as oxide and earbmmte, in the

triassic rocks, has been noticed from the earliest settlement of the

country. Sometimes the copper is found in the red sandstones mad
shales where no tsap-rock is known to be near it, but in most cases

the copper ore is in the sandstone immediately in contact with the

trap. And it is probable that in the eases where the ore appears in
sandstone and no trap is visible, that the latter rock is not far beneath.

The ores of copper have been fonnd along the ]_irst mountain, at

the meeting of the trap and sandstone, all the way from near Plucka-
rain to Chimney Rock, and on to the gap in the mountain back of

Plainfield. They are seen both in the underlying and overlying.
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_ndstoues and shales ; but from the struetore of the rocks, they have

been more easily uncovered and tested, on the westerly and south-

western face of the mountain, where the underlying sandstone meets
the trap.

The position of the trap, as an igneous rock intruded between the

layers of _ndstone, and constituting a great sheet of peculiar rock,

along which copper ores are found oil both its under and tipper faces,

is easily understood and remembered. And it gives direction and

enc_mragement to pursue a more systematic method in exploring for
these ores, and for mining them when proper explorations have been
made.

The numerous unsuccessfill attempts which have been made to mine

and work these triassic copper ores, have led to a great distrust of their

value. But the fine exposure of ore in this new opening, the better
understanding of the geological origin and structure of' the rocks

bearing the ore, the improved methods used in smelting ores, and the

enormous amount of such ores which can be obtained, all give enCOur-

agement to renew the efforts to mine and work them profitably.
The section shown on the preceding page, across the First mountain,

Washington Valley, and on to the Second mountain, shows the sand-

stones and trap-rocks in their relation to each other. The section

begins 3} miles north of Somerville, and extends northeast for l._

miles. The scale of the section is 1,200 feet to 1 inch. The workings
for copper ore have been driven in only' 228 feet, but thus l_ar the

under surface of the trap follows the bedding of the sandstone, with

a dip of 11 °, and as the overlying sandstone on the northeast slope of

the mountain follows down at the same angle of dip, and is ctmrged
with Copper ore in the same way qnite to foot of the mountain, it,

seems probable that this intrnsive sheet of trap, with its accompanying
copper ores, continues its regular course between the beds of sandstone

fi)r the whole breadth of the monntain, and perhaps much farther,
underneath the sandstones of tim valley and the Second mountain.

The copper mines at Belleville, at Flemlngton, at Griggstown and
at .New Brunswick, have all shown fine specimens of copper ore, but

they are not now worked. With the accumulation of capital, the

greater skill in mining and metallurgy, the better understanding of
the geological associations of the ores, and the unequalled location of

the mines for labor, fuel and markets, attention may fairly be calted
to their claims.
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ZI_,'C ORE.

A nmv locality of zinc ore has been discovered during the year, on

the Raub farm, between Buttzville and Oxford_ in Warren county.

It was opened by Messrs. Hartpence, of Buttzville, and the property
has been leased by them and A. J. Swayze, of Hope. The ore was

discovered in a thin vein in a ledge of white crystalline limestone, at
tbe north side of the Oxford road, and southwest of the 1Laub thrm

house. A test pit is being sunk on the outcrop. The size of the
vein and its relations to the limestone strata had not been ascertained

at last reports from the lessees. This rock dips to the northwest.

The zinc ore is apparently scattered through the rock, and it may not

be limited to a single layer or stratum. The ore is a fine crystalline
black blende. Specimens have been received at the Survey office, but,

no assays or analyses have been made of them. Zinc blende in lime-

stone was opened on this farm a few rods soutbcast of this locality in
1875.*

GRAPHITE, PLUMBAGO, BLACK LEAD,

The localities where this mineral occurs in quantity in the State

have been described in previous reports.t The only locality which

has been developed to any extent is that near Bloomingdale. It is

owned by the Bloomlngda]e Grat)hltc Company (M. J. Rycrson &

Sons), H. J. Dreher, Superintendent.
The old mine was re-opened in the season of 1882 and about 300

tons of lead taken out, mainly from a drift started from the shaft 30

feet down and running in a northeast course. The thickness of the

graphitic beds was found to be at least 16 feet, though no wails were
reached. The present surface work is north of the old shaft, a few

yards, where the bids were supposed to be near the surface. The

mine was 60 feet deep.

The large stock of material thrown out by the old company, with
that raised last season by the present operators, has sufficed for the

works since they have been going. The works are southeast of the

mine, about 300 yards, and near a small stream. The old pond is

nscd as a storage reservoir ; a new dam lower down and near the

Annual Report, 1875, page 36.

t Annual Report, lS79,.pages 153-156; Annual Report, 1880, page 178.
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works gives 40 feet fall. But tile motive power is maln]y supplied

from a large steam engine. The ore is broken, crushed and then sepa-
rated into the various grades, according to its fineness and purity, for

electrotypers' use, for lubricating, for crucibles, founders' facings, stove

polish and pencils. The present capacity is about 1,000 pounds a day,
and a ready market takes the manufactured article at good prices.

The great extent of the graphite in the gneisslc strata at this

locality, the convenient arrangements for working up the raw mate-

rla], the nearness to railroad and the superior quality of the product

tbrm the basis of this new enterprise, and give promise of a rapid
development into a large industry.

Another graphite opening, wbich bus not beeu described in any
of the preceding Survey Reports, is ucar Pottersvi]le, on the farm of
C. Fisher. it is in a side hillj a quarter of a mile west of Fisher's

house, and south of the road leading to :Fairmount Clmrch from

Pottcrsvil]e. The place was opened three years ago by Jacob Castner

and E. Potter, who set up some machinery for separating it, but the
place was soon abandoned. A shallow cut near the brook shows a

graphitic gneiss and a coarse crystalline rock in which the graphite is
a constituent. :No determinations of the percentage were made.

MASTODONBONE-_.

The bones of a half-grown mastodon were dug up last summer

about 300 feet southwest from the depot, at Corona, Bergen county,
by _[r. David Essex. They were in black carth, and two or three

feet beneath the surface. The bones were very much decayed, so that

but few of them could be recognized. There was a piece of a tusk
four or five inches long and two inches in diameter_ and some broken

teeth, which were much worn, and the crowns of.some others whiel b

probably, had never developed roots, and were still in the body of the
jaws when the animal died. These crowns of teeth, which were in

the most perfect preservation, were three and a half inches long, three
inche_ wide and about one and a half inches high.

DEEP BORI2ffGS IN EARTtt.

The accumnlations of glacial and of modified drift in the northern

part of the State have covered the surface irregularly and obscured
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the underlying rocks ill the most perplexing manner, in the valleys
of the Wanaque and the Ramapo rivers, where the surface is now

plain and the earth gravelly or alluvial. Some borings have been made

ill the _,Vanaque valley during the past season to ascertain the depth
of the gravelly and earthy deposits by L. B. Ward, Esq., of the
State Water Commission.

Boring No. 1 "was stalk in the Post's brook outlet, in low ground,
a short distance west of the wagon road to Wanaque ; depth to (sup-

posed) ledge, 116 feet; elevation to rock ledge above tide, 91 feet.

Tile material penetrated for about 80 feet, beginning at the surface of
the ground, was a loose, permeable sand, mixed with more or less

small grave/: permitting the free passage of water. Below that level

was a bed of very close, fine sand, constituting an apparently retentive

bed. At the bottom of this, and immediately overlying the rock,

was a layer two feet thick of fine gravel."

Bering No. 2 "was sunk along side the Wanaque river in the
narrowest part of the pass between the hills. The rock was found at

59 feet; elevation of this rock above tide is 145 feet. This boring
penetrated only loose, gravelly material."

Boring No. 3 '_is incomplete. It has been carried down 75 feet

through material similar to that of :No. 1 at corresponding depth.

This boring is situated about half a mile north of :No. I, and in the
same relative position as to the Wanaque road as the latter."

"There is a close correspondence between the depth of gravel

deposit ovcrlying tim rock in the main outlet of the Wanaque valley

at boring No. 1 (116 feet) and that observed iu the boring made in
1865--6_ on John Garrison's farm in the Ramapo valley_ when rock

was reached 117 feet below the surface of the mcadow_ boring through
.a bed of gravel to that depth."

A boring made on Bedloc's island, in the examination of the

foundation for the Bartholdl statue, failed to find rock at a depth of

50 feet from the surface. The material passed through for the first 15

feet was fine sand ; the remalniug 35 feet waS hard, compact gravel,
with some bowlders, as reported by Alex. C. Chenewith, C.E., under

whose direction the work of clearing the foundation was done. The

-gneissie rock, so abundant in :New York city, makes its appearance on
the _vest bank of the Hudson, in Jersey City, and undoubtedly makes

the west bank of the river channel down to Robbins' reef, but it must

•be sonmwhat below the bottom of this boring on Be(line's island.
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XI.

STATISTICS.
Q

IRON ORE.

The aggregate tonnage of iron ore over the several lines of trans-

portation which cross the Highlands, from stations in the iron-ore
district, amounted, in 1883, to 498,293 gross tons. The total amount

reported last year over the same lines was 897,183 tons. If to these

figures the amounts received at the furnaces direct by teams, and
which are not included in any of the returns of the transportatiolt

lines, be added, the total amounts are :

In 1882........................................................... 932,762 tons.
" 1883........................................................... 521,416

Adecrease of...i........................................ :... 411,346 "

This decrease is equivalent to 44 per cent. or nearly one-half from
the total for last year (1882). Comparing with the reports for 1881,

1880 and 1879, there is a decline nearly to the standard of production

of 1879, when the reported aggregate was 488,028 tons.

ZINC ORES.

The tonnage of zinc ore over the lines which carry the product of

the zinc mines of Sussex county, to the furnaces using them, amounted,

in 1883, to 56,085 tons.*

CLAYS,

The following statistics of elays_ mined in the State for the year

ending July 31st, 1883, have been kindly furnished by the Bureau of
Statistics, through Non. James Bishop, Chief of that Bureau, viz. :

Statistics of zinc ores carried by the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western, the New

York, 8nsquehanna and Western, and the Lehigh and Hudson Railroads.
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Fire-brick clay ............................ 273,000 tons _ $1,056.000
Fire sand .................................... 69,000 = 69,000
Foundry clay ............................... ')0,000 ---- 35,000
Paper clay ................................... 1,000 _ 10,000
White-ware clay ........................... 11,300 = 79,100
Stone-ware clay ............................ 18,000 = 54,000
Drain-pipe clay ........................... 100,000 = 175,000
Terra-cotta clay ........................... 8,000 _ 24,000

500,300 " = $1,502,100
Moulding sand ........................... 22,700 " = 34,000
Red-brick clay .............................. 559,200 " = 669,000

Totals .................................... 1,682,200 " = $2,205,100

According to these returns the business of mining fire-clays and other

crude materials of a refractory nature is steadily increasing in extent
and in value.

BRICKS.

The statistics of brick also are from lion. James Bishop, Chief of
the Bureau of Statistics.

ttackensack River yards ...................................... 31,500,000
Rarltan and South River yards .............................. 84,000,000
Raritan Bay and Matavan Creek yards ................... 18,000,000
Trenton arid Kinkora yards (including 9,000,000

pressed bricks) ............................................... 32,900,000
Delaware River (Pea Shore) .................................. 8,000,000
Scattering yards, Camden and South Jersey* .......... 6,000,000
Yards elsewhere in State (estimated) ...................... 6,000,000

Total ........................................................... 186,400,000

The product is valued at $1,480,700.

These figures show a large increase over the total returns received

at the Survey office, for the years 1881 and 1882.

:Eight fire-brick establishments report a total production of
20,500,000 fire-brick.

LIME,

The manufacture of pure lime, for buildingand manufacturing pur-

poses, from the white, crystalline limestones of Sussex county, is ear-

*Estimate of Mr. Augustus Reeve, of Camden.
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rled on near Hamburgb_ by two firms_ vlz._ Sayre & Vnnderboof_ who
have their kilns at tbe side of the railroad south of tile village, and

by the Hamburgh Lime Company; aud at MnAfee Valley, by the

White Rock Lime and Cement Company. The total product of these

companies, in 1883, amounted to 121,000 barrels, besides what is sold

for agricultural uses. The demand for these limes is increasing, neces-

sitating the erection of two additional kilns at McAfee Valley and
giving full employment to the kilns at Hamburgh. All of tbe kilns

are of improved pattern and lmve fire-chambers separate from tim

kiln-shaft, and all use wood. The greater part of the product is

shipped to Jersey City and New York_ where it competes with the
best lime from Glens Falls and the Hudson river valley.
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XII.

PUBLICATIONSOFTHESURVEY.
o

The AXXUAL REPORTS OF THE STATE GEOLOGIST are printed as

part of tile legislative documents of the State. They are largely

distributed by the memhers of the Legislature. Extra copies are

distributed by tile members of the Board of Managers, and the State

Geologist also distributes copies to libraries, institutions of learning,
and, as far as possible, to persons interested in such work. A list is

kept of those to wlmm distribntlon is made regularly. Most of the
extra copies of the reports of preceding years are all distributed.

The REPORT OF TIIE FIRE AND PO'PTERS' CLAYS OF ]_EW JER-

s_:Y, with a map of the day district of Middlesex county, published

in 1878, has been very widely distributed. There are copies still on
hand for distribution.

A PRELIMINARY CATALOGUE OF THE :FLORA OF _EW JERSEy_

prepared by N. L. Britton, Ph.D., was printed in 1881, and dis-
tributcd to botanists for their remarks, corrections and additions. A_

great many of the plants have been noticed in only a single place in
the State. By tbe drculation of this catalogue among botanists, it is

hoped that umny new localities of rare plants will be discovered, and

the list thorongbly revised. The _talogues are to be returned after

two or more seasons, and the notes in them used in making out a more

perfect catalogue, for general circnlafion throughout the State. Only
600 copies were printed, and these have already becu placed in tim

hands of working botanists, and much has already been accomplished "
in its revision. The work commends itself to all lovers of botanical

science, and we are promised thelr hearty co-operatlon in completing
the revised edition.

._k TOPOGRAPHICAL _AP OF A PART OF _ORTHERN _EW JER-

SEY, on a scale of one mile to an inch, is printed, and has been dis--
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tributed to some extent. In addition to the delineation of boundaries,

streams, roads and geogmphieal matter, it has on it contour lines of
level, so that the elevations of the surface above mean-tide are accu-

rately marked on all parts of it. This map has been very generally
approved, and is in demand for laying out drains, ditches, water-works,

roads and railroads, and for selection of building-sites, and as a study

for drives, bicycle excursions, etc.

SHEETS NOS. 3 A.'¢]) 4 OF THE TOPOORAPHICAL ]_][AP OF NEW

JERSEY, as referred to on pages 11 and 12 of this report, will be

printed and ready for distribution about April 1st, 1884.

GEOLOGICALMAP OF NEW JERSEY. Scale, six miles to an inch.

The improvements going, forward in the State 'call for a revision of
our map very often. The one which was printed with the annual

report of 1882, and was corrected up to that date, had some correc,-
tlons in railroads, some minor improvements in tbe geological coloring,

and mucl:i was added in new places along the sea-shore, and the life-

saving stations were all located.
The results of the Survey are intended for the benefit of the citizens

of the State, and the Board of l_Ianagers have charge of and direct
the distributions of its collections, reports and maps. The addresses

of the members of the Board are given on page 3 of this report, and

application made for publications to them, or through them to the
State Geologist, will be received and given due attention.
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XlII.

EXPENSES.

O

The expenses of the Survey are kept strictly within the annual
appropriation of $8,000, and all bills and liabilities incurred up to

date are paid in full.
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XIV.

PERSONSEMPLOYED.

o

My own time has been occupied with tile business of tile Survey r

providing the men and means for carrying forward tbc work steadily

and efficiently. I have been much interested ill helping to carry
forward various works for turning geological science to its practical

and useful applications.
Prof. Jort_ C. Ss[OCK, Assistant Geologist, has been engaged

specially ill a review of our iron mines and mining industriee, as is
shown in this report. He is also engaged in collecting the materials

necessary for the completion of the geology to accompany tile new

topographical maps now being prepared.
In consequence of the pressing need for Topographical Surveys and

maps upon which to properly locate and describe the geology, and
the limited funds at our disposal, it has been thought proper to spend

all that could be saved of the appropriation on the Topography. And

neither Professor Smock nor myself have drawn pay for fidl service,

but have found partial occupation in other scientific work.
C. CLARKSON _ERMEULE, C.E., assistant in charge of the Topo-

graphical Survey, has been pressing his work forward steadily through
tlm entire year.

PETER D. STAATS_ A._I._ assistant to Mr. Vermeul% has been

engaged, principally, in surveying and mapping roads during the

entire year.
FRED. W. BENNETT, B.S., aesistant to h_r. Vermeule, has been

engaged in leveling and sketching for Topography during nine
months.

PHILIP 12]k.BEVIER, B.S., assistant to Mr. Vermeule, has been

engaged in leveling and sketching for Topography during six months

of the year.
GEo. HILL, C.E., assistant to Mr. Vermeule, has been engaged in

leveling and sketching for Topography during six months of the year.
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CYRUS W. :F. SPROUL, student Rutgers Scientific School, has been

engaged in leveling and sketching for Topography during nine months
of the year.

JOHN G. TAITj student Rutgers. Scientific School, rodman, fifteen
weeks.

WM. L. HAY_F.S, student Rutgers Scientific School, rodmau, ten
weeks.

CHARLES DESHLER, student Rutgers Scientific School, rodman,
seven weeks.

ARTUUR C. PAYEE, student Rutgers Scientific School, rodman,
seven weeks.

I_RA_K VAN ]_RACKLE, student Rutgers Scientific School, rodman,
seven weeks.

WM. F. MARVII_E, rodman, ten weeks.

In the chemical department no chemist lms been steadily eml)loyed ,

but needed chemical investigations have been made by F. A. Wilber,

M.S., Assistant Professor of Chenfistry in Rutgers Scientific School.
Prof. J. S. _ewberry, of Columbia College, :New York City, Ires

nearly completed his monograph of tlm fossil fishes of our Triassic
sandstone, and it will soon be ready for publication, with full" descrip-

tions and drawings.
Prof. I_. P. Whitfield, of the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, is making progress with his work of figuring and describing
the invertebrate fossils of tlm Cretaceous formations of :New Jersey.

One hundred and eighty species are described; tbur hundred and

ninety-slx figures are drawn and ready for the engraver.
Dr. :N. L. Britton is still engaged in revising, correcting and

improving the Catalogue of Plants of :New Jersey, and it is expected
tlmt he will soon have entered upon the llst very nearly all the plants

growing in the State.
12
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XV.

WORKTOBE DONE.

PLAN FOR THE CO,_I[NG YEAR.

The work of the Survey is now mainly dlreeted to perfecting and

arranging materials for publi_tlon. The essential and hnportant

part of this is to have aeeumte and reliable maps upon which to
delineate the various results which ]lave been attahled. For this

purpose the Topograllhical Surveys vCiI1 be prosecuted with all the

dispatch the means at our disposal will allow.

The Topographical Malls , Sheets i_os. 3 and 4 of the series, shown

on map facing page 11, are now done. Sheet No. 7 is all engraved;
Sheet No. 2 is drawn and ready for the engraver; Sheet No. 16 is

nearly'all drawu, and will soon be put in the hands of the engraver.

The surveys for Sheets INos. 6 and 17 are well advanced, and will be
completed the coming sulnmer. The surveys for Sheets _Nos. 9 and

13 will next be taken up, and, if possible, be completed the craning
summer.

Questions cmmected with the economic uses of geological and

natural products are continually arising, and we give to them as
much attention as possible at the thue the)" are brought up. And

geological notes are being collected and made ready for use whenever
a fnal report shall be prepared.

The larger part of the Invertebrate Fossils of the Cretaceous

Fornmtlon are described and drawn, and the lithographer is at work

drawing them on stone, and a considerable pm'tion of them will be
printed in the course of the year.

The catalogue of the plants of the State is going forward, and we

are glad to report that several hundred amateurs are helping to fill
out and perfect it.
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